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Lesson 1

Read and complete:

Welcome to this course! You will guide yourself 
through this course. In this lesson, you will learn 
how the course works.

Some Th ings You Need to Know
1. This course includes a Daily Checklist for you to use each day you

have school. Read the instruc  ons on the  rst page of the Daily
Checklist with your parent or teacher. Have your parent or teacher
ini  al here when you have read the instruc  ons together:

///////////
2. Open your Course Companion to page 5  tled “Poetry

Memoriza  on” and read the instruc  ons. Then answer the
ques  ons:

How many poems should you work on at a  me?  ///////
Once you complete a poem and start on the next one, should you 
also recite the poem or poems you have already memorized each 

 me you work on poetry memoriza  on?  ///////
Choose two of the poems from this sec  on to memorize during the 
course and circle them.

3. Your Course Companion contains “States and Capitals Ladders" on
page 1. Read the instruc  ons.

4. Each day your parent or teacher will dictate 4-5 sentences to
you, meaning he or she will say a sentence out loud and you
will write it on a white board or paper. These sentences are in
your Course Companion and will help you prac  ce spelling words,
spelling pa  erns, spelling rules, commonly confused words, and
grammar and punctua  on rules. Open your Course Companion

to the sentence dicta  on instruc  ons on page 103 and read the 
instruc  ons with your parent or teacher. Have your parent or 
teacher ini  al here when you have read the instruc  ons together:

  //////////
5. To complete some of your wri  ng assignments, you will need a

blank notebook to use as your "Writer's Notebook." Your longer
wri  ng assignments will be done on a computer.

How To Complete Th is Course Book
1. Each day you will complete one or more lessons in this course book.

Simply follow the instruc  ons and mark the check box when you
have completed a sec  on. Check the box in the top corner of the
page when the en  re page is completed. If desired, keep a s  cky
note on the current lesson so you can quickly  nd your place each day.

2. Your parent or teacher will use the answer key in your Course
Companion to check your work and make sure you understand
what you are reading and learning.

3. If you do not understand something, look up informa  on in your
Course Companion or ask your parent or teacher for help. Also, if
you are part of the way through a worksheet and you are not sure
if you are doing it correctly, ask your parent or teacher to check the
answer key.

4. The beginning of this book reviews basic principles taught in
previous course levels. If you already know the principles, don't
worry! The course will quickly dive deeper into new concepts.

All right, you are 
ready to get started!

Lesson 1

parent initials

one

yes

parent initials
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Parts of Speech
Open your Course Companion to page 16  tled “Terms to Know.” Refer to 
the page when needed for this lesson and any future lessons.

Exercise 1: For each sentence, indicate the part of speech for the 
underlined word by underlining the correct choice.

1.  I le   my hat inside the capacious cave.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

2.  The new barn was very capacious; it held 20 horses.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

3.  The new barn was very capacious; it held 20 horses.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

4.   She put it in her capacious bag.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

5.  We walked leisurely through the peaceful, capacious gardens.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

6.  The capacious room held over three hundred people.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

7.  The mansion has a capacious entryway.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

8.  David said that he has visited Mr. Carson's capacious mansion.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

9.  Her capacious library was decorated so nicely.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

10.  Inside the capacious store, we found a plethora of great books.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

11.  Inside the capacious store, we found a plethora of great books.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

Exercise 2: Underline all the preposi  ons in the 
following two sentences. 

1. We went to the mountains a  er school ended on 

April 20th.

2. The two cubs in the  eld sat by their mother on 

the grass and listened to the birds.

Exercise 3: Abstract nouns are things you cannot 
touch such as PEACE, HOPE, and STRENGTH. Underline all the words 
below that are abstract nouns.

weakness     grief        hopeful     science determined

determina  on   weak       kindness     kind  prayer  

pa  ence    pa  ent     minute     hour  sing  

Helping Verbs
Read:

A helping verb, also called an auxiliary verb, helps show the tense of 
the main verb. For example, in this sentence the helping verb, which is 
underlined, helps show that the ac  on will happen in the future.

I will go to the store.  (will=helping verb, go=main verb)

The most common helping verbs are forms of “to be,” “to do,” and “to have.”

I am reading the book.  (am=helping verb, reading=main verb)

Amy does like the book.  (does=helping verb, like=main verb)

I have read the book.  (have=helping verb, read=main verb)

Some  mes more than one auxiliary is used. For example, "We should 
have been careful." Generally, verb phrases using "have" use perfect tense 
and verb phrases using a form of "to be" are called progressive tenses.

CAPACIOUS: capable of holding much, spacious or roomy
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Exercise: Underline the helping verb or verbs and circle the main 
verb in each sentence.

1. I am wai� ng for the rain to stop.

2. He was watering Grandma’s garden.

3. I had hoped for a miracle.

4. We had been si�  ng on the porch for an hour.

5. The student is trying his best.

6. We should help that lady.

7. The baby can crawl now.

8. They shall spend the night in a tent.

9. I might want some help.

10. I have always wanted a puppy.

11. We will be going to the lake tomorrow.

12. A sincere prayer does make a diff erence.

Verb Phrases
A verb phrase is the helping verb or verbs plus the main verb. The verb 
phrases are underlined in the following examples:

I have been hoping to ride a pony.   |   I am having a great day!

Exercise: Underline the verb phrase in each sentence.

1. I am wai  ng for the rain to stop.

2. He was watering Grandma’s garden.

3. I had hoped for a miracle.

4. We had been si   ng on the porch for an hour.

5. The student is trying his best.

6. We should help that lady.

7. The baby can crawl now.

  

Subjects
Read and complete the exercises:

The two necessary parts of a sentence are the subject and the predicate. 

The simple subject is who or what is doing or being. Modi ers, words 
that provide addi� onal informa� on, are not part of the simple subject. 
The simple subjects are underlined in the sentences below.

That cute bunny eats a huge carrot.

Our though� ul Aunt Be� y is cooking a wonderful dinner.

The complete subject is the simple subject with all its modi ers. The 
complete subjects are underlined in the sentences below.

That cute bunny eats a huge carrot.
Our though� ul Aunt Be� y is cooking a wonderful dinner.

O� en there is more than one noun in a sentence. Not all nouns are 
subjects. To determine the subject, iden� fy the main verb or verb phrase 
in the sentence and ask who or what is doing or being that ac� on.

Exercise 1: Underline the simple subject in each sentence. 

1. The li� le girl made a nice apron.

2. An old man down the street wrote a lovely story.

3. I watched the beau� ful sunset.

4. Luckily, my mom packed me a huge lunch.

5. The hummingbird zoomed around our yard.

6. A bright yellow bu  er y landed on the pink rose.

Lesson 3
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Exercise 2: Underline the complete subject in each sentence.

1. The little girl made a nice apron.

2. An old man down the street wrote a lovely story.

3. I watched the beautiful sunset.

4. Luckily, my mom packed me a huge lunch.

5. The hummingbird zoomed around our yard.

6. A bright yellow butterfly landed on the pink rose.

7. My family watched a fat worm.

8. Jake kicked the ball into the goal.

Predicates
o Read and complete the exercises:

The simple predicate is the verb or verb phrase that tells the action 
or being of the subject. The simple predicates are underlined in the 
sentences below.

We have been picking the lovely flowers. | The bear sleeps in a cave.

The complete predicate is the simple predicate with all its modifiers. The 
complete predicates are underlined in the sentences below.

We have been picking the lovely flowers. | The bear sleeps in a cave.

Exercise 1: Underline the simple predicate in each sentence.

1. The tiny bird built a nice home on the tree branch.

2. A new family moved into the neighborhood.

3. The brave knight fought the two-headed monster.

4. The entire group of children has been picking berries by the stream.

5. The king will be sending a message in the morning.

Exercise 2: Underline the complete predicate in each sentence.

1. The tiny bird built a nice home on the tree branch.

2. A new family moved into the neighborhood.

3. The brave knight fought the two-headed monster.

4. The entire group of children has been picking berries by the stream.

5. The king will be sending a message in the morning.

Direct Object & Indirect Objects
o Read and complete the exercise:

A direct object receives the action performed by the subject. The direct 
objects are underlined in the sentences below. 

Amy kicked the ball. | David washed the window.

Not all sentences have direct objects.

An indirect object indirectly receives the action of the verb. If there is an 
indirect object, it will answer the question to or for whom or what and 
typically will come between the verb and the direct object. The indirect 
object is underlined in the sentences below. 

Give Mom the flowers.   Dad gave me a new baseball.

Exercise: Underline the direct objects and circle the indirect objects.

1. Dad made Kevin a delicious cake.

2. Aunt Jane read Kate a funny book.

3. The knight gave the princess a bouquet of flowers.

4. I gave my dog a bath last night.

5. Can you pour me a drink?

6. Helen wrote Mrs. Davis a nice letter.

7. I sewed Becky a pillowcase.
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o aReading Check: Underline or write the correct answer:

1. There are two tiers of local government:  /////////// 
and cities/towns.

2. All 50 states are subdivided into counties.      TRUE   |   FALSE

3. A county is a  ////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////.

4. List four things for which towns/cities generally take responsibility:

  //////////////////////////////
 //////////////////////////////
 //////////////////////////////
 //////////////////////////////

Commas in a Series
o Insert commas where needed. Use commas in a series 

of three or more words or phrases unless all items are 
joined by OR, AND, or NOR.

1. A solitary bird sat on a branch and sang.

2. The brawny man carried a suitcase a trunk and a box.

3. My capacious bag holds a binder four books and my lunch.  

4. The physical exertion did not make me sweaty nor thirsty nor tired. 

5. You can augment your faith by studying and praying and serving.

6. The contemptuous man was neither kind nor merciful nor patient.

Types of Sentences
There are four types of sentences:

Statement (declarative): David is in the barn.      

Question (interrogative): Do you like dogs? 

Exclamation (exclamatory): This is amazing!        

Command (imperative): Sit down.

o Exercise 1:  Underline the sentence type for each sentence.

1. The tiny dog raced across the field. 
Statement | Question | Exclamation | Command

2. You did a great job!   
Statement | Question | Exclamation | Command

3. Milk the cows before you eat breakfast.            
Statement | Question | Exclamation | Command

4. Did you go to the hospital yesterday? 
Statement | Question | Exclamation | Command

An imperative sentence gives a direct command. The subject in this type 
of sentence is often implied. For example, if you say “Sit down,” the 
implied subject is “you”: “(You) sit down.” Or, you could say, "Jane, sit down."

o Exercise 2:  Put an X in the box before each sentence that is 
imperative (a command).

1 x Please put your shoes by the front door, James.
2 Were you able to procure all the signatures you needed?
3 x Tell me which puppy you like the most.
4 x Tabitha, do not worry about the burned cake.
5 x Do not worry about the burned cake.
6 x Rob, please save some of that pie for Dad.
7 Jason always sits at the head of the table.
8 x Listen to the wind blowing in the trees.

counties

a political and geographic subdivision of a state.

The child should list any four of the following:  

parks and recreation services, police and fire departments, 

housing services, emergency medical services, municipal courts, 

transportation, public works, streets, sewers, snow removal.

, ,

, ,
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Independent and Dependent Clauses / Phrases
For further help, refer to page 35  tled “Independent and Dependent 
Clauses" in your Course Companion.

Read and complete:

There are two kinds of clauses:

An independent clause can func  on by itself as a sentence 
because it contains a subject, a verb, and a complete idea.

A dependent clause has a subject and a verb but not a 
complete idea (because it indicates more to come). Thus, a 
dependent clause cannot func  on by itself as a sentence.

____________________________________________________

HINT: A dependent clause always starts with a subordinating 
conjunction, (such as BECAUSE, AFTER, or INSTEAD OF). When 
you add a subordinating conjunction to the beginning of an 
independent clause, it changes it to a dependent clause because 
it indicates more to come. Look at the following examples. 

Because Jane smiled

When Dad arrived

As soon as Dad arrived

These are dependent clauses because they indicate more to come. 
But, if you took off the words in bold (which are subordinating 
conjunctions), you would be left with independent clauses 
(complete sentences). Put your  nger over the words in bold and 
see how complete sentences are left!

_______________________________________________

If a group of related words is missing a subject or a verb it is not a clause 
at all—it is a phrase. There are many types of phrases: in ni  ve phrases, 
preposi  onal phrases, gerund phrases, and more. We will learn about all 
these types of phrases later in the course. 

Exercise 1: Underline the correct choice for each ques  on.

1. When considering phrases, dependent clauses, and independent
clauses, which must have a subject AND a verb?

A. a phrase, an independent clause, and a dependent clause

B. an independent clause and a dependent clause

C. an independent clause

2. The following group of words is a phrase because it is missing what?

to listen carefully

A. a subject
B. a verb

3. The following group of words is a phrase because it is missing what?

the red wagon

A. a subject
B. a verb

Exercise 2: For each sentence, indicate if the underlined group of
words is an independent clause or a dependent clause by circling the 
correct choice. (Hint: dependent clauses indicate more to come.)

1. Although we watched carefully, we did not see a shoo  ng star.

dependent clause  |  independent clause

2. Although we watched carefully, we did not see a shoo  ng star.

dependent clause  |  independent clause

3. The sunlight danced on the  eld, and the clouds  oated by merrily.

dependent clause  |  independent clause

4. The sunlight danced on the  eld, and the clouds  oated by merrily.

dependent clause  |  independent clause
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Regions of the United States
As shown on the image on this page, the United States is often divided 
into the following major geographical regions:

• West

• Midwest

• Northeast

• South

The image on this page also shows subdivisions of the major 
regions. For example, the Pacific West and Mountain West are both 
subdivisions of the West.

The government divides the United States into regions for things such 
as the United States Census Bureau (which you will learn about later 
in the course), but there are no government structure or laws for the 
regions. Regions simply help to describe larger areas or help group 
together states that are similar in features such as climate, geography, 
history, or culture.  

Since these are not officially defined regions, the states included in 
some regions vary according to the mapmaker.

In this course, as well as learning to identify regions of the United States, 
you will study the Northeast regions: Middle Atlantic and New England.

o Exercise: List the correct answer(s) for each question.

1. In which major region of the United States do you live?

///////////////////////////
2. In which subdivision of the United States regions do you live?

///////////////////////////

Lesson 5

3. List the states in the Pacific West:        ///////////////  
///////////////  ///////////////

///////////////  ///////////////
4. List four of the many states in the South:

///////////////  ///////////////

///////////////  ///////////////
Answer will vary.

Answer will vary.

Washington

Oregon

California

Alaska

Hawaii

Four of the following should be listed:

North Carolina, Virginia, West 
Virginia, Mississippi, Tennessee, 

Alabama, Kentucky, Texas, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, 
Delaware, Maryland, Florida, 
Georgia, South Carolina
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. Refer to Steps 1-5 on page 18 of your

Course Companion if needed. Then, in your sketchbook, draw 
the line art images. (Hint: ITS, MY, HIS and HER are possessive 
pronouns, and function like an adjective.)

Diagram the sentences below. Refer to Step 9 on page 19 of your
Course Companion if needed. You must draw the lines for the last 
sentence. (Hint: TODAY is modifying the verb so it is an adverb.)

David saw a wide, spo  ed  sh.

The cute, li  le  sh swims speedily.

The striped  sh puckers its li  le lips.

I watched the huge, orange  sh.

I have been feeding the lovely birds today. 

Mom will bake her special cake today.

Today the farmer will likely plant his summer crop.

My though  ul uncle mowed the en  re lawn.

saw  shDavid

swims sh

puckers lips sh

watched  shI

have been feeding birdsI

will bake cakeMom
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Proper Nouns & Prepositional Phrases
If needed, open your Course Companion to the following pages for help 
with these exercises: 24 (Capitaliza� on Rules 1-4) and 39 (Preposi� ons 
and Preposi� onal Phrases).

• Remember that speci c names of people, pets, places (businesses, 
parks, libraries, schools), geographical areas (oceans, lakes, rivers, 
con  nents, states, ci  es, street names), religions, holidays, na� onali� es, 
brand names, and organiza� ons are capitalized. Seasons are not 
capitalized. Courtesy � tles are capitalized: Dr., Mrs., Mr., Miss.

• Remember that preposi� onal phrases start with the preposi� on and 
include any words that modify the preposi� on.

Exercise: For each sentence, put three underlines under words that 
should be capitalized but are not. Circle preposi� onal phrases.

 Example: The colorado river curves around those cliff s.

1. Everyone loved bethany's blithe spirit.

2. Through the fields beneath mount helen, we ran blithely.

3. During the great depression, Grandma smith retained a 
blithe attitude.

4. The young, blithe girl from arizona sings like a lark.

5. A blithe, beautiful child came bouncing into the room.

6. Uncle james always had a blithe attitude, even during the 
civil war.

7. Mrs. pepper's spirit was unusually blithe as she decorated the 
christmas tree.

8. The toddler waved blithely to everyone crossing Story bridge, 
over the Brisbane river in australia.

9. I blithely put on my new nike shoes and ran to central park.

Author Homer Greene
Read:

Years before the electric light bulb and cars were invented, a baby boy 
named Homer Greene was born in Pennsylvania to an employee of the 
Pennsylvania Coal Company.

When Homer was a young man, he graduated from college as a civil 
engineer and worked as a surveyor for a few years with the Pennsylvania 
Coal Company. His taste, however, was for books and law, and he 
eventually graduated from law school and became a successful lawyer.  

Homer was just sixteen years old when he had his  rst piece of wri� ng, a 
short story, published in a magazine. Over the years, he had many stories, 
poems, and books published.

In this course you will read a book by Homer � tled The Blind Brother. This 
story won  rst place in a story compe� � on for which he was awarded 
$1,500—a large sum of money at that � me. The story was published in a 
magazine and was eventually made into a book.

The Blind Brother will take you back in � me to the coal mines of 
Pennsylvania in the 1800s. Because Homer grew up near the coal mines 
and even worked at the coal mines for a � me, he gained the knowledge 
he needed to create the se�  ng for his book. It is also interes� ng to note 
that the book contains a court trial—another topic of which Homer had 
knowledge since he had worked for years as a lawyer. 

The Blind Brother is an engaging book of adventure that also contains 
powerful and praiseworthy messages about repentance, redemp� on, 
family, honesty, sel essness, and love.

Lesson 6

BLITHE: happy and without worry
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Many books today are kept in print for just a few years. The Blind Brother 
was  rst published in 1887,and it is s� ll in print today, over 130 years 
later! Several diff erent edi� ons have been printed over the years. Below 
are images of two edi� ons of the book. Which cover do you like best?

Th e Blind Brother: Chapter 1
Read the following vocabulary words from Chapter 1 of The Blind 

Brother, and read the de ni� ons and example sentences.

waylay: to stop someone who is going somewhere or to a  ack 
someone by surprise
The actress was waylaid by a group of fans as she entered the building.
We were waylaid by a band of robbers who had been hiding in the trees.

hewn: something cut, chiseled, or shaped with a tool
He had roughly hewn features.
The statue was hewn from Italian marble.

exultant: triumphant and happy
The winning team let out an exultant cheer.
The exultant army had won the ba  le.

revel: to take or the act of taking great pleasure in; to celebrate.
We reveled in the thought of our upcoming cruise.
The revel lasted all a  ernoon; it was quite the celebra  on!

Fill in each blank with a vocabulary word from above. 

1. The slabs of slate were _____________ from the gray rocks of the island.

2. Do not  _______________________ in sin.

3. Admirers always  _____________________ the famous actor when 
he tries to go somewhere in public.

4. When I reached the peak, I let out an _____________________ 
shout.

5. The bandits o� en ____________________ stagecoaches on this road.

6. The ______________________ crowd cheered for the winner.

7. The great forest was ______________________ down in one month.

8. Winning the compe� � on le�  me feeling ______________________.

9. The statue was ______________________ from solid marble.

10. The fes� val was held on Sunday, so we did not join the _____________.

Open your Course Companion to page 99 � tled "Challenging Words 
Prac� ce #1." Read the words on this page to your parent or teacher 
and have him or her circle any words you cannot read or pronounce 
immediately.

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 1 of The Blind Brother.

hewn

hewn

hewn

revel

revel

waylay

exultant

exultant

exultant

waylay
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Read the following:

Before you read Chapter 2 of the Blind Brother, it will be helpful to 
understand that a coal breaker is a coal processing plant which breaks 
coal into various useful sizes. Coal breakers also remove impuri  es from 
the coal (typically slate). Here is a photograph of a coal breaker from 
around the same  me as the se   ng of the book:

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 2 of The Blind Brother.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Jack Rennie, the same man who talked to Bennie in the  rst chapter, 
set  re to the coal breaker.
TRUE   |   FALSE

2. What insight into Tom's character is given in this chapter?
A.  When frail Bennie gets  red, Tom says he needs a break himself.

B.  Tom goes barefoot so that Bennie can have really good shoes.

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

Author Homer Greene is skilled at using clever literary devices in his 
wri  ng to make it more powerful.

Open your Course Companion to page 17  tled "Literary Terms." Refer to 
this page to help you complete the following assignment.

Below are sentences from Chapter 2 of The Blind Brother. Underline the 
literary device or devices (there may be more than one) used in each 
sentence. (Note: Some  mes a metaphor is also a hyperbole.)

1. Tom was absolutely afraid to whisper a word of what he knew.
personi ca  on  |  metaphor  |  hyperbole  |  simile  |  allitera  on

2. The  ame curled around the coal-black  mbers and sent up li  le 
red tongues.
personi ca  on  |  metaphor  |  hyperbole  |  simile  |  allitera  on

3. The man stepped forward, a very giant in size.
personi ca  on  |  metaphor  |  hyperbole  |  simile  |  allitera  on

4. His heart pounded like a hammer against his breast.
personi ca  on  |  metaphor  |  hyperbole  |  simile  |  allitera  on

5. His head was in a whirl.
personi ca  on  |  metaphor  |  hyperbole  |  simile  |  allitera  on

r Notebook

In your notebook, write the de ni  ons of personi ca  on, 
hyperbole, and allitera  on (from page 17 of your Course 
Companion), and write an example sentence of your own crea  on 
that illustrates each de ni  on.
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Th e Blind Brother: Chapter 2

Read the following vocabulary words, de ni  ons, and example 
sentences from Chapter 2 of The Blind Brother.

quandary: a situa  on in which you are confused about what to do
Kevin is in a quandary; neither op  on seems good to him.
Whenever I'm in a quandary, I seek guidance through prayer.

inherent: belonging to the basic nature of someone or something
Mothers have an inherent desire to nurture.
Sorrow is an inherent part of repentance.

redress: the se   ng right of what is wrong
The man sought redress for his injuries.
She demanded redress; she wanted jus  ce!

duly: properly,    ng or in due  me
A  er fas  ng all day, the feast was duly appreciated.
James was unduly anxious; there was nothing to fear.

Fill in each blank with a vocabulary word from above. Some words are 
used more than once.

1. The family sought ___________________ for their losses.

2. The situa  on le   Dave in a  ____________________; he wasn't sure 
what to do next.

3. The laws were  ______________________ followed.

4. Mankind has an _____________________ desire to worship God.

5. You will be__________________ instructed before you start the task.

6. Grandfather has natural, ___________________ integrity.

Read the following:

In Chapter 2 of The Blind Brother, a reference is made to the story of Lot 
in the Bible. Refresh your memory of this part of the Bible by reading the 
following story:

Many long years before the 
birth of Jesus Christ, two ci  es 
stood upon the plain which 
the waters of the Dead Sea 
now cover. These ci  es were 
named Sodom and Gomorrah. 
Their inhabitants were very 
wicked, so God destroyed 
their ci  es by raining 
brimstone and  re upon them.

Before God destroyed these 
ci  es, He sent two angels to 
Lot, Abraham's nephew, who 
dwelt in Sodom, commanding 
him to  ee from it, taking his 
family with him. The angels 
hastened him, saying, "Arise, 
take thy wife, and thy two daughters, which are here; lest thou be 
consumed in the iniquity of the city." Then the angels took all four by 
the hand and led them out, and said to Lot, "Escape for thy life; look not 
behind thee, neither stay thou in all the plain; escape to the mountain, 
lest thou be consumed."

Lot pleaded that he might take refuge in a li  le city, named Zoar, not 
very far distant; and having obtained the angels' permission to do so, 
he took his wife and daughters, and hastened away. In our picture we 
see him and his daughters entering Zoar, and Sodom burning in the 
distance—but what is that strange  gure standing on the plain? Alas! 
That is Lot's wife; the angel had commanded them that none were to 
look back, but she did so, and was turned into a pillar of salt.

Turn to page 99 of your Course Companion  tled "Challenging Words 
Prac  ce #1." Read the circled words on this page to your parent or 
teacher. 
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Th e Blind Brother: Chapter 3
Read the following vocabulary words, de ni  ons, and example 

sentences from Chapter 3 of The Blind Brother.

fu  le: having no successful or eff ec� ve results
I tried my best to make it work, but my a� empts were fu� le.
Despite the heroic eff orts of the  remen, trying to save the house was 
fu� le.

amicable: friendly
She was an amicable girl, friendly in every way.
At  rst they thought the policeman would be angry, but he was amicable 
instead.

fallacious: decep� ve; misleading
The words of the man in the courthouse were fallacious.
When he tricked us, we knew his nice words had been fallacious.

Write a sentence that uses the vocabulary word:

1. fu  le: ____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2. amicable: __________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

3. fallacious: _________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Read each pair of sentences, and then, based on the context of the 
sentences, select the de ni  on of the underlined word.

1. Compared to what the rich man gave, the poor woman gave but a 
pi  ance.
The pi  ance she made from washing clothes was barely enough to 
keep food on the table.

in a pi  ful manner  |  something shameful  |  a very small amount

2. The mean old man looked down grimly at the naughty children.
"I guess I'll try again," said the discouraged woman, smiling grimly.

in a rough manner  |  harshly  |  in a gloomy, stern, or discouraged manner

3. The new law will increase military expenditures.
Our expenditures put into the carnival made it a great success.

something spent, such as  me or money  |  promises  |  requirements

4. I didn’t want to implicate him in se   ng the  re if he didn't do it.
The dog’s innocent eyes lied; I knew whom to implicate.

to falsely charge  |  to show to be involved, as in a crime  |  to realize

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 3 of The Blind Brother.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answer.

1. To keep the interest of readers, authors create suspense. Underline 
the ques  on or ques  ons that Homer Greene uses to create 
suspense by the end of Chapter 3 of the Blind Brother.

  A.  Will Bennie tell Mommie how Tom got the $100?

B. Will Bennie get his sight back eventually?

C. Will Tom be able to get himself out of his predicament and 
have the burden weighing on his conscience removed?

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

A  er Tom takes the bribe, he feels bad for doing so. The author could 
have simply said, "Tom felt bad inside for taking the bribe." Instead, the 
author follows Tom's story for several pages, using descrip  ve words to 
really connect the reader with the Tom's feelings. Below are some of the 
words the author uses. First, read the words aloud and try to no  ce the 
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emotions the words create. Then on each blank line, write if the word is 
used as a NOUN or an ADJECTIVE:

1. haunted    ___________________________

2. trouble  ___________________________

3. perplexing  ___________________________

4. doubts  ___________________________

5. weight  ___________________________

6. dismal  ___________________________

7. suffering  ___________________________

8. unhappy  ___________________________

9. misery  ___________________________

o r Notebook

In your notebook, write the heading "Joy." Then, write a list of nouns 
and adjectives that could connect a reader with the feeling of joy.

Direct and Indirect Objects
o Read and complete:

A direct object receives the action performed by the subject. (Amy kicked 
the ball.) The indirect object indirectly receives the action performed. 
(John gave Mom the book. The cat gave Ellen a glance.)

Exercise 1: Underline direct objects and circle the indirect objects.

1. Dad sent his daughter a rose.

2. I bought Jake lunch.

3. Unfortunately, he gave the committee a fallacious report.

4. Mrs. Jones made our family dinner.

5. The amicable toddler gave everyone a hug.

 
Commas with Nonessential Phrases

o Read the following

Nonessential words, phrases, or clauses in a sentence that interrupt the 
sentence are set off with commas. This means you place commas before 
and after the nonessential words, phrases, or clauses.

How do you know if a word, phrase, or clause is essential or nonessential? 
If an essential element is removed, it changes the meaning of the sentence 
or makes it unclear. If a nonessential element is removed, the meaning of 
the sentence does not change and is not unclear. Nonessential information 
might add interesting and helpful information, but it is not essential.

For example, read the following sentences with and without the 
underlined words, and see how the basic meanings of the sentences don't 
change when you take out the nonessential underlined word or phrase:

 Lincoln, luckily, obeyed his parents' warning.

 The birds, chirping excitedly, ate all the seeds in the feeder.

Now, read the following sentences with and without the underlined words 
and see how the basic meanings of the sentences change if you take out 
the essential phrases:

 The person sitting in the third chair over is my father.

 The man who broke the window came and fixed it.

o Exercise 1: For each sentence, place commas before and after 
nonessential phrases. 

 TIP: Remember that nonessential phrases may add HELPFUL 
information, but not ESSENTIAL information.

1. Debbie who lives on a farm taught me how to ride a horse.

2. The man standing on the stage is my older brother.

3. Little Gabby like most of the toddlers in the room was asleep.

Lesson 9
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1. Derek Pratt who sits next to me explained his absence to the teacher.

2. Mr. Wilson who is a retired teacher tutors me in math each Friday.

3. The road which was lined by huge trees led up to the castle.

o Exercise 2: Homer Greene, the author of The Blind Brother, uses 
nonessential phrases and clauses in his writing. For each sentence he 
wrote below, place commas before and after nonessential phrases. 

 TIP: Words such as THEREFORE, NEVERTHELESS, and HOWEVER are 
also nonessential interrupters and are always set off with commas.

1. But that vision of Bennie with eyes that could look into his eyes was 
the vision that crowded out from Tom’s mind the sharp distinction 
between right and wrong.

2. But he felt the shame of it nevertheless as he answered.

3. They induced Bennie who seemed to be weak and nervous to lie 
down on it and try to sleep.

4. You would have no objection I presume to giving a description of the 
man you saw pass by you in the shadow.

5. Luckily the district school was open, and Tom went there instead.

Pennsylvania
o Read and complete:

The Blind Brother takes place in Pennsylvania, which is in the Northeast 
region of the United States. Circle Pennsylvania on the map on this page.

Pennsylvania was one of the original 13 colonies, and it was the second 
state to join the new United States of America.

Using the Internet, find and write the following information:

State nickname: _______________________________________________

Reason it has this nickname: _____________________________________

State abbreviation: ________  Capital: _____________________________

State flower: __________________________________________________

Largest city: ___________________________________________________

How did Pennsylvania get its name?

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

Was the Declaration of 
Independence signed in 
Pennsylvania?

_________________________

Why is the Liberty Bell in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
famous?

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

, ,
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The Keystone State

It was the middle colony of the original 13

PA Harrisburg

Mountain laurel

Philadelphia

It was named after William 

Penn's father, Sir William Penn.

Yes

The Libery Bell was rung to

summon those in Philadelphia

to hear the first public reading

of the Declaration of

The Keystone State
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Paraphrasing Information/Avoiding Plagiarism
To paraphrase means to rewrite informa  on in your own words. There 
is a  ne line between plagiarism and paraphrasing. If the wording of 
the paraphrase is too close to the wording of the original wri  ng, it is 
considered plagiarism. When paraphrasing, the main ideas need to be 
expressed, but the wording has to be your own. 

Here is an example of plagiarism because the wri  ng is too close to the 
original passage.

Original Passage
Paraphrasing is a valuable skill because it is be  er than quo  ng 
informa  on from an undis  nguished passage; it helps you 
control the tempta  on to quote too much; the mental process 
required for successful paraphrasing helps you to grasp the full 
meaning of the original. (Purdue Online Wri  ng Lab)

Plagiarized Passage
Paraphrasing is a valuable skill. First, it is be  er than quo  ng 
informa  on from an undis  nguished passage. Second, it helps 
you control the tempta  on to quote too o  en. Third, the 
mental process required for successful paraphrasing helps you 
understand the full meaning of the original text.

Exercise 1: Paraphrase the original passage above (the one with a 
green heading) by rewri  ng it in your own words.

 TIPS: 

•  Remember to keep all the main ideas. For example, the passage 
lists three reasons paraphrasing is important; make sure to include 
all those reasons, but write them in your own words.

• When paraphrasing, try changing the order of the material if it 
does not need to go in a certain sequence.  

/////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
//////////////////////////
/////////////////////////

Answers will vary.
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The Blind Brother: Chapter 4
o Read each pair of sentences and then, based on the context of the 

sentences, select the definition of the underlined word.

1. The officious man ordered us to be quiet and listen to his complaint.
The bystander had no reason to be so officious and tell everyone 
what to do.

courageous | bossy | impressive

2. The sick girl raised her hand from the bed, her face so terribly pallid.
If he weren’t so very pallid, I’d have thought him strong and healthy.

sweet | disgusted | pale

3. “Don’t be daft; I need you to be serious for a moment,” said Tom.
If she weren't acting so daft, people would take her seriously.

silly | clumsy | awkward

o 6Digging Deeper: Read:

A court trial takes place in Chapter 4 of The Blind Brother. Before you 
read the chapter, read the following information, which will help you 
better understand the terminology used in the chapter.

If someone is charged with a serious crime, he is indicted 
(pronounced "IN - DIE - TED"), which means that an official 
has given him an indictment. An indictment is a formal, 
written accusation telling the person where, when, and how 
he allegedly committed a crime, and that he must appear in 
court. To arraign someone is when the indicted person first 
comes to court and is formally notified of the things he is 
accused of doing. This is when he says whether he is guilty or 
not guilty. Indictable crimes are normally given a trial by jury. 
A jury is usually made of twelve people from the community 

called jurors. During the court case, jurors listen to evidence 
from both the accused, who is called the defendant (the 
one who was indicted), and the prosecutors (the ones trying 
to show that the defendant is guilty of the crime). The jury 
then takes these arguments, talks about them in private, and 
reaches a verdict (a decision) of whether the indicted person 
is guilty or not guilty.

o On page 99 of your Course Companion titled "Challenging Words 
Practice #1," read the circled words on the page to your parent or 
teacher. 

o In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 4 of The Blind Brother.

Quotation Punctuation
o Study quotation punctuation on page 40 of your Course Companion. 

Then write each incorrectly punctuated sentence below correctly. 

1. Tina replied "that is a brilliant idea"!

____________________________________________________________

2. "If you leave now," Mindy said "you will not be late."

___________________________________________________________

3. "Look at this" Blake said "I found a tadpole".

____________________________________________________________

4. "When the sun rises" Blake said "We'll start the hike".

____________________________________________________________

o r Notebook

Set your timer for seven minutes and write a fictional scene that 
takes place in a court room. Use the words DEFENDANT and 
PROSECUTOR at least once. Make up the story as you go. Use 
dialogue with correct punctuation.

Lesson 10

Tina replied, "That is a brilliant idea!"

"If you leave now," Mindy said, "you will not be late."

"Look at this," Blake said. "I found a tadpole."

When the sun rises," Blake said, "we'll start the hike."
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Direct Objects & Indirect Objects
o Read and complete:

A direct object receives the action performed by the subject. (Amy kicked 
the ball.) The indirect object indirectly receives the object. (John gave 
mom the book. John cooks Mother dinner. The cat gave Ellen a glance.)

Exercise: Underline direct objects and circle the indirect objects. Draw 
the line art image in your sketchbook.

1. The cute dog gave me the ball.

2. We gave the lost dog a warm bath.

3. The adorable dog gave me a lick.

4. I made the tired dog a warm bed.

5. We made the dog a new doghouse.

6. My aunt gave me a new book about dogs.

7. The librarian read us a story about dogs.

8. I gave Mom the dog.

9. The loyal dog brought me my slippers.

Effective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
o Read and complete:

Sometimes writers believe that long and wordy sentences make 
higher quality writing. However, that is not usually the case. Avoiding 
unnecessary words makes writing less cluttered and easier to read. 
However, your sentences do not have to be short or simple. In fact, they 
can be beautifully complex, such as sentences often found in well-written, 

classic books; but they should be clear and concise (not including 
unnecessary information) and avoid redundant (repetitive) words.

o Exercise: Rewrite the wordy sentences more concisely. First cover 
up the example answers with an index card. After rewriting the 
sentence, compare the example answer to yours. There is not one 
right way to make a sentence more concise. The example answer 
just shows one possible way.

TIP: Remove duplicates of the same word within a sentence.

TIP: Look for ways to say the same thing more concisely, but be careful 
not to lose needed information or emphasis.

#1: The reason that we did not come to the party, even though we really 
wanted to come to the party, is that our car would not start when we tried 
to turn it on because the battery was dead.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
Example Answer:

 We wanted to come to the party, but our car battery died.

#2: If a sentence has any redundant words, you should remove those 
redundant words from the sentence to make the sentence clearer.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
Example Answer:

 To make sentences clearer, remove redundant words.

Lesson 11
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Proper Nouns & Prepositional Phrases
If needed, open your Course Companion to the following pages for help 
with these exercises: 24 (Capitalization Rules 1–4) and 39 (Prepositions 
and Prepositional Phrases).

o Exercise: For each sentence, put three underlines under letters that 
should be capitalized but are not. Circle prepositional phrases.

 Example: The colorado river curves around those cliffs.

1. Heavy, grey clouds enshrouded central park in New york city.

2. I believe that christianity helps bring light to a world 
enshrouded by darkness.

3. The catholic priest within the Florence cathedral was 

enshrouded in a long robe.

4. The peak of mount Fuji in Japan is enshrouded with clouds.

5. Thick fog enshrouded the entire stadium at davis high 
school.

6. The town of porterville was still enshrouded with smoke 

from the volcano, so the trucks from the red cross could not 

enter the area.

7. In front of the Jefferson library, the salvation army is 

collecting money for christmas.

Diagramming Imperative Sentences
When you  diagram an imperative sentence, the subject may or may 
not be implied. For example, the subject in this sentence is implied, and 
would be diagrammed as (YOU): "Sit down."

o Diagram the sentences below. These exercises include Step 12 (page 
20 in your Course Companion). Note: the word PLEASE (used as a 
polite request) is an adverb. In your sketchbook, draw the line art 
images. 

Please wash the quite dirty poodle.

Pet my new, cute dog very gently, please.

Kindly walk the rather energetic dog.

ENSHROUD: envelop completely; hide

(you)

AJAV
quitedirtythe

Please
poodlewash

AV

(You)

AJAV
rather

energeticthe
Kindly

dogwalk

AV

(you)

AJAV

cutenew
please

dogPet

AJAJ
verygently

AV

my
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Th e Blind Brother: Chapter 5
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 5 of The Blind Brother.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

To "thicken the plot" is an idiom that means to make things more 
complicated or interes  ng. Underline the two ways that Homer Greene 
thickens the plot of the book in Chapter 5.

A.  Jack Rennie is startled and apparently very distraught that 
Tom Greene is the boy who is the witness, and we get hints 
that Jack knew Tom's father.

B.  Jack Rennie shouts a threat to Tom during the trial, and Tom 
believes Jack will have a friend carry out the threat. Even 
though Tom bravely tells the truth, the reader is le   wondering 
if the threat will be carried out.

C.  Jack Rennie escapes, and that leaves the reader wondering if 
he will be found and what Jack will do while he is free.

Commas in a Series
Exercise 1: Determine if the commas in each sentence are separa  ng 

words or phrases. Underline the correct answer.

1. Th e moaning of the wind, the clouds covering the moon, and her 
father's absence all augmented her fear.  

Words | Phrases

2. Dave sells cookies, cakes, and cupcakes to augment his income. 

Words | Phrases

3. I am striving to augment my faith, hope, and perseverance. 

Words | Phrases

4. Eating well, sleeping longer, and exercising regularly augments my 
ability to work hard.

Words | Phrases

5. I hope to exercise more oft en, to be more cheerful, and to keep my 
room organized.

Words | Phrases

Read and complete:
Use commas in a series of three or more words or phrases unless all items 
are joined by OR, AND, or NOR.

Examples:  (Both sentences are correct.)
I bought a cow and a pig and a duck.  |  I bought a cow, pig, and duck.

Exercise 2: Insert commas where needed.

1. Th e brawny man fl exed the muscles in his arms legs and back.

2. Not only was the mountaineer a brawny fellow who looked like he 
could lift  a mountain goat, but he was also skill-
ful with a compass and a map and a rope.

3. My brawny guide carried my backpack while I 
carried the compass the map and the canteen. 

4. We used a compass and map on the trip.

5. Th e brawny man lift ed the large case of com-
passes with ease and threw it into the truck.

6. Th e brawny man augmented his muscles by lift ing weights digging 
ditches and climbing ropes.

Lesson 12
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Latin and Greek Roots
o Read:

In past centuries, many people who wanted 
to be well educated studied other languages. 
This was not usually in order to converse 
with people from other nations, but to better 
understand and communicate in English. 

Words have meaning according to their 
origins. English is made up of words from 
many sources; however, the major sources are 
Latin, Greek and Anglo-Saxon. You will gain a 
better understanding and use of the English 
language as you learn some basic roots from 
source languages. 

A root word is a word that is often used by itself, in compounds with other 
roots, or with affixes. Once you know the meaning of the root word, you 
can understand the meaning of many other words that contain it.

Anglo-Saxon words are the most basic words in English and express the 
ideas most related to everyday life such as house, man, think, eat. They 
most often do not use affixes.

Here are some common Latin roots and their meanings:

visum – see  verbum – word
nomen – name unus – one
annus - year magnus – large or great
mobile - to move

Here are some common Greek roots and their meanings:

photos – light �hono – sound
graph – to write or draw tele – far or distant
autos – self  bios – life
ology – knowledge or study

o Draw a line to match each word to the Latin root from which it is
derived.

visum nominal        - in name only   

verbum magnificent  - great    

nomen unicycle         - a one-wheeled vehicle

unus verb                - a word for an action or state of being                       

annus visual              - able to be seen

magnus annual            - yearly

o Write the Greek root words from which each word is made. Write the
basic meaning of the words.

Example:

photograph   -   photos and graph          light drawing

telephone      -    ____________________            _____________________

autograph      -   ____________________            _____________________

biology           -    ____________________ _____________________

telegraph -   ____________________            _____________________

o Some words are a mix of both Greek and Latin roots. Write the roots
and the basic meaning for each.

television       -     ____________________            _____________________

automobile    -     ____________________  _____________________

tele and phono sound from far

autos and graph write self

bios and ology the study of life

tele and graph write from far 

tele and visum see from far

autos and mobile to move itself
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Commas with Dependent Clauses
When a dependent clause is at the beginning of a sentence, set it off  with 
a comma. When a dependent clause is at the end of a sentence, usually 
do not set it off  with a comma. (A dependent clause has a subject and 
a verb but is not a full sentence because it indicates more to come and 
does not express a complete thought.)

Examples:    When you  nish the book, we will go to the park.

  We will go to the park when you  nish the book.

Underline the dependent clauses and insert commas where needed.

1. Although the sun is shining I am cold.

2. I am cold although the sun is shining.

3. When I say my prayers I am strengthened.

4. I am strengthened when I say my prayers.

5. In case you get cold I brought your coat.

6. I brought your coat in case you get cold.

7. Whenever I feel discouraged you cheer me up.

8. You cheer me up whenever I feel discouraged.

9. After the sun set we roasted hot dogs.

10. We roasted hot dogs after the sun set.

11. Even if I make a mistake you still love me.

12. You still love me even if I make a mistake.

13. Because the mountain is steep it took a long time to climb.

14. It took a long time to climb because the mountain is so steep.

Sentence Structures
For each sentence below, underline the type of sentence structure. If 

needed, refer to page 43 of your Course Companion.

1. Li� le wooden houses dot the mountain side, and here and there a 
turbulent stream comes tumbling down the slope.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

2. Not one of the co� ages stands on level ground; it seems as though they 
had somehow been thrown against the mountain and had stuck there.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

3. I have been sleeping like a bear ever since Rudi went away

simple     |     compound     |     complex

4. You had to leave all the nice li� le plants because we had to go a� er 
Mäggerli.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

5. Moni brought out bread and a small piece of dried meat and invited 
Jörgli to share his midday meal. 

simple     |     compound     |     complex

6.  It sparkled wonderfully in his hand, for the sun shone straight into it.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

7. He said goodnight to Moni and whistled for his two companions.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

8. When Jörgli had gone some distance down the mountain, Moni also 
started along with his  ock

simple     |     compound     |     complex

Lesson 14
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. Add the le  ers AJ under adjec  ves 

and the le  ers AV under adverbs. Refer to pages 19-20 in your 
Course Companion if needed. This lesson focuses on Steps 7, 9, and 
12. In your sketchbook, draw the line art images. 

Our puppy never sleeps well, but our new ki  en always sleeps soundly.

We can pick the apples very quickly, or we can work rather slowly.

Diagram the following sentences. Only the  rst line is given; you 
must draw the other lines.

The exultant team cheered loudly, and the amicable crowd waved.

The blithe li  le girl was singing merrily, but the young boy did not sing.

Hint: NOT is an adverb because it is modifying the verb SING.

sleepspuppy

sleepskitten
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The Blind Brother: Chapter 6

o In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 6 of The Blind Brother.

o aReading Check: Underline the correct answer.

1. Which sentence best describes the way Tom and Bennie feel about 
their mother?

A.  They love her, but they feel she is always so worried and 
stressed that they don't enjoy being around her too much.

B. They adore her and want to help her as much as they can.

C. They are frustrated because she is so grumpy and gloomy all the 
time.

2. Which sentence is true?

A.  Bennie felt that there was going to be a fall before it happened.

B. Bennie was taken by total surprise when the fall happened; he 
did not notice any signs of a possible fall.

Commas with Nonessential Phrases
o Read the following

Let's review. Nonessential words (such as "indeed" and "however), 
phrases, or clauses in a sentence that interrupt the sentence are set off 
with commas. How do you know if a word, phrase, or clause is essential 
or nonessential? If an essential element is removed, it changes the 
meaning of the sentence or makes it unclear. If a nonessential element is 
removed, the meaning of the sentence does not change and is not unclear. 
Nonessential information might add interesting and helpful information, 
but it is not essential.

o Exercise: For each sentence (from The Blind Brother), place commas 
before and after nonessential phrases. 

 TIP: Remember that nonessential phrases may add HELPFUL 
information, but not ESSENTIAL information.

1. It was indeed a labor of love.

2. The newspapers however were soon corrected.

3. Sometimes indeed there came upon him a sudden fear of the 
vengeance he might meet at Rennie’s hands.

4. He ate none of it himself however and the boys ate but sparingly.

5. The fall extended across the old chambers to the west wall of the mine, 
therefore it was more than likely they're shut in beyond hope of escape.

6. Tom grasped Bennie’s hand more tightly in his and hurried almost ran 
down the wide chamber.

7. Her sons had grown both in stature and in grace until they had 
become indeed her crown of rejoicing.

8. But he felt the shame of it nevertheless as he answered.

9. The man stepped forward a very giant in size with a great beard 
floating on his breast.

10. Nevertheless he laid his portion back in the basket.

11. Then straightening up there came into his face a look of heroic 
resolution.

The Blind Brother: Chapter 7

o In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 7 of The Blind Brother.

o aReading Check: Underline the correct answer.

What kind things did Jack Rennie do for the boys in this chapter?

A.  He did not eat his share of food, he entertained them with 
stories, and he offered to die instead of the boys.

B. He did not eat his share of food, he bandaged their wounds 
with strips of his shirt, and he read to them from his Bible.
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Th e Blind Brother: Chapter 8
Open your Course Companion to page number 99  tled "Challenging 

Words Prac  ce #1" and read the circled words to your parent or 
teacher.

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 8 of The Blind Brother.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answer:

Which sentence is true?

A.  Tom's father saved Jack Rennie's life, but Jack was so disturbed 
about the death of Tom's father that he has never been the same.

B.  Jack Rennie stole $1,000 from Tom's father before Tom's father died.

C. Jack Rennie accidentally killed Tom's father in a  ght, and Jack 
saved $1,000 and wants to give it to Tom.

Independent and Dependent Clauses
Exercise 1: Circle all the dependent clauses in the sentences below and 

underline the independent clauses. The sentences are from The Blind 
Brother. If needed, refer to page 35 in your Course Companion  tled 

"Independent and Dependent Clauses."

1. When they thought it was morning, they all arose and walked around 
a li  le.

2. The man started down the heading, but, a  er he had gone a short 
distance, a thought seemed to strike him, and he came back to 
where Bennie was s  ll si   ng.

3. Unless he could produce some strong evidence in his favor, his 
convic  on was almost assured.

4. Let’s listen and see if we can hear it now.

5. She didn’t have much  me to cry because she had to work so hard.

Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. This exercise focuses on Step 7.

The gentle mother helped David, and he smiled pleasantly.

I kicked the ball hard, and it bounced high.

On a separate sheet of paper, diagram the sentences below. This 
exercise focuses on Step 11 (predicate adjec  ves).

1. The cute, wooden cabinets are white.
2. Your homemade lasagna tastes extra delicious.
3. My li  le sister can be so sweet!
4. All the ki  ens are  nally asleep.
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Lesson 16—Assignment on a Separate Sheet of Paper
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Lesson 17—Assignment on a Separate Sheet of Paper
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Conjunctions
Read and complete.

There are seven coordina  ng conjunc  ons: FOR, AND, NOR, BUT, OR, YET, 
SO. The acronym for remembering coordina� ng conjunc� ons is FANBOYS. 
A coordina� ng conjunc� on joins together two independent clauses. An 
independent clause can stand on its own as a sentence because it has a 
subject, a verb, and a complete thought.

Fill in the blank. Coordina� ng conjunc� ons can join together two

 ////////////////// clauses.

Underline the independent clauses and circle the coordina� ng 
conjunc� ons in the following sentences:

1. The berries are ripe, so I picked all of them.

2. You can pick berries with me, or you can help Mom.

3. I love cherries, and I love blackberries.

In the sentences above, does an independent clause come on both sides 
of each coordina� ng conjunc� on? Circle the correct answer: YES | NO

Read and complete:

A subordina  ng conjunc  on joins an independent clause and a 
dependent clause together. There are only seven coordina� ng 
conjunc� ons, but there are many subordina� ng conjunc� ons. A 
subordina� ng conjunc� on always comes at the beginning of a dependent 
clause. Following are some of the most common subordina� ng 
conjunc� ons:

 because    even though    when    while    a� er    before  

Underline the dependent clauses and circle the 
subordina� ng conjunc� ons in the following sentences.

1. When the lemons are ripe, we will pick them.

2. We will pick the lemons when they are ripe.

3. While we wait for Dad, let's make lemon pie!

Th e Blind Brother: Chapter 9

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 9 of The Blind Brother.

Diagram the following sentences on a separate sheet of paper. Have your 
parent or teacher check the answers in your Course Companion. These 
sentences focus on Steps 8 and 9.

1. Hank and Frank have quickly eaten the delicious cake.

2. The complete package will de nitely include candy and  owers.

3. Dogs and cats really enjoy love and a� en� on.

Note Taking
Read:

Taking eff ec� ve notes while in a class is an important skill to develop. 
Not only does eff ec� ve note taking make you more ac� vely involved 
in learning and improve your a� en� on during class, but it also helps 
you understand and remember informa� on. One study shows that 
informa� on wri� en in notes has a 34% chance of being remembered, 
but informa� on not recorded in notes has only a 5% chance of being 
remembered. (Howe, 1970, in Longman and Atkinson, 1999)

Note Taking Tips 

• Listen carefully; don't let your mind wander, or you might miss 
important informa� on.

• Write down only important points, using short phrases or key 
words. You don't need to use full sentences, and you shouldn't 
try to write down exact wording unless it is a speci c quote or 
phrase that is very important.
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• Look for cues from your instructor about what is important, 
such as what he or she writes on the board or the key points 
listed on a mul� media presenta� on. Also look for what the 
instructor emphasizes or what he or she repeats.

• Use pen (which is easier to read than pencil) and write neatly 
enough to understand your notes, but keep in mind that you 
may write quickly and not in your best handwri� ng.

 To prac� ce listening and taking notes, watch the video 
presenta� on � tled "The Blind Brother," in which Jenny Phillips 
discusses the book The Blind Brother as well as "Three Criteria 

for Judging the Value of a Book." A link to this video can be found on 
www.jennyphilips.com/level7. 

 Get a blank piece of lined paper, � tle it "The Blind Brother," and 
write the date. As you watch the video, take notes. You will use 
these notes to help you take a quiz.

Once you have watched the video, have your parent or teacher 
administer the "Blind Brother Presenta� on Quiz" on page 121 of 
your Course Companion. You may use your notes from the video 
while taking the quiz.

 If you miss more than four ques� ons on the quiz, watch the video 
again, try taking be� er notes, and take the quiz again.

Comma Rule 3
When a dependent clause is at the beginning of a sentence, set it off  with 
a comma. When a dependent clause is at the end of a sentence, usually 
do not set it off  with a comma. 

Examples:   When you  nish the book, we will go to the park.  
   We will go to the park when you  nish the book.

Exercise: Insert commas where needed.

1 Whenever I hear the birds singing I feel joy.

2 I feel joy whenever I hear the birds singing.

3 Until the sun sets Frank is invariably working in his yard.

4 Frank is invariably working in his yard until the sun sets.

5 While the brawny man was here he did the heavy lift ing.

6 Th e brawny man did the heavy lift ing while he was here.

7 Before I go to bed I say my prayers because I love God.

8 Because I love God I say my prayers before I go to bed.

Writing a Th esis Statement
Read:

Essays present and develop a thesis statement, which is the central point 
or idea of the essay. 

• In your essay, everything you write will explain and support your 
thesis.

• A thesis statement helps you focus and avoid wandering from your 
main idea as you write. 

• Your thesis statement is usually one or two sentences at or near 
the end of your introductory paragraph.

r Writer's Notebook

 In your writer's notebook, � tle a sec� on “Thesis Statement." A� er 
rereading through the informa� on above, write the de ni� on of a 
thesis statement.

Read the following opening paragraph (on the next page) and 
underline the thesis statement.
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Opening Paragraph #1 (by Randall L. Jones)

One of the qualities that distinguishes humankind from other species, 
and that relates us closely with our Father in Heaven, is the ability to 
communicate using language. Speaking and listening and reading and 
writing are such natural parts of everyday life for most of us that we 
rarely stop to consider the fact that we are performing a miracle. . . .  
Language is one of the most important of our human possessions. Noah 
Webster, a man whose very name is intimately associated with the 
English language, said that “language, as well as the faculty of speech, 
was the immediate gift of God.” (The Miracle, p. 241) Language is indeed a gift 
of God to help us as we experience this earthly life.

Underline the technique used to start the opening paragraph above.
1. An interesting fact or surprising statistic

2. A thought-provoking question

3. A short personal experience 

4. A short but interesting and applicable quote

5. An attention-grabbing statement

6. A short, interesting story

7. Historical background

8. Vivid description

Imperative Sentences
o Read: 

In imperative sentences (commands), the subject is often implied. For 
example, if you say “Sit down,” the implied subject is YOU: “(You) sit down.” 
Or, you could say, "Jane, sit down."

o Exercise 1:  Put an X in the box before each sentence that is 
imperative (a command).

1 X Please put your shoes by the front door, James.
2 Were you able to procure all the signatures you needed?
3 X Tell me which puppy you like the most.
4 X Amy, do not worry about the burned cake.
5 X Do not worry about the burned cake.

Diagramming Imperative Sentences
When you  diagram imperative sentences, the subject may or may not be 
implied. For example, the subject in this sentence is implied and is YOU: 

"Sit down."

o Diagram the sentences below. Remember to add the letters AJ under 
adjectives and the letters AV under adverbs. Then, in your sketchbook, 
draw the images, making sure to copy the hatching. Note: the word 
PLEASE (used as a polite request) is an adverb.

Please eat all the healthy cherries. 
 
 
 

Carefully select the reddest, juiciest apple.

Sleep well tonight.

Please tell the important facts.
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Th e Body of an Essay
Read: 

The body is the heart of your essay. Each paragraph in the body of your 
essay should be limited to one main idea that supports your thesis. 
However, one main idea may be explored in more than one paragraph if 
needed. Body paragraphs will usually follow the following format:

Writing a Body Paragraph: Four Steps

1. State your topic sentence.

2. Give your evidence. Evidence may be quotes, sta� s� cs, personal 
examples, or facts.

3. Discuss or analyze your evidence. Do not give evidence without 
analyzing or discussing it a� erwards. Good analysis will answer 
ques� ons. How does the evidence prove the point? Why does it 
ma� er? What are your opinions and insights about the evidence? 

4. Close your paragraph.

Topic Sentence

Body paragraphs in formal essays usually include a topic sentence which 
de nes the main idea of the paragraph. Just as a thesis statement keeps 
the main idea focused throughout the essay, a topic sentence helps a 
paragraph stay focused on the main idea of the paragraph. 

Topic sentences are usually placed at the beginning of the paragraph, but 
some� mes a transi� onal sentence or two will come before a topic sentence.

A topic sentence will be more eff ec� ve if it does not use exact wording from 
the thesis. Being more subtle and wri� ng the topic sentence with diff erent 
wording moves the essay forward one more step.

When a paragraph con� nues to develop the same point covered in the 

previous paragraph, a new topic sentence is not needed. Some� mes the 
evidence in the paragraph makes the point so eff ec� vely that the topic 
sentence can be implied rather than stated outright. 

Fill in the blanks. Each paragraph in the body of your essay should be 

 limited to ///////////////////////// 

that supports your /////////////////////. 
Circle TRUE or FALSE: Topic sentences are usually placed at the 
beginning of a paragraph.

Circle TRUE or FALSE: When a paragraph con� nues to develop the 
same point covered in the previous paragraph, a new topic sentence is 
needed.

r Writer's Notebook

 In your writer's notebook, write the four steps to wri� ng a body 
paragraph.

Styles of Writing
Read and complete:

Writers may use many diff erent styles to convey their messages.  Read 
the following paragraphs, and then underline the style used in the 
paragraph.

#1: So, maybe you've realized that the way you'd write an email 
to a friend is diff erent than how you'd write a scien�  c ar� cle—at 
least I hope it would be, or it may not be too fun to get emails 
from you! There are many diff erent styles of wri� ng. Style 
includes your word choice and the tone of your wri� ng. What is 
tone? I'll tell you; it's the overall feeling and a�  tude you portray. 
The way in which you write needs to  t the audience for whom 
you are wri� ng. Using big words and a formal tone to write a fun 
blog post would be like showing up in a tuxedo to a barbecue. 
Yikes! That would be awkward.

informal but serious  |   informal and humorous   |   formal/scholarly
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#2: In writing, style is the way something is written, as opposed to
the meaning of what is written. However, the two are very closely 
linked. As the package for the meaning of the text, style influences 
the reader’s impression of the information itself. Style includes 
diction and tone. The main goal in considering style is to present 
your information in a manner appropriate for both the audience 
and the purpose of the writing. Consistency is vital. Switching 
styles can distract the reader and diminish the believability of the 
paper’s argument. (Wheaton College, wheaton.edu)

informal but serious  |   informal and humorous   |   formal/scholarly

#3: When you write, pay attention to style. It’s important that you
don’t switch between different styles in a piece of writing. You 
probably get the idea; it’s like being serious at church or silly at a 
birthday party—there is a place for each. Decide what the style 
should be for your paper and stick with it! For example, if you are 
writing a serious and formal research paper about bears, don’t 
crack a joke about bears in the middle of the paper. Also, in formal 
writing you don’t usually use contractions; you would use “do 
not” instead of “don’t” and so on. Informal writing tends to have 
shorter sentences and an easier vocabulary. A formal writing style 
is not necessarily better than informal writing—each serves a 
different purpose.

informal but serious  |   informal and humorous   |   formal/scholarly

Styles of Drawing
o Read and complete:

Just as we can break writing into the categories of formal or informal, we 
can break drawing into the categories of realistic or non-realistic. 

In realistic drawing, you produce life-like drawings. In non-realistic 
drawing, such as cartoon drawing, the subject matter is not drawn 
plausibly or accurately. For example, in this non-realistic picture, the 
heads of the children are a lot larger than a head really is compared to 
the rest of the body.

Practice drawing different styles of 
houses by sketching the pictures of 
houses below. Notice how one house is 
less realistic than the other. For example, 
a door would not normally be that big 
compared to the rest of the house, the 
shape of the house is not plausible, and 
the windows are slanted unrealistically.

In your sketchbook, also  
experiment by drawing an 
unrealistic house and a more 
realistic house in your own style.
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Benefi ts of Connecting With Nature
Read and complete:

In upcoming lessons, you are going to complete a wri� ng assignment on 
the bene ts of connec� ng with nature. Many studies have been done on 
this topic, and the results are interes� ng and impressive.

You are also going to explore nature in art and prac� ce drawing items in 
nature with diff erent styles. 

Rather than doing your own research for your wri� ng project on 
nature, the research is provided for you. Star� ng on page 51 of your 
Course Companion, read the sec� on � tled "Connec� ng with Nature." 
Reading this en� re sec� on will give you an overview of the subject 
and prepare you for your upcoming wri� ng assignments.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Just looking at beau  ful pictures of nature has great bene ts.
TRUE   |   FALSE

2. Spending  me in nature can boost your immune system.
TRUE   |   FALSE

3. Studies show that students in school programs that incorporate 
nature perform be  er on tests only in the subject of science.
TRUE   |   FALSE

4. Spending  me in nature, as li  le as 30 minutes a day, can help you 
sleep be  er.
TRUE   |   FALSE

Drawing Diff erent Styles of Trees
Read and complete:

Prac� ce diff erent illustra� on styles of trees by drawing the pictures on 
this page. Note how realis� c or unrealis� c each picture is. 
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. Add the le  ers AJ under adjec  ves 

and the le  ers AV under adverbs. This lesson focuses on Steps 7 and 
12. Then, in your sketchbook, draw the line art images. 

The rain pounds my umbrella, and the wind sighs very loudly.

You can water the plants alone, or we can work together.

Diagram the following sentences. Only the  rst line is given; you 
must draw the other lines.

Jared climbed the tall mountain slowly, but he descended rather quickly.

The mother kni  ed the mi  ens so nicely, and I happily wore them.

Hint: Alone in this case is an adverb because it is modifying the verb WATER.
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Capitalization in Titles

Open your Course Companion to page 25, and read Rule 6: Titles. 
Then, complete the exercise below.

Exercise 1: Write the  tles with correct capitaliza  on. Remember to 
capitalize the last word in a  tle, even if it is a short, unimportant word.

up from slavery: an autobiography

____________________________________________________________

anne of green gables

____________________________________________________________

a li  le maid of philadelphia

____________________________________________________________

 ve li  le peppers grown up

____________________________________________________________

the story of rolf and the viking bow

____________________________________________________________

a day on skates

____________________________________________________________

Citing Sources
Read and complete:

Ci  ng a source means you show, within your text, that you took words or 
ideas from someone else.

Why We Cite Sources

1. To show that you have done proper research

2. To give credit to other researchers

3. To avoid plagiarism

How To Cite Sources

There are two ways to cite sources: 

Works Cited Page: You include a list of all the texts you referenced in 
your paper; then in your paper, you refer to that reference, usually by 
no  ng just the last name of the author and the page number.

In-Text Cita  on: The full cita  on is in the body of the text in 
parentheses, right a  er the quoted or paraphrased informa  on.

Here are some examples:

Example of In-text Cita  on
Booker T. Washington wisely stated, " This country demands that every 
race shall measure itself by the American standard." (Washington, 
Booker T., Up From Slavery, pg 175, 1901) He con  nues on to explain 
that by that standard every race must rise or fall.

Example of Works Cited Cita  on
Booker T. Washington wisely stated, "This country demands that every 
race shall measure itself by the American standard." (Washington, 175) 
He con  nues on to explain that by that standard every race must rise or fall.

Addi  onally, the following would be included on Works Cited Page at the 
end of the essay: Washington, Booker T., Up From Slavery, 1901 
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Note: Diff erent style guides have diff erent ways of forma�  ng cita� ons. 
For example, some style guides say to put a period a� er pg (e.g., pg. 4), 
and some say do not use a period (e.g., pg 4). The forma�  ng for cita� ons 
taught in this course is standard in several style books, but, in college and 
in other places, it may be required that you follow a speci c style guide. 

Nature Essay: Part 1
Read:

In this lesson, you are going to write the opening paragraph for an essay 
on the importance of connec� ng with nature. You will use a formal style 
in your essay, so avoid being humorous or casual. Later in the course, you 
will prac� ce informal wri� ng.

The Outline For Your Article

An outline is a list that shows what each sec� on of your essay will 
cover. Later, you will create outlines for other assignments, but for this 
assignment you will use this outline:

I. Opening Paragraph

II. How Connec� ng with Nature Aff ects Mood and Mental Health

III. How Connec� ng with Nature Aff ects Physical Health

IV. How Connec� ng with Nature Nature Aff ects Academics

V. Closing Paragraph

Each sec� on can be one or more paragraphs, but each sec� on must be 
limited to one main idea.

Write your opening paragraph by comple� ng the following 
instruc� ons:

Write the opening paragraph for your essay. You will type this essay so 
that you may more easily complete revisions and edits.

To start the opening paragraph, use one of the "Eight Ways to Start 
an Opening Paragraph" that you wrote in your writer's notebook. Use 
any of the ideas, quotes, and sta� s� cs on pages 51-52 of your Course 
Companion. Then transi� on to your thesis statement, which should come 
at the end of the paragraph and explain the main idea or purpose of your 
essay—the bene ts of connec� ng with nature.

For any sources that you quote, cite them using in-text cita� on. Refer to 
pages 27-28 in your Course Companion for guidelines on in-text cita� ons.

Th an/Th en
Open your Course Companion to page 47 and read about the 

commonly confused word pair THAN and THEN. Then underline the 
correct word choice for each sentence.

1. If you do not want to look so pallid, (than | then) spend more � me in 
the sun.

2. The bossy man was even more offi  cious (than | then) I expected; he 
was always telling everyone what to do.

3. The man said I was da� , but (than | then) he apologized and said I 
was actually very smart.

4. My brother loves rock climbing, but it scares me too much. He has 
always been more audacious (than | then) I am.

5. The lake is so much more placid (than | then) it was yesterday during 
the storm.

6. Emma has been more sullen (than | then) usual since her 
grandfather passed away.

7. Nothing rankles me more (than | then) being cut off  on the freeway.

8. You abhor spiders? (Than | Then) you should de nitely stay out of 
the old barn.

9. You are be� er at consoling crying babies (than | then) I am.
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Semicolons
Open your Course Companion to page 42  tled “Semicolons." Study 

the page and then complete the exercises below.

Exercise 1: Write “C” in the box before each sentence that is wri  en 
correctly. Write “I” if the sentence is wri  en incorrectly.

Tip: Two independent clauses should be joined by a coordina  ng 
conjunc  on (FANBOYS) and a comma unless the sentence includes 
mul  ple commas, in which case a semicolon may be used. Also, the 
 rst le  er a  er a semicolon is not capitalized (unless it is a proper noun 
or the word "I.")

LANGUISH: decay; fade away; get weaker

1 C I lay languishing in this prison; you are free to roam the world.

2 I I don't want Mom to languish in this heat; Let's sit in the shade.

3 I I had nothing le   to say; and the conversa  on languished.

4 C I had nothing le   to say; the conversa  on languished.

5 I Because she is starving; the li  le girl is languishing away.

6 C I don't want to languish in this dungeon; please save me!

7 I I don't want to languish in this dungeon; Please save me!

8 C Do not languish in misery; there is always hope.

9 I His strength languished; He could go no further.

10 I Our rela  onship has languished; but we can nurture it.

11 C My excitement about the trip has languished; I think I would 
rather stay home.

12 I Because you no longer pray; your faith is languishing.

13 I Don't let your posi  vity languish; We need your posi  ve spirit.

Exercise 2: Rewrite the following sentences by combining each pair 
of sentences into one sentence using a semicolon. Then rewrite 
the sentence again by replacing the semicolon with a comma and 
coordina  ng conjunc  on.

1. You could feel hope. You choose to languish in despair.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
2. I must languish in this prison. You can go free.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

3. You can't let her languish. You can't let her die.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

4. My strength languished. I could no longer con  nue.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

5. Life was hard. He did not let hope languish.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

You could feel hope, but instead you choose to languish in despair.

I must languish in this prison, but you can go free.

You can't let her languish, and you can't let her die.

My strength languished, and I could no longer continue.

Life was hard, but he did not let hope languish.

You could feel hope;  instead you choose to languish in despair.

My strength languished; I could no longer continue.

I must languish in this prison; you can go free.

You can't let her languish; you can't let her die.

Life was hard; he did not let hope languish.
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Caspar David Friedrich: Morning in the Mountains
Complete the following instruc  ons with a parent or teacher:

1. Take the pain  ng from this lesson ("Morning in the Mountains") out of 
your book so you can look at it while you read this page. Set a  mer for 
90 seconds and study the beauty and details of the pain  ng.

2.  Study and discuss the following:

• As you have learned, studies show that simply observing 
pictures of nature makes you feel be  er, helps in healing, and 
calms stress and anxiety. Did studying this pain  ng for 90 
seconds change your mood at all?

• A rule of perspec  ve is that the greater the distance of an 
object, the less detail seen. Is that rule followed in this 
pain  ng?

• Friedrich, as a Roman  c Era painter, focused his pain  ngs on 
showing the grandeur and awe of nature. No  ce the people and 
the animals in the picture. Many of Friedrich's pain  ngs have 
people in them who are observing the wonder and power of 
nature. Do you feel that having the people and animals in the 
picture contributes to a feeling of awe? How so or how not?

• If you could be in the scene shown in this pain  ng for two 
hours, what would you do?

Run-On Sentences
Open your Course Companion to page 41  tled “Run-On Sentences.”  

Study the page. Then, complete the exercises on this page.

Exercise 1: Correct the following run-on sentences by rewri  ng them 
using a semicolon.

1. The problem needs to be broached let's talk.

____________________________________________________________

2. The topic is sensi  ve it's hard to broach.

___________________________________________________________

3. I'm afraid to broach this issue people will be upset. 

_______________________________________________________

Exercise 2: Correct the following run-on sentences by rewri  ng them 
using a subordina  ng conjunc  on (such as BECAUSE or SINCE).

1. I am nervous I have to broach the subject. 

______________________________________________________

2. It's hard to broach the problem it's so awkward.

______________________________________________________

Exercise 3: Correct the following run-on sentences by rewri  ng them 
using a comma and a coordina  ng conjunc  on (FANBOYS).

1. I can't broach the subject you can't either.

________________________________________________________

2. You seemed open I broached the subject.

___________________________________________________________

3. Mom makes it easy to broach hard topics I love her for it!

_________________________________________________________

Lesson 27

BROACH: start to discuss or approach

Th e problem needs to be broached; let's talk.

Th e topic is sensitive; it's hard to broach.

I'm afraid to broach this issue; people will be upset. 

I can't broach the subject, and you can't either.

It's hard to broach the problem since (or because) it's so awkward.

I am nervous because (or since) I have to broach the subject.

You seemed open, so I broached the subject.

Mom makes it easy to broach hard topics, and I love her for it!
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. Refer to page 19 in your Course 

Companion if needed. This lesson focuses on Step 10. Remember 
to diagram the independent clause on the  rst line. Then, in your 
sketchbook, draw the line art images.

My le   hand really hurts because I touched the cactus.

I carefully picked the largest  ower before I went home.

Diagram the following sentences. Only the  rst line is given; you 
must draw the other lines.

Even though I have eaten all the rolls, I s  ll want more food.

If you accidentally forget the appointment, you will be charged a fee.
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Gerunds
Open your Course Companion to page 34 and read the sec  on about 
gerund phrases. Then, complete the exercises.

Exercise 1: Fill in the blanks:

A gerund is a  ////// made from a  ////// by 

adding //////.
Exercise 2: All the underlined words in this exercise are gerunds. 

Determine if each gerund is func  oning as a subject or direct object 
and underline the correct choice. 

 Tip: Think of where you would put the underlined word if you were 
sentence diagramming—as a subject or direct object.

1. My family enjoys working.
subject  |  direct object

2. Working makes you feel great! 
subject  |  direct object

3. Quitting is not an option.
subject  |  direct object

4. I have not even considered quitting. 
subject  |  direct object

5. Luckily, cheating is not a problem in my class. 
subject  |  direct object

6. Smiling makes you feel good. 
subject  |  direct object

7. Yes! Judging unfairly is wrong. 
subject  |  direct object

Exercise 3: For each sentence, determine if the underlined word is a 
verb or a gerund, which func  ons as a noun. Underline the correct 
answer. Tip: Ask if the underlined word is doing the main ac  on—if 
so, it's a verb. ING words func  oning as verbs are always in a verb 
phrase (e.g., AM JUMPING, WAS JUMPING).

1. I have been working on this project all day.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

2. Starting is the hardest part.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

3. I will be painting the barn tomorrow.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

4. David will be baking the birthday cake.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

5. Helen is good at baking cakes.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

6. Swimming is good exercise.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

7. Dave is trying very hard.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

8. The family over there is singing .
verb  |  gerund (noun)

9. I have been washing my dog.
verb  | gerund (noun)

noun verb

ing
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Gerund Phrases
Open your Course Companion to page 34 and read the sec� on about 
gerund phrases. Then complete the exercise.

Exercise: Underline all the gerund phrases. Not all sentences contain 
a gerund phrase.

1. Baking rolls every Friday is a family tradi� on.

2. David is staying with us un� l Friday.

3. I like jogging by the river more than jogging in the forest.

4. Hiking is my favorite way to get exercise.

5. Going to Grandmother's house is always a great experience!

6. Dad takes us  shing every July.

7. My li� le brother spends a lot of � me drawing pictures.

8. They will be arriving before lunch.

9. Listening to upli  ing music always calms my mood.

10. We thoroughly enjoy Mom's cooking.

11. Li  ing weights can strengthen your muscles.

12. Prac  cing the piano makes me a be� er musician. 

13. Driving too fast is dangerous.

Regions of the United States
As a review, label the diff erent regions and sub-regions of the United 

States. If needed, refer to page 14 of your Course Companion.

Lesson 34

///////////South

////////////New England

////////////Northeast//////////////Midwest
//////////////Mountain

//////////////West

//////////////Pacifi c
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Essay Study:
Th e Quakers, Mennonites, and Amish of Pennsylvania
Read the model essay  tled "The Quakers, Mennonites, and Amish 

of Pennsylvania" on page 53 of your Course Companion, and then 
underline the correct answer for each ques  on.

1. Which a  en  on-catching technique is used to start the essay?

A.  a short personal experience

B.  a thought-provoking question

C.  a short but interes  ng and applicable quote

D. historical background

2. What is the main idea of Paragraph A?

A.  William Penn was given a large area of land in America.

B.  Penn and his fellow Quakers were grateful to escape persecu  on 
by having this new land in America.

C.  Trials can make us stronger.

3. What is the main idea of Paragraph B?

A.  William Penn came to America and strove to make the land he 
owned a wonderful place to live in.

B.  William Penn became a governor.

C.  William Penn allowed religious freedom in his new land.

4. William Penn limited his own power as governor.  TRUE |  FALSE

5. While England had two hundred crimes that called for the death 
penalty, William Penn called for only two:

A.  breaking the Sabbath and murder

B.  treason and murder

C.  murder and stealing

6. Which statement is true?

A.  William Penn was a Quaker, but he also let the Amish and the 
Mennonites se  le on his land

B.  William Penn became Amish later in his life, and that is why the 
Amish came to Pennsylvania.

7. To varying extents, the Amish today reject moderniza  on and 
technological advances.  TRUE |  FALSE

Farther/Further
“Farther” expresses physical distance (think of it as FARther). “Further” 
expresses  gura  ve (not physical) distance. It can also mean “in addi  on," 

"more," and “to advance.”

Underline the correct word choice for each sentence.

1. What is the (farthest | furthest) planet from the sun?

2. Nothing could be (farther | further) from the truth.

3. Which is (farther | further), Idaho or Montana?

4. Who is (farther | further) along in the math course?

5. The class (farthered | furthered) my knowledge.

6. We con  nued driving (farther | further) south.

7. We need to explore this problem (farther | further).

8. We have no plans for (farther | further) mee  ngs.

9. Do you have any  (farther | further) ideas?

10. I prefer a seat (farthest | furthest) from the front.

11. That is the (farthest | furthest) thing from my mind.

12. I will not go any (farther | further) into debt.

13. Claire walked (farther | further) into the forest.

14. (Farther | Further) south is Lake Tahoe.

15. I wanted (farther | further) evidence.

16. The hospital was (farther | further) than expected.

17. I do not expect (farther | further) delays.
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Sentence Diagramming
Open your Course Companion to pages 19 and 20 and study Steps 8, 

11, and 12. Diagram the sentences below.

Kent and Melanie happily picked the deep red apples.

The small white cat and the big shaggy dog are very good friends.

The cinnamon rolls are simply delicious.

The new student listened carefully and learned quite quickly.

The rather humble girl cherished and strengthened her family.

The absolutely crazy dog chased the poor li  le cat and the scared 
mouse. 
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Artist Benjamin West
Read and complete:

You have learned about 
Pennsylvania and the Quakers 
that se  led there long ago. 
Before the Declara  on of 
Independence was even 
signed, a li  le Quaker boy from 
Pennsylvania named Benjamin 
West, one of 10 children of 
an innkeeper, realized he had 
a love and talent for art. But 
Quakers did not believe in 
crea  ng or even displaying art. 
The story of how he became 
known as "The Father of 
American Pain  ng" and how he gained an interna  onal reputa  on for his 
art is fascina  ng. 

Before you study some of his pain  ngs, read the biography about his 
life by famous author Nathaniel Hawthorne, star  ng on page 55 of the 
Course Companion.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. When Ben was an infant, what great thing did people expect Ben 
would do when he grew up?

A.  Ben would become a preacher and would convert mul� tudes 
to the peaceful doctrines of the Quakers.

B.  Ben would be a great military commander and lead a ba  le 
which would bring peace.

C.  Ben would build an orphanage and help many out of poverty. 

D.  Ben would become a great painter.

2. Ben showed he had talent in art before he was eight years old.  
TRUE  |  FALSE

3. What did Ben do to get paint brushes?

A.  Ben did extra chores around the house to earn money and buy 
some at the market.

B.  Ben helped the Indians harvest their food, and they repaid him 
in paint brushes.

C.  Ben cut some hair off  his pet cat and used it to make his own 
paint brushes.

4. Next to Benjamin’s picture of Christ healing the sick at the Royal 
Academy in London was his very  rst picture of his baby sister’s 
smile.   TRUE  |  FALSE

Comma Rules 4 and 6
Open your Course Companion to pages 31 and 32 and study Rules 4 

and 6. Then, for each sentence below, enter any missing commas.

1 Yes we were both born on February 1 1998.

2 No school does not start on Monday August 25th.

3 In addi  on Dad wants to have a family reunion on July 7 2019.

4 Oh dear I cannot  nd the bill for October 9 2019.

5 Consequently we had to change the mee  ng to December 1st.

6 Yes the concert on April 29th was sold out.

7 The  rst page said the Civil War started on April 12 1861.

8 For example this pain  ng was created in May 1787.

9 Addi  onally my father’s birthday is on September 7th.

10 First let's break ground for the building on August 19 2018.

11 However the soccer game was rescheduled for Saturday April 9th.

12 Furthermore I plan to a  end the opening gala on June 7 2040.

Lesson 35
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Th e Art of Benjamin West: Treaty of Penn with Indians
Read and complete:

Many of Benjamin West's pain� ngs were of historical subjects. You 
recently learned about William Penn, the Quaker from England who 
founded Pennsylvania. One of Penn's sons commissioned West to create 
the pain� ng � tled "Treaty of Penn with Indians," which depicts the 
historical scene of Penn crea� ng a treaty with the Na� ve Americans.

Set your � mer for one minute and study the pain� ng by West from this 
lesson. As you study the pain� ng, no� ce the colors and textures West 
used. Also, study how he painted diff erent people in certain postures to 
depict certain emo� ons.

Next, set your � mer for one minute and study the pain� ng in the lesson 
� tled "Benjamin Franklin," another historical pain� ng by Benjamin West. 
Consider the symbolism of light breaking through the clouds. Ponder why 
West included angels in the pain� ng.

Lastly, set your � mer for one minute and compare the pain� ngs � tled 
"Charles Wilson Peale" by Benjamin West, painted in the 1700s, and a 
portrait by Vincenzo Catena, painted in the 1500s, a common type of 
pain� ng from that � me period. How are the styles diff erent? Which has 
more details on the clothing (wrinkles, textures, shading)? Which one 
has more details on the person? Does one look more s� ff  than the other? 
Write your observa� ons here using full sentences.

////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////// 

Vanishing Point
Read and complete:

As things get farther away from us, they seems smaller and closer 
together. The vanishing point is the point at which parallel lines receding 
from an observer 
seem to meet 
and disappear. 
For example, in 
the following 
illustra� on, the 
vanishing point 
has a blue X 
above it.

Draw the illus-
tra� on in your 
sketchbook.

Then, draw a scene from your own imagina� on that contains a road or 
railroad tracks with a vanishing point.

Your/You're
Underline the correct word choice for each sentence. Remember 

that YOU'RE is a contrac� on of the words YOU ARE.

1. I hope that (your | you're) amicable cousin is coming; she's so nice.

2. I can't believe (your |you're) believing the fallacious report.

3. The fog completely enshrouds (your | you're) co� age.

4. I can tell (your | you're) an inherent lover of animals.

5. (Your | You're) eff orts were duly appreciated.

6. (Your | You're) a blithe girl; I feel happy whenever (your | you're) around.

7. You should not have lied; now (your | you're) in a real quandary.

8. (Your | You're) face is so pallid; is everything OK?

Lesson 36
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Vanishing Point Practice
Read and complete:

Remember that as things get farther away from us, they seems smaller 
and closer together. The vanishing point is the point at which parallel 
lines receding from an observer seem to meet and disappear. Using your 
imagina  on, sketch a landscape that includes a river (winding or straight) 
that has a vanishing point.

Gerund Review
As you complete the exercises below, refer to page 34 in your Course 
Companion if needed. 

Exercise 1: Fill in the blanks:

A gerund is a  ////// made from a  ////// by 

adding //////.
Exercise 2: All the underlined words in this exercise are gerunds. 
Determine if each gerund is func  oning as a subject or direct object and 
underline the correct choice. 

1. My new dog really enjoys swimming.
subject  |  direct object

2. Writing can be difficult if you don't have an outline.
subject  |  direct object

3. Lying is not an acceptable behavior.
subject  |  direct object

4. Dan really enjoys weeding the garden.
subject  |  direct object

5. Gratefully, stealing is not a problem for me.
subject  |  direct object

6. Serving always makes me happy. 
subject  |  direct object

7. No! Hiding is not a good way to solve the problem.
subject  |  direct object

Exercise 3: Underline all the gerund phrases. Not all sentences contain 
a gerund phrase. Watch out for VERB PHRASES with ING—they are not 
gerunds. Remember, gerunds are always nouns and o  en func  on as a 
subject or direct object.

1. With languid steps, Dan and Paul were hiking the last stretch.

2. Helping mom clean the house should be done energe  cally, not 
languidly.

3. Res  ng for two hours helped dispel our languid a   tudes.

4. Languidly, I  nished running the last leg of the marathon.

5. His languid legs had been dancing all night.

6. Tina felt too languid to enjoy swimming with the others.

7. Wagging his tail is all the languid dog did as he laid by the  re.

8. I felt very languid, so prac  cing the piano had to wait un  l a  er my 
nap.

9. With a languid, sleepy voice, Molly is singing the baby a lullaby.

10. Working in the yard is hard to do if you feel languid.

11. When I feel languid, I really enjoy sleeping in my cozy bed.

Lesson 37
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Parts of Speech
Read the passage below from A Tale of the Tow-Path by Homer 

Greene. In the passage,  nd three words that match each part of 
speech and write them on the blank lines.

The horse was bridled, and a blanket was strapped over his back in lieu 
of a saddle. The animal was evidently suspicious and frightened, and it 
moved about nervously, snor  ng a li  le, and with ears pricked up and eyes 
wide open. Once he snorted so loudly that the bow-legged man, glancing 
uneasily toward the farmhouse, made haste to close the stable door.

adjec  ve

_________________   _________________   _________________  
adverb

_________________   _________________   _________________
preposi  on

_________________   _________________   _________________
pronoun

_________________   _________________   _________________

Eff ective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Exercise 1: Rewrite the wordy sentences to be more concise.

TIP: Remove duplicates of the same word within a sentence.

TIP: Look for ways to say the same thing more concisely, but be careful not to 
lose needed informa  on or emphasis.

#1: Because of the storm is the reason that we sadly had to cancel the 
compe   on. The dancers were disappointed that we had to cancel the 
compe   on due to the storm.

///////////////////////////

///////////////////////////
#2: Due to the fact that I couldn't  nd the library books we needed to 
return, we had to search the whole en  re house, but we s  ll couldn't  nd 
the library books in order to return them.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

Vanishing Point Practice
Read and complete:

As you have learned, the vanishing point is the point at which parallel 
lines receding from an observer seem to meet and disappear. Parallel 
lines do not always get to the vanishing point in an illustra  on. In your 
sketchbook, draw the landscape below in which the parallel lines of the 
road come closer together but do not get to the the vanishing point, 
keeping in mind that they would if the road con  nued on far enough.

Lesson 38
Options: bridled, strapped, suspicious, frightened, pricked, wide, bow-legged

Options: evidently, nervously, loudly, uneasily, so

Options: his, it, he 

Options: over, in, of, with, up, open, toward 

Note: The answers given are possible examples. There is 
more than one way to  x each sentence.

Th e dancers were disappointed that, because of the storm, we canceled

the competition.

We searched the whole house, but we could not fi nd the library books

we needed to return.
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Infi nitive Phrases Review
Read and complete:

An in ni� ve phrase begins with “to” and a verb, such as “to  nd � me."

Exercise: For the following sentences, underline in ni� ve phrases and 
circle preposi� onal phrases. TIP: The word TO can be the start of a 
preposi� onal phrase or an in ni� ve phrase. It is an in ni� ve if the word TO 
is followed by a verb.

1. I'm glad Jake asked for a respite, to be honest, but I still do not 

think he will be able to make it to the end of the hike.

2. To get some rest, we took a short respite, but we are still 

languishing beneath the hot sun because there is no shade.

3. If you want to broach the subject of asking for a respite 

from your work, you need to be sure that Gabe is in an amicable mood.

4. The fallacious report, to make ma  ers worse, was published          

in every local newspaper, and many believed the misinforma� on.

5. When the general commanded our weary soldiers to take a respite, 

our exultant enemies reveled in their superior endurance.

6. Our offi  cious boss gives us only 10 minutes for lunch; this pi� ance 

of a break is not enough respite to renew our energy.

Regions of the United States
As a review, label the diff erent regions and sub-regions of the United 

States. If needed, refer to page 14 of your Course Companion.

RESPITE: a short period of needed rest or relief (Pronounced RES - PIT)

///////////South

////////////New England

////////////Northeast//////////////Midwest
//////////////Mountain

//////////////West

//////////////Pacifi c
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. If needed, refer to page 19 in 

your Course Companion.

Harry and Ryan happily moved the heavy furniture.

Our cat and our dog are rela  vely calm.

My friend o  en catches large  sh.

The cute baby smiled sweetly and laughed merrily.

My devoted father read and studied the Bible.

My dear mom packed my lunch and my dinner.
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Vanishing Point Practice
Read and complete:

Remember that as things get farther away from us, they seem smaller 
and closer together. The vanishing point is the point at which parallel 
lines receding from an observer seem to meet and disappear. In your 
sketch book, draw the landscape on this page, which contains a vanishing 
point.

Gerund Review
As you complete the exercises below, refer to page 34 in your Course 
Companion if needed. 

Exercise: For each sentence, determine if the underlined word is 
a verb or a gerund. Underline the correct answer. Tip: Ask if the 
underlined word is doing the main ac  on—if so, it's a verb.

1. Working with dad is fun because he is an adroit woodworker.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

2. I love working with dad because he is an adroit woodworker.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

3. I love watching his adroit hands work with pottery.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

4. Cooking with the adroit chef helps me improve my skills.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

5. Adroitly, Karen is carving the piece of wood.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

6. The adroit artist is painting a stunning landscape.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

7. Painting a landscape is not difficult for the adroit artist. 
verb  |  gerund (noun)

8. The adroit writer is trying to finish his book by Friday.
verb  |  gerund (noun)

Eff ective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Exercise: Rewrite the wordy sentences to be more concise. 

TIP: Remove duplicates of the same word within a sentence.

TIP: Look for ways to say the same thing more concisely, but be careful not 
to lose needed informa  on or emphasis.

#1: In order to connect with God, we need to spend some meaningful  me 
with Him if we want to connect with Him. Meaningful  me with God could 
be things such as studying the scriptures and praying.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
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ADROIT: skilled; skillful

Note: The answers given are possible examples. There is 
more than one way to  x each sentence.

In order to connect with God, we need to spend some meaningful time

with Him, such as praying or studying the scriptures.
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#2: Because of the fact that Anna is sick and has the  u today, we are going 
to have to cancel our picnic. It is unfortunate that Anna has the  u today.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

Keeping Balance
Read and complete this sec  on with your parent or teacher:

What do you think when you hear the phrase "keeping balance"? Do 
you picture a gymnast on a balance beam or someone walking carefully 
across a  ghtrope? Those things de nitely take balance. But the kind of 
balance we are going to talk about in this lesson is balance in our lives—
speci cally regarding how much and what we choose to read.

One of the overarching purposes of our lives here on the earth is to 
gain knowledge through experience. The  me we have on this earth is 
a precious gi  . It is important to work hard and use  me wisely. But it 
is also important to take  me for rest and wholesome enjoyment. The 
problem comes when things get out of balance. For example, look at this 
illustra  on:

We don't necessarily need equal amounts of work and rest, but we do 
need to make sure that we have the right balance, always giving the 
highest priority to what ma  ers most in our lives and to what is going to 
help us learn and become a be  er person.

The adversary does not want us to use our  me on the earth wisely. Thus, 
he tries to get us to waste our precious  me with unimportant, silly 
things of no great worth. Make a list of four things that can waste your 
 me if your are not careful:

1.  //////////////////////////
2. //////////////////////////
3. //////////////////////////
4. /////////////////////////
In 1 Peter 5: 8 we read

. . . be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a 
roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour.

To be vigilant means to be watchful and alert. We should always be on 
guard for ways that Satan tries to steal our  me.

A wonderful way to use our  me on this earth is to read books that teach 
and inspire. These books can also entertain, but books that do more than 
merely entertain are the most valuable.

Consider these bene ts of reading worthwhile books:

• Higher grades
• Increased knowledge
• Reduced stress
• Increased vocabulary and spelling skills
• Improved analy  cal thinking skills
• Improved wri  ng skills

Lesson 40
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• service
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• rest

Unfortunately, Anna has the fl u, so we are going to cancel our picnic.

Answers are subjective.
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• Improved memory
• Improved focus and concentra� on
• Increased likelihood of being successful in life
• Improved compassion and empathy for others
• More interes� ng personality
• Greater interest in learning
• Improved crea� vity
• Stronger moral character

Author Vaughn J. Featherstone wrote, “Books 
transport us vicariously to every conceivable 
corner of this abundant crea� on of God’s that we 
call earth. They give us opportuni� es to probe the 
minds of the greatest thinkers in all of history . . .” 
(Commitment, pg 51)

Featherstone also said, “Commit now to read upli� ing literature and 
great books every day while always reading the scriptures on a daily 
basis . . . I  nd this is generally true among truly educated people: They 
have learned more from the great books they have read than from their 
formal educa� on.” (Commitment, pg 52) Thomas Jeff erson and Abraham 
Lincoln are great examples of this.

Discuss with your parent or teacher how you think people could 
learn more from the great books they have read than from their 
formal educa� on. 

Read this sec� on with your parent or teacher:

In addi� on to choosing to read worthwhile books, it is important to 
make the reading of scriptures a priority and to have a balance between 
the genres of books that you read. In this course, you will read several 
diff erent genres of literature:  c� on, non c� on, poetry, and biography. 

The next book you read for this course, Mary Jones and Her Bible, is 
a  c� onalized biography. A non c  on biography is an account of a 
person’s life that is true in every detail and contains actual statements 
from the subject when dialogue is used. In a  c  onalized biography, the 

author uses her imagina� on to invent dialogue and descrip� on based on 
the facts she has researched about the subject. 

Both non c� on and  c� onalized biographies can be powerful teachers, 
as this quote explains:

“Smart people read biographies . . . Look at their libraries and you’ll 
see one biography and memoir and autobiography a� er another. 
Of course, they read other things—it’s called being well rounded—
but biographies are usually the core. There’s a reason—it’s some 
of the most ac� onable and educa� onal reading you can do . . . Of 
course, a powerful biography—or autobiography—always has a 
moral. Whether it’s a rise and fall story, a story of redemp� on, a 
story of power corrup� ng, a story of love—every biography of a 
man or a woman teaches the reader. It teaches us to be like the 
subject or o� en, to be nothing like the subject.” (Ryan Holiday, “25 
Recommenda� ons For Life Changing Biographies”)

Aff ect/Eff ect
The word “aff ect” is used as a verb. (Think of A for ACTION). The word 

“eff ect” is used as a noun.

Underline the correct word choice for each sentence. 

1. The test score had a big (eff ect | aff ect) on her grade.

2. What was the (eff ect | aff ect) of his presenta� on?

3. How did the  ood (eff ect | aff ect) you?

4. Prayer has a powerful (eff ect | aff ect) on my life. 

5. That movie has so many special (eff ects | aff ects).

6. Everything you do has an (eff ect | aff ect) on her.

7. When does that regula� on go into (eff ect | aff ect)?

8.  Did all that hail (eff ect | aff ect) your garden?

9. What posi� ve (eff ect | aff ect) have you seen from your exercise 
program?
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Introduction to Mary Jones and Her Bible
Read and complete: Mary Jones and Her Bible is based on the true 
and inspiring story of a poor Welsh girl who wanted more than anything 
to buy a Bible. 

Before you start the book, let's explore the se�  ng. The country of Wales is 
a part of the United Kingdom and the island of Great Britain. More castles 
are found per square mile in Wales than any other country in the en� re 
world. Both English and Welsh are offi  cial languages of the country.

Read about Wales online and write  ve interes� ng facts that you  nd 
about the country.

1.  //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////
2. //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////
3. //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////
4. //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////
5. //////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////

Open your Course Companion to page 100 � tled "Challenging Words 
Prac� ce #2." Read the words on this page to your parent or teacher 
and have him or her circle any words you cannot read or pronounce 
immediately.

On a separate sheet of blank, unlined paper, draw a map of the 
United Kingdom and label the countries it contains. You may use the 
map on page 15 of your Course Companion as a guide.

Capitol and Capital
Cross out sentences which contain the incorrect use of the words 

capitol or capital.

1. The state capital building is downtown.

2. I live in the capital city of Norway.

3. The senators are mee� ng at the capitol building.

4. The rain stopped the protest taking place on the capital steps.

5. Please write your name with capital le� ers.

6. What is the capital of New Mexico?

7. We had a lunch mee� ng at the capitol building.

8. Proper nouns start with a capitol le� er.

9. She works in the west wing of the capital.

10. The capital city is not the biggest city in the state. 

Eff ective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Exercise: Rewrite the wordy sentence to make it more concise 

without changing the main idea and helpful details.

The book that I gave you yesterday, which is really humorous and funny, is a 
book that I think you will really enjoy.

///////////////////////////
/////////////////////////
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ary.

Note: The answer given is a possible example. There is 
more than one way to  x the sentence.

I think you will enjoy the humorous book I gave you yesterday.
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Mary Jones and Her Bible: Chapter 1
Open to page 100 of your Course Companion  tled "Challenging 

Words Prac  ce #2." Read the circled words on that page to your 
parent or teacher. 

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 1 of Mary Jones and 
Her Bible.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Many children in Mary's village a  end church with their parents.

 TRUE  |  FALSE

2. What is young Mary's a   tude about church in this chapter?

A.  Mary loves church and hangs on every word.

B.  Mary does not understand the preacher and is discouraged.

C.  Mary is bored, but she is reverent.

Symmetrical Balance in Drawing
Read and complete:

Symmetrical balance has elements that are given equal "weight" in 
rela  onship to an imaginary line in the middle of a drawing. Draw the 
image on this page by following 
these steps.

1. Very lightly draw boxes 
where the jars go. 

2. Very lightly draw a line in the 
middle of each box.

3. Draw the jars. 

4. Draw rest of the picture.

5. Erase the lines and boxes.

Sentence Diagramming

Lesson 42

Lesson 43

Go to www.jennyphillips.com/Level7 and watch the 
video  tled "Diagramming Preposi  onal Phrases." This 
video will guide you through prac  ce with diagramming 
preposi  onal phrases that modify other preposi  onal 
phrases. Follow the instruc  ons and complete the exercises 
within the video.
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Mary Jones and Her Bible: Chapter 2
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 2 of Mary Jones and 

Her Bible.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. At the � me of the se�  ng of the book, Welsh Bibles were easy to get 
if you were really wealthy.

 TRUE  |  FALSE

2. What did Mrs. Evans off er Mary?
A.  To earn money for a Bible by plucking chickens on her farm.

B.  To teach Mary to read.

C.  To let Mary come to her house and read her Bible.

Participial Phrases
Read page 37 in your Course Companion � tled "Par� cipials and Par� cipial 

Phrases." Then complete the exercises below.

Exercise 1: Fill in the blanks.

Par� ciples are verbs  that act as ////////////.
Gerund phrases func� on as  //////////////. 
Par� cipial phrases func� on as  //////////////.
Exercise 2: Underline the par� cipial phrase in each sentence.

1. My dog, hiding in the barn, is a Husky.

2. Slithering quietly in the grass, the snake followed the mouse.

3. Screeching its brakes, the car slid off  the road.

4. The basket  lled with fruit is for my neighbor.

5. The girl packing up that box is my sister.

6. Carrying our water bo� les, we le�  for the hike.

7. The teacher, pleased by the remark, smiled all day.

8. The class rules, observed by everyone, helped set an atmosphere for 
learning.

9. “Nearer My God to Thee,” sung in church today, is my favorite hymn.

10. Ethan, worn out from the marathon, slept all a� ernoon.

11. The train, coming around the bend, was carrying cows.

Exercise 3: Determine if the underlined phrase is a verb phrase, gerund phrase, 
or par� cipial phrase and underline the correct choice.

1. The runner lost his shoe as he was leaving the forest.
verb phrase  |  gerund phrase  |  par� cipial phrase

2. I love working with clay because it is so malleable.

verb phrase  |  gerund phrase  |  par� cipial phrase

3. Whistling a tune, Dad cleaned out the garage.

verb phrase  |  gerund phrase  |  par� cipial phrase

4. The li� le boy, smacking his lips, looked at the huge ice cream cone.

verb phrase  |  gerund phrase  |  par� cipial phrase

5. Adroitly, Karen is sewing her own wedding dress.

verb phrase  |  gerund phrase  |  par� cipial phrase

6. Par� ng the Red Sea, Moses walked on dry ground.
verb phrase  |  gerund phrase  |  par� cipial phrase
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Mary Jones and Her Bible: Chapter 3
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 3 of Mary Jones and 

Her Bible.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Mary is worried about leaving her mother with extra work while 
Mary is at school, so Mary off ers to wake up early and do some 
chores before school.

 TRUE  |  FALSE

2. Once Mary  nally begins school, she becomes so excited and busy 
with learning to read and write that she forgets to help with chores 
and has a diffi  cult � me staying on task at home. 

 TRUE  |  FALSE

Mary Jones and Her Bible: Chapter 4
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 4 of Mary Jones and 

Her Bible.

Comma Splices
Open your Course Companion to page 33 � tled “Comma Splices.” 

Study this page and then complete the exercise below.

Underline the sentences that contain comma splices. Remember that 
dependent clauses at the beginning of sentences are set off  with 
commas. A comma splice is when a comma with no coordina� ng 
conjunc� on comes between two independent clauses. These sentences 
are adapted from classic books.

1. His fear of the dog was not so very silly a� er all, I found it a truly 
formidable-looking animal.

2. When danger threatens, they drive the herd together in a mass, and 
the bulls and strong oxen make a formidable circle.

3. I could not venture to a� ack with insuffi  cient force a monstrous and 
formidable serpent concealed in dense thickets amidst dangerous 
swamps, it was dreadful to live in a state of blockade.

4. The wild boar proved to be much larger and more formidable in 
appearance than I had imagined, and Jack's escape seemed to me 
perfectly marvelous.

5. The formidable mountains s� ll stood, he who removes them would 
certainly be possessed of extraordinary power.

Types of Phrases and Clauses
Determine if the underlined part of each sentence is an independent 
clause, a dependent clause, a preposi� onal phrase, or an in ni� ve phrase.

1. To make ma� ers worse, he was obliged to leave the town in the most 
terrible weather.

independent clause  |  dependent clause  |  preposi� onal phrase  | in ni� ve phrase

2. A sudden whoop startled them as a long boy with a wild yellow head 
came leaping over a hedge like a kangaroo.

independent clause  |  dependent clause  |  preposi� onal phrase  | in ni� ve phrase

3. A sudden whoop startled them as a long boy with a wild yellow head 
came leaping over a hedge like a kangaroo.

independent clause  |  dependent clause  |  preposi� onal phrase  | in ni� ve phrase

4. In the li� le pools, frightened minnows were dar� ng about.
independent clause  |  dependent clause  |  preposi� onal phrase  | in ni� ve phrase

5. In the li� le pools, frightened minnows were dar� ng about.

independent clause  |  dependent clause  |  preposi� onal phrase  | in ni� ve phrase

6. "To be sure, that's a very foolish ques� on, indeed," assented Mr. Toad.
independent clause  |  dependent clause  |  preposi� onal phrase  | in ni� ve phrase
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Mary Jones and Her Bible: Chapter 5
Open to page 100 of your Course Companion � tled "Challenging 

Words Prac� ce #2." Read the circled words on this page to your 
parent or teacher. 

Read the following vocabulary words, de ni� ons, and example 
sentences from Chapter 5 of Mary Jones and Her Bible.

uncouth: having poor manners, ungraceful, rough
The minister helped certain uncouth lads to improve their manners.
The wild, uncouth children were some� mes seen playing by the 
dangerous river.

rapt: deeply engrossed, as if spellbound
They listened to the poetry reading with rapt a� en� on.
Every subject Mr. Williams taught had his pupils rapt with delight and 
interest.

unruly: undisciplined, diffi  cult to control; without rules
The growing crowd was angry and unruly.
The nursery room was full of unruly, screaming children.

genial: pleasant and friendly in disposi� on or behavior
Mr. Holden is always a very genial guest; we enjoy his pleasant company.
We all relaxed when we realized how genial the new landlord was.

discernment: the ability or process of using good judgment and 
insight
Every judge should have excellent discernment between good and evil.
The gi�  of discernment helps you to know what is right and wrong.

insurmountable: unable to overcome or conquer
During the war, the soldiers faced insurmountable diffi  cul� es.
Insurmountable debts forced the store to close.

Fill in each blank with a vocabulary word from this page. 

1. An _______________ tongue can cause a lot of damage; you should 
control your words.

2. Country folk might seem _______________, but they’re some of the 
best people on earth.

3. The mountain ahead looks ___________________________.

4. Even though the orphaned boys were ___________________ and 
ill-mannered, we treated them kindly.

5. With __________excitement, Paul entered the large cave.

6. Everyone is so friendly at church; it's such a _________________ 
environment.

7. It takes good _________________ to choose the most worthwhile books.

8. The school bully was as ________________ as ever today!

9. Ann cuddled close to Mother and listened to the story with 
______________ a� en� on.

10. The _____________ old lady had such a happy face that all the 
children loved her.

11. It is vital to use proper ___________________ when choosing your 
friends.

12. David faced a task so diffi  cult it seemed _______________________.

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 5 of Mary Jones and 
Her Bible.
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Proverbs and Maxims
Read:

Proverbs and maxims are very similar to each other. Both are short 
statements with highly condensed messages that provide guidance. 

Maxims usually express a general truth, principle, or rule of conduct. 
Benjamin Franklin was well known for his sensible maxims, such as these: 

“Well done is be  er than well said.” And, “He that sows thorns, should 
not go barefoot.” (Poor Richard’s Almanac)

Proverbs usually have bold imagery and a common fact or experience, 
such as these from the Bible: 

Where there is no vision, the people perish. (Proverbs 29:18)

Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old he 
will not depart from it. (Proverbs 22:6)

Chapter 5 of Mary Jones and her Bible contains a 
insigh  ul proverb: "If there is a will there is a way."

r Notebook

In your notebook, write the de ni  ons 
of proverbs and maxims (in green le  ers 
above). Then write the Biblical proverb 
below and draw the tower on this page next 
to it, or draw a tower from your imagina  on.

The name of the Lord is a strong tower: the 
righteous runneth into it (Proverbs 18:10)

r Notebook

Write two proverbs or your own crea  on.

Comma Splices and Run-On Sentences
Underline all the sentences that contain comma splices and run-on 

sentences in the following paragraph. Write a “C” above the 
underlined sentence if it is a comma splice. Write an “R” above the 
underlined sentence if it is a run-on sentence. Refer to pages 33 and 
41 in the Course Companion if needed.

Th e street was empty, everyone was at home asleep. I picked up my pace 

and the wind whistled through the trees. I still had miles to go and hills 

to climb until I would reach the cabin. Th e stars were bright, they were 

brighter than I had ever seen. Th e moon was full, and I was grateful for 

the light it provided. Eventually, I had to leave the road and start walking 

on a dirt trail through the forest. Th e trees blocked the light of the moon, 

I could not see the path clearly. I suddenly smacked into a tree limb, and 

I fell down with a thud. I got up and brushed the dirt off  me. But then 

I heard a noise behind me and I began to run. Th e trail to the cabin 

seemed longer than ever, and it seemed steeper than ever. Finally, I saw 

the lights of the cabin ahead of me and I breathed a deep sigh. Within 

minutes I had reached the cabin and had gone inside. 

On a separate sheet of paper, diagram the sentences below. Check 
your answers in the answer key.

1. The  owers on the windowsill are so lovely.

2. Below the old bridge by the hill, a group of swans  oated peacefully.

3. The wind banged on the windows and whistled through the trees.

4. A beau  ful bird is building a clever nest in the old apple tree.
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Lesson 47—Assignment on a Separate Sheet of Paper
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Mary Jones and Her Bible: Chapter 6
Read the following vocabulary words, de ni� ons, and example 

sentences from Chapter 6 of Mary Jones and Her Bible.

tremulous: characterized by trembling, quavering, or uncontrolled vocal 
vibra  on or body movements, possibly out of fear or excitement

The nervous girl stepped onto the stage and began to sing with a 
tremulous voice.

The cold air made her reach for the beach towel with a tremulous hand.

pathos - the quality of a form of expression (art, music, literature, etc.) 
that arouses feelings of sympathy, tenderness, sorrow, or pity.

Looking at the detailed pain  ng of Italy brought forth a pathos that 
made Sophia yearn for her long, lost homeland.

The poli  cian’s stories were intended to ins  ll pathos and thus win the 
hearts of the voters.

The following vocabulary words are for review from earlier in the course:

uncouth: having poor manners, ungraceful, rough
The minister helped certain uncouth lads to improve their manners.

rapt: deeply engrossed, as if spellbound
They listened to the poetry reading with rapt a  en  on.

duly: properly,    ng, or in due  me

A  er fas  ng all day, the feast was duly appreciated.
James was unduly anxious; there was nothing to fear.

Fill in each blank with a vocabulary word from above. 

1. The pictures of starving children in Africa always heightened the 

__________________ of the American people.

2. Harry listened to the presenta� on with _____________ a� en� on.

3. His _________________ language was a result of his poor upbringing. 

4. When the crown was found, they __________ returned it to the king.

5. The boun� ful harvest was ______________ appreciated by the en� re 
town.

6. Because of the _______________ that the song evoked, the audience 
was le�  in tears.

7. Her  excited, _________________ ngers could hardly open the gi�  box.

8. No one spoke for a minute, because the boys were as quick to feel the 
_______________of the li� le story as tender-hearted Daisy, though they 
did not show it by crying. 

9. "May I really have a ki� en?" Jan asked in _______________ tones.

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 6 of Mary Jones and 
Her Bible.

Aff ect and Eff ect
Underline the correct word choice for each sentence.

1. My dad's wise words had a huge (eff ect | aff ect) on me.

2. When does the new law go into (eff ect | aff ect)?

3. What was the (eff ect | aff ect) of the medicine?

4. My grandfather's advice had a posi� ve (eff ect | aff ect) on my life. 

5. How did the hurricane (eff ect | aff ect) you?

6. The play had amazing special (eff ects | aff ects).

7. Your a�  tude (eff ects | aff ects) all those around you.

8.  Did all that rain (eff ect | aff ect) your crops?

9. The book really (eff ected | aff ected) the way I appreciate nature.
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Note Taking Review
Read:

Note Taking Tips

• Listen carefully; don't let your mind wander or you may miss 
important informa� on.

• Write down only important points, using short phrases or key 
words; you don't need to use full sentences, and you shouldn't 
try to write down exact wording unless it is a speci c quote or 
phrase that is very important.

• Look for cues from your instructor about what is important, 
such as what he or she writes on the board or the key points 
listed on a mul� media presenta� on. Also look for what the 
instructor emphasizes or what he or she repeats.

• Use pen (which is easier to read than pencil) and write neatly 
enough to understand your notes. 

 In order to prac� ce listening and taking notes, watch the 
video presenta� on � tled "Mary Jones and Her Bible," in 
which Jenny Phillips discuses the book Mary Jones and Her 

Bible as well as informa� on about Bible Socie� es. A link to this video 
can be found on www.jennyphilips.com/level7. 

 Title a blank sheet of lined paper, and, as you watch the video, take 
notes. You will use these notes to take a quiz.

Once you have watched the video, have your parent or teacher 
administer the "Mary Jones and Her Bible Quiz" on page 122 of your 
Course Companion. You may use your notes from the video while 
taking the quiz.

 If you miss more than three ques� ons on the quiz, watch the video 
again, take be� er notes, and then take the quiz again.

Eff ective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Exercise: Rewrite the wordy sentences to be more concise.

Note: Some� mes redundancy can be a good thing. For example, 
redundancy can help with emphasis. However, if informa� on does not 
need to be emphasized, redundancy is not needed.

TIP: Remove duplicates of the same word within a sentence.

TIP: Look for ways to say the same thing more concisely, but be careful not 
to lose needed informa� on or emphasis.

#1: The teachers will meet every day, and in this daily mee� ng they will 
discuss ways in which they can more eff ec� vely mo� vate their students to 
read more o� en.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
#2: As an added bonus, all the employees received a $100 bonus due to 
the fact that all the employees had worked so hard at their job.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

Lesson 49 Lesson 50

Note: The answers given are possible examples. There is 
more than one way to  x each sentence.

Th e teachers will meet daily to discuss ways they can motivate their 

students to read more.

Th e employees received a $100 bonus because they had worked so hard.
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Linking Verbs
Read and complete:

Linking verbs do not express ac  on; they express a state of being. They 
are called “linking verbs” because they link the subject of the sentence to 
a word or phrase that renames or describes the subject. 

Fill in the blank. Linking verbs do not express ac  on; they express a

 ///////////////////////////////
All forms of the verb “be” are always linking verbs: am, is, are, was, were, 
has been, are being, might have been, etc.

Write four linking verbs that are a form of the verb “be”:

 ///////////////////////////////
Other verbs can be linking verbs or ac  on verbs. If you can replace the 
verb with a form of “be,” and the sentence makes sense, it is a linking 
verb. For example, “Amy SEEMS happy” could be wri  en “Amy IS happy.”

Exercise 1: In the following sentences, the linking verb is underlined. 
On the blank line a  er each sentence, write a form of the verb 

“be” that you could use to replace the underlined verb. Both the 
underlined verb and the verb you write are linking verbs.

1. They seem really nice.  __________________

2. Roger felt sick.  __________________

3. The waterfall looks beau  ful.  __________________

4. The bread smells delicious.  __________________

5. The books remained on the  oor.  __________________

6. The salad tastes good.  __________________

7. The store appeared closed.  __________________

8. The sky grew dark.  __________________

Exercise 2: Underline the linking verbs. Not every sentence has a 
linking verb.

1. The parrot talks rapidly.

2. My parents are so generous.

3. My new teacher seems really smart.

4. The  owers look beau  ful in the vase.

5. This sweater feels so so  .

6. That music sounds beau  ful.

7. The road is bumpy.

Exercise 3: Is the underlined word in each sentence an ac  on verb or 
a linking verb? Underline the correct choice.

Some verbs can be linking verbs or ac  on verbs. Verbs related to the  ve 
senses (smell, sound, taste, etc.) are o  en this way. If a verb is used to 
express a state of being and could be replaced with a form of the verb 

“be,” it is a linking verb. Otherwise, it is an ac  on verb.

1. The scent from the skunk smells terrible.    ACTION | LINKING

2. The dog smells an animal near us.     ACTION | LINKING

3. Your voice sounded beau  ful.  ACTION | LINKING

4. The teacher sounded the alarm.     ACTION | LINKING

Exercise 4: In the following sentences, the linking verb is underlined. 
On the blank line a  er each sentence, write a form of the verb 

“be” that you could use to replace the underlined verb. Both the 
underlined verb and the verb you write are linking verbs.

1. The man grew angry.  __________________

2. That food smells tasty.  __________________

3. Unfortunately, the milk turned sour.  __________________

4. The garden looks nice.  __________________

5. How many pickles remain in the jar?  __________________

a state of being.

Four of the following: am, is, are, was, were, has been, are being, etc.

are

are

was

is

is

is

was

is are

was
is

is

was
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Fictionalized Biography Project: Part 1
Read:

Over the next several lessons, you are going to write a short,  c  onalized 
biographical story about an event that happened to Abraham Lincoln as 
a boy. It is a true story of when he gave a  sh to a soldier. Research about 
the event and  me period is given to you. You will base your story on 
this true informa  on, but you will write details and dialogue that are not 
necessarily exactly what Abraham Lincoln saw and said. The lessons will 
guide you through this project step by step.

Read: Your  rst step to prepare for your wri  ng assignment is to 
read a story someone else wrote about this event. In your Course 
Companion read the story star  ng on page 60  tled "Abe's Fish."

Linking Verbs Review
Read and complete:

As you have learned, linking verbs do not express ac  on; they express a 
state of being. 

Fill in the blank. Linking verbs do not express ac  on; they express a

 ///////////////////////////////
All forms of the verb “be” are always linking verbs: am, is, are, was, were, 
has been, are being, might have been, etc. Write four linking verbs that 
are a form of the verb “be”:

 ///////////////////////////////
Other verbs can be linking verbs or ac  on verbs. If you can replace the 
verb with a form of “be” and the sentence makes sense, it is a linking 
verb. For example, “Amy SEEMS happy” could be wri  en “Amy IS happy.”

Exercise 1: In the following sentences, the linking verb is underlined. 
On the blank line a  er each sentence, write a form of the verb 

“be” that you could use to replace the underlined verb. Both the 
underlined verb and the verb you write are linking verbs.

1. The cat seems hungry. __________________

2. I feel happy. __________________

3. The  owers look beau  ful. __________________

4. The pear tasted sweet.  __________________

Exercise 2: Underline the linking verbs. Hint: Ask which verb could 
be replaced with a form of "to be."

1. When the sun sets, the sky looks gorgeous.

2. I meant to tell you that your dessert tastes amazing!

3. Those  owers have no scent, but these  owers smell wonderful.

4. When Jane sings, she sounds amazing.

5. We didn't cross the stream because the old bridge appeared broken.

6. When it rains, Greg becomes sullen.

7. The new girl seems so cheerful; I would love to meet her.

8. I feel be  er when I get a full eight hours of sleep.

Some verbs can be linking verbs or ac  on verbs. Verbs related to the  ve 
senses (smell, sound, taste, etc.) are o  en this way. If a verb is used to 
express a state of being and could be replaced with a form of the verb 

“be,” it is a linking verb. Otherwise, it is an ac  on verb.

Exercise 3: Is the underlined word in each sentence an ac  on verb or 
a linking verb? Underline the correct choice.

1. The  sh tastes fresh.      ACTION | LINKING
2. We will taste all the desserts.   ACTION | LINKING
3. It appears dark.    ACTION | LINKING
4. The  ower grows slowly.      ACTION | LINKING
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a state of being.

Four of the following: am, is, are, was, were, has been, are being, etc.

are

was

is

am
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Sentence Diagramming
Study Step 11: Predicate Adjec  ves on page 19 of your Course 

Companion. Diagram the sentences below. Then draw the piano in 
your sketchbook.

• Remember a predicate adjec  ve comes 
a  er a linking verb and a slanted line.

• Remember to put AJ for adjec  ves and 
AV for adverbs. Adverbs modify verbs, 
adjec  ves, or other adverbs.

The coach and the incredibly diligent team feel very  red.

Diligently, the dance team trained and prepared.

Willingly, my very though  ul neighbors weeded and raked.

The new piano is just so beau  ful!

The no  ceably burned piece of wheat toast tasted terrible.

The fairly large green  eld is very lovely.
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Fictionalized Biography Project: Part 2
Complete the instruc  ons.

In prepara  on for wri  ng your  c  onalized biographical story of Abraham 
Lincoln, prepare to take notes on historical facts of Abraham Lincoln as 
a boy. On a computer document or in your writer's notebook, write the 
following  tles, each as a heading on a blank page:

 Abe's Father   Abe's Mother

 Abe's Chores   Abe's Interests/Ac  vi  es

 Abe's Physical Appearance Abe's Personality 
 The Area Where Abe Lived Abe's Cabin and Furniture

 Food and Meals   Miscellaneous Details 

Run-On Sentences Review
Exercise 1: Correct the following run-on sentences by rewri  ng and 

using a semicolon.

1. You need me I need you. 

____________________________________________________________

2. My hair is wet I just washed it.

____________________________________________________________

Exercise 2: Correct the following run-on sentences by rewri  ng and 
using a period and capitaliza  on.

1. I love the stars they are so bright tonight. 

____________________________________________________________

2. Do not come with me you might fall. 

____________________________________________________________

Exercise 3: Correct the following run-on sentences by rewri  ng 
using a comma and a conjunc  on.

1. The sunset is beau  ful it won’t last.

 ___________________________________________________________

2. Call me tomorrow I will talk to you then.

____________________________________________________________

Fictionalized Biography Project: Part 3
Complete the instruc  ons.

In prepara  on for wri  ng your  c  onalized biographical story, read Parts 1 
and 2 of "Research for Fic  onalized Biographical Story of Abraham Lincoln," 
star  ng on page 62 of your Course Companion. Take good notes by wri  ng 
informa  on in the categories you created in Lesson 53:

 Abe's Father   Abe's Mother

 Abe's Chores   Abe's Interests/Ac  vi  es

 Abe's Physical Appearance Abe's Personality 
 The Area Where Abe Lived Abe's Cabin and Furniture

 Food and Meals   Miscellaneous Details 

You are taking notes to collect details that you could use in your story. In 
order to write accurate details in your story, you will need to know facts 
about the se   ng and the  me period.

Lesson 53

Lesson 54

You need me; I need you.

My hair is wet; I just washed it.

I love the stars. Th ey are so bright tonight. 

Do not come with me. You might fall. 

Th e sunset is beautiful, but it won’t last.

Call me tomorrow, and I will talk to you then.
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Fictionalized Biography Project: Part 4

Complete the instruc  ons.

In prepara  on for wri  ng your  c  onalized biographical story, read 
Part 3 of "Research for Fic  onalized Biographical Story of Abraham 
Lincoln," star  ng on page 64 of your Course Companion. Take good notes, 
con  nuing to categorize informa  on.

Greek Root—CHRON /
Advanced Alphabetical Order

Read and complete:

The Greek root CHRON means  me. Read the following words (which 
contain the Greek root CHRON) and their de ni  ons.

Chronicle: a record of events in order of  me

Chronicler: a historian; as, a chronicler of events

Synchronize: to cause to happen at the same  me 

Chronological: arranged in order of  me of occurrence 

Chronic: con  nuing for a long  me; as, a chronic invalid

Write the  ve words above with their de ni  ons in alphabe  cal order.

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

Fill in the blanks with one of the words containing the root CHRON.

1. This biography is a full _______________________ of the life of 
James Madison.

2. I read the old magazines in __________________ order.

3. His ____________________ disease has no cure.

4. We hired a professional ___________________ to compile ten 
genera  ons of our family history.

5. In order to perfectly _______________their movements, the 
swimmers rehearsed daily.
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chronic

continuing for a long time; as, a chronic invalid

chronicle

a record of events in order of time

chronicler

a historian; as, a chronicler of events

chronological

arranged in order of time of occurrence

synchronize

to cause to happen at the same time

chronicler

chronic

chronological

chronicle

synchronize
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Set your  mer for 10 minutes. Using the technique of freewri  ng 
or brainstorming, explore ideas for se   ngs, scenes, and events that 
you could include in your story about Abe and his  sh.

Fictionalized Biography Project: Part 6 /
Prewriting

Set your  mer for 10 minutes. Using the technique of discussion or 
clustering and mapping, explore more ideas for se   ngs, scenes, and 
events that you could include in your story about Abe and his  sh.

Quotation Punctuation
Study quota  on punctua  on on page 40 of your Course Companion. 

Then complete the exercises:

Exercise 1: Cross out sentences below that do not use proper quota  on 
punctua  on and write them correctly on the blank line. If the sentence is 
correct, write the word “correct” on the blank line.

1. Andy said: “Everyone come in for dinner”. 

____________________________________________________________

2. Dus  n pleaded, “Please let me help you”! 

____________________________________________________________

3. “I will go,” Logan stated, “as long as you come.” 

____________________________________________________________

4. Jared exclaimed, “you should have seen it!” 

____________________________________________________________

5. “I love the  owers” Tina declared.  

____________________________________________________________

6. Mr. Hall asked “Who will help me?” 

____________________________________________________________

7. "When the storm ends," Dad said, "we will go home."

____________________________________________________________

Exercise 2: Circle the correctly punctuated sentence in each group. 

1.   a.  C.S. Lewis asked, “Has this world been so unkind to you that you should  
 leave with regret”?

      b.  C.S. Lewis asked, “Has this world been so unkind to you that you should  
 leave with regret?”

      c.  C.S. Lewis asked “Has this world been so unkind to you that you should  
 leave with regret?”

2.   a.  C.S. Lewis once wrote, “Humility is not thinking less of yourself, it’s   
 thinking of yourself less.”

      b.   C.S. Lewis once wrote “Humility is not thinking less of yourself, it’s   
 thinking of yourself less.”

      c.   C.S. Lewis once wrote, “humility is not thinking less of yourself, it’s   
 thinking of yourself less.”

3.   a.  “We are,” stated C.S. Lewis “what we believe we are.”

      b.  “We are,” stated C.S. Lewis, “what we believe we are”.

      c.  “We are,” stated C.S. Lewis, “what we believe we are.”

4.   a.  C.S. Lewis suggested “Don’t use words too big for the subject.”

      b.  C.S. Lewis suggested, “don’t use words too big for the subject.”

      c.  C.S. Lewis suggested, “Don’t use words too big for the subject.”
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Andy said, "Everyone come in for dinner."

correct

Mr. Hall asked, "Who will help me?"

"I love the fl owers," Tina declared.

correct

Dustin pleaded, "Please let me help you!"

Jared exclaimed, "You should have seen it!"
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5.   a.  Lewis also percep� vely observed, “It doesn’t really ma� er whether you  
 grip the arms of the den� st’s chair or let your hands lie in your lap. The  
 drill drills on".

      b.  Lewis also percep� vely observed: “it doesn’t really ma� er whether you  
 grip the arms of the den� st’s chair or let your hands lie in your lap. The  
 drill drills on.”

      c.  Lewis also percep� vely observed, “It doesn’t really ma� er whether you  
 grip the arms of the den� st’s chair or let your hands lie in your lap. The  
 drill drills on.”

6.   a.  C.S. Lewis said that the Lord wants men to ask “very simple ques� ons.”

      b.  C.S. Lewis said that the Lord wants men to ask, “very simple ques� ons.”

      c.  C.S. Lewis said that the Lord wants men to ask, ‘very simple ques� ons.’

7   a.  As C.S. Lewis has suggested, “un� l you have given up yourself to Him   
 you will not have a real self”.

      b.  As C.S. Lewis has suggested, “Un� l you have given up yourself to Him   
 you will not have a real self.”

      c.  As C.S. Lewis has suggested “un� l you have given up yourself to Him   
 you will not have a real self.”

8.   a.  Was it C.S. Lewis that said, “Imagine yourself as a living house?”

      b.  Was it C.S. Lewis that said, “Imagine yourself as a living house”?

      c.  Was it C.S. Lewis that said “Imagine yourself as a living house”?     

Th eirs/Th ere's
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice 

for each sentence. Remember that THERE'S is a combina� on of the 
words THERE and IS.

1. I believe that helicopter is (theirs | there's).

2. I hope (there's | theirs) a good reason for this delay.

3. Even when you are in a quandary, (there's | theirs) no need to despair; 
there is always hope.

4. (There's | Theirs) an inherent desire inside of me to be honest.

5. James and Dan are visi� ng. That old, languid dog sleeping by the  re is 
(there's | theirs).

6.  Our dona� on was much smaller than (theirs | there's); we gave just a 
pi� ance.

7. (There's | Theirs) no reason to languish here in the wilderness un� l we 
are found; there are plenty of  sh, berries, and roots.

Writing: Dialogue

Read:

Dialogue is the conversa� on between characters. The exact words 
characters speak are put between quota� on marks. Dialogue can greatly 
contribute to eff ec� ve wri� ng in the following ways:

• Dialogue can help develop the character. The things a character 
says help reveal personality.

• Mixing dialogue with prose gives variety to wri� ng. Skillfully 
wri� en descrip� on is wonderful, but it is also wonderful to take a 
break from descrip� on with dialogue.

Rules for writing dialogue

• Every � me a speaker changes, start a new paragraph by going to a 
new line and inden� ng the line.

• Use the rules you have learned about quota� on punctua� on.

Set your � mer for  ve minutes. Using the technique of lis� ng, 
explore ideas for dialogue for your  c� onalized biography about 
Abraham Lincoln.

Lesson 58
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Quotation Punctuation
o For the sentences below, insert missing commas and place three 

underlines under letters that should be capitalized. If needed, refer to 
page 40 in your Course Companion.

1. “I shall die of boredom” the princess sighed. “I need 
some adventure.”

2. Just then, she heard a knight’s voice shout, “fair 
princess, an evil knight is coming to take you away!”

3. “Oh dear!” the princess exclaimed. “Who will save me?"

4. “Do not fear” said the courageous knight. “The evil 
knight shall not succeed in his design.”

5. He said “Take my hand. We must hurry!”

6. "We must run" said the good knight. "we must hide in 
the forest."

7. The princess ran quickly. “Thank you dear knight” she 
said breathlessly. “How can I ever repay you?”

8. The knight looked at the princess and said “my only 
desire is that you are safe.”

9. “Well” the princess replied “you are very brave. I can 
never repay you for saving me.”

10.  "Although we are safe now" the knight declared "we 
must be vigilant until we reach the castle."

Geography: Wales
o On a separate piece of blank paper, as you have done previously, 

draw a map of the United Kingdom and label the countries 
it contains. You may use the map on page 15 of your Course 
Companion as a guide. Using information online, find out the names 
of the three largest cities in Wales and label them on your map.

Welsh Sculptor: Goscombe John Part 1
o Read:

You are going to learn about a Welsh sculptor named Goscombe John. 
The information on this artist could start like this: "Goscombe John was 
born in 1860 in Cardiff, Wales." That would be an uninteresting way to 
start a biography. Below are three opening paragraphs about Goscombe 
that start in an engaging way. Read through each paragraph, underline 
which of the "Eight Ways to Start an Introductory Paragraph" is used, and 
then answer the reading check question for each paragraph.

Paragraph #1
If you were asked to create a sculpture for a World War I memorial, what 
kind of sculpture would you create? Welsh sculptor Goscombe John, 
born in 1860, showed his artistic genius and skill when he created a 
war memorial with life-size, sculpted figures of soldiers marching down 
the street on their way to war with their families alongside them and 
an angel flying above them. The raised flags, the drummer boys, the 
little girl saying goodbye to her father,  a father giving a last hug to his 
baby—all these things create a powerful pathos (emotional response). 
This striking sculpture called "The Response 1914" is just one of many 
wonderful sculptures for which Goscombe is known.

an interesting fact or surprising statistic  |  a thought-provoking question

a short personal experience  |  a short but interesting and applicable quote

an attention-grabbing statement  |  a short, interesting story

historical background  |  vivid description

o aReading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. This opening paragraph introduces Goscombe by talking about his 
childhood.

 TRUE  |  FALSE 

Note: View the photos of "The Response 1914" memorial on page 106. 
Study the emotions each figure portrays.
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Paragraph #2

Goscombe John is an interes� ng name, and the boy who had that name 
was certainly an interes� ng child. He was the son of a Welsh wood carver, 
stone carver, and sculptor. As a youth, Goscombe helped his father with 
his work in restoring a magni cent castle in the city of Cardiff  in which 
they lived. Goscombe was also trained by his father in sculp� ng. As father 
and son worked side by side, did they have any idea of the great sculptor 
Goscombe would one day become?

a short personal experience  |  a short but interes� ng and applicable quote
an a  en  on-grabbing statement  |  a short, interes� ng story

historical background  |  vivid descrip� on

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. This paragraph discusses Goscombe's mother and father.

 TRUE  |  FALSE

Paragraph #3

As I stood before the Port Sunlight Memorial by Welsh sculptor 
Goscombe John (1860-1952), I felt as if I were standing on sacred ground. 
The names of 628 men who gave their lives in war were inscribed at the 
base, but my eyes were drawn to the eleven free-standing, life-sized 
 gures placed around the octagonal podium—soldiers, women, and 
children. Each  gure, with a diff erent pose and emo� on, evoked in me 
feelings that made those 628 names seem personal and real—men 
who were loved, men who were missed, men who were brave. Evoking 
these kind of feelings is a mark of great art. Perhaps his ability to evoke 
emo� on through sculpture is one reason that Goscombe became such a 
renowned ar� st.

an interes� ng fact or surprising sta� s� c  |  a thought-provoking ques� on
a short personal experience  |  a short but interes� ng and applicable quote

an a� en� on-grabbing statement  |  a short, interes  ng story
historical background  |  vivid descrip� on

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. This paragraph discusses the opinion that Gascombe's art evokes 
emo  on .  TRUE  |  FALSE

Cardiff  Castle

Part of the Port Sunlight Memorial
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Participial Phrases
Complete the exercises below. Refer to page 37 in your Course Companion 

if needed. Remember par  cipial phrases act as adjec  ves (not nouns).

Exercise 1: Write a “Y” if the sentence includes a par  cipial phrase and 
“N” if the sentence does not contain a par  cipial phrase.

1 Y My fi nger, throbbing with pain, was defi nitely broken.

2 N We saw the fox walking through the forest.

3 N Th e snowstorm raged all night.

4 Y Raging throughout the night, the snowstorm left  the fi elds covered in 
snow.

5 Y My car, covered with snow, was impossible to fi nd in the parking lot.

6 Y Using your blue pencil, draw a lake on the map.

7 Y Considering your good behavior, we are going to reduce your 
punishment.

8 N Because of your good behavior, we are going to reduce your 
punishment.

9 Y Th e fog was thick in the valley, hindering our ability to drive fast.

10 Y Hindered by the thick fog in the valley, we had to drive very slowly.

11 N Th e thick fog in the valley made it diffi  cult to drive fast.

12 Y Th e boys carrying the big boxes on the frozen lake are going ice 
fi shing.

13 N Th e hummingbird was hovering near the fl owers.

14 Y Making a pleasant humming noise, the bees were hovering near the 
fl owers.

15 N Max kicked the ball all the way across the fi eld.

Exercise 2: Write two sentences that contain present par  ciples and two 
sentences that contain past par  ciples. Circle the par  cipial phrases.

Sentences with Present Par  ciples

1. __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Sentences with Past Par  ciples

1. __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Exercise 3: Underline the par  cipial phrase in each sentence.

1. Smiling widely, David told us how he enjoyed gardening with Mom.

2. Baked yesterday, the cookies s  ll tasted fresh.

3. The cookies baked yesterday s  ll tasted fresh.

4. Keeping her head down, Heather trudged through the snowstorm.

5. Hung by the  re, the stockings were ready to be  lled.

6. Trying to be honest, Terri told her parents what had happened.

Fictionalized Biography Project: 
Continue Writing

Con  nue wri  ng your  c  onalized biographical story. Write for at 
least 25 minutes. Remember to include dialogue in your story.
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Fictionalized Biography Project: 
Finish Writing

Finish wri� ng your  c� onalized biographical story. Take as much 
� me as needed to  nish this project before you move on to the next 
lesson. Keep this essay, as you will use it in upcoming lessons.

Johanna Spyri

Read and complete:

In this course, you are going to read three books by Johanna Spyri. 
First, let's learn about the author. Read "Johanna Spyri" in your Course 
Companion, star� ng on page 66.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Which of the "Eight Ways to Start an Introductory Paragraph" is 
used in this biography?

 an interes� ng fact or surprising sta� s� c  |  a thought-provoking ques� on
a short personal experience  |  a short but interes� ng and applicable quote

an a� en� on-grabbing statement  |  a short, interes� ng story
historical background  |  vivid descrip  on

2. Johanna Spyri faced depression and the deaths of her husband and 
only son.

 TRUE  |  FALSE

3. Heidi was Spyri's  rst publica  on.

 TRUE  |  FALSE

Semicolons
Write “Y” in the box before each sentence if the semicolon is used 

correctly. Write “N” if the semicolon is used incorrectly. Refer to 
page 42 in your Course Companion if needed. Hint: pay a  en  on to 
whether or not the word a  er the semicolon starts with a capital 
le  er and whether or not a coordina  ng conjunc  on is used.

1 N
He appeared nonchalant; yet I know that he cares about the 
issue deeply.

2 N
You seemed nonchalant about losing the game; but I was very 
frustrated and angry.

3 Y
He always seems so nonchalant; he did not even get angry 
when someone hit his car.

4 Y
Your brazen ac� ons off ended the man; you should have been 
more gentle.

5 N
Because Amy's statements at the mee� ng were so brazen; 
Janet asked May to be more understanding.

6 Y
I think David loves the new puppy; he won't leave the puppy's 
side.

7 Y
The intrepid explorer conquered the challenges of Death 
Valley, California; the volcano at Kilauea, Hawaii; and the 
dangerous precipices of Mount Hood, Oregon.

8 N
You faced the unruly crowd with intrepid spirit; but I would 
have been scared to death.

9 Y
Your approach to life is intrepidly imagina� ve; you do not 
seem afraid of anything.

10 Y Trials can be helpful; they help build for� tude.

11 N I am impressed by your for� tude; even in diffi  cult � mes.

12 Y I displayed weakness; you displayed for� tude.

13 Y Trials can be for our good; they can augment our for� tude.

14 Y
That sermon was amazing; my tes� mony was augmented with 
deeper understanding.

15 N
I love to read biographies; because they augment my 
knowledge of history and people.
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Using Sensory Language
Read:

If you can imagine being in a scene without emo  ons, sounds, colors, 
textures, and smells, then you get an idea of what wri  ng is like without 
sensory details. Smells, sights, sounds, taste, and feelings bring wri  ng to 
life, helping readers experience sensa  ons and emo  ons as they read.

Sensory detail can be added through adjec  ves, adverbs, strong verbs 
and nouns, and  gura  ve language (similes, metaphors, personi ca  on).

Adjec  ves
If something is cold, you could use adjec  ves like chilly, freezing, icy, or 
frosty.

Adverbs

If a bell is ringing, you could use adverbs like shrilly, musically, or merrily.

Strong Verbs
If a character is tas  ng something, you could use verbs such as nibble, 
crunch, relish, or savor.

Strong Nouns
Instead of wri  ng “a smell,” you could use a stronger noun such as s  nk, 
stench, odor, scent, or fragrance.

Figura  ve Language
Instead of wri  ng “her voice sounded pre  y,” you could use a simile such 
as “her voice was like a  ute.”

Johanna Spyri was very skilled at using sensory language. Let's study the 
 rst paragraph from her book What Sami Sings with the Birds:

For three days the spring sun had been shining out of a clear sky 
and cas  ng a gleaming, golden coverlet over the blue waters of 
Lake Geneva. Storm and rain had ceased. The breeze murmured 
so  ly and pleasantly up in the ash trees, and all around in the 
green  elds, the yellow bu  ercups and snow-white daisies 
glistened in the bright sunshine. Under the ash trees, the clear 
brook was running with the cool mountain water and feeding 
the gaily nodding primroses and pink anemones on the hillside 
as they grew and bloomed down close to the water.

Complete the following instruc  ons, which deal with the paragraph 
above by Johanna Spyri.

1. Underline uses of allitera  on in the  rst sentence.

2. Write all the colors used in this paragraph:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

3. Circle two uses of personi ca  on.

4. Write three strong verbs used:

_______________________________________________________

5. Write four adjec  ves used:

_______________________________________________________

6. Write two adverbs used:

_______________________________________________________
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Capitalization: Family Relationships

Open the Course Companion to page 25 (Capitaliza� on Rules 5-7) 
and study Rule 5. Then complete the following exercises:

Exercise 1: For each sentence, underline the correct word choice.

1. Today, Grandmother | grandmother read to me. 

2. I love Grandmother’s | grandmother’s cookies.

3. To be a successful Grandmother | grandmother, you need the Lord’s help.

4. Jamie’s Grandmother | grandmother grows  owers.

5. Is that your Grandmother | grandmother?

6. I want to be like Grandmother | grandmother one day.

7. This morning, Grandmother | grandmother and I did a science experiment.

8. Wendy’s Grandmother | grandmother is par� cularly generous.

9. I want Grandmother | grandmother to know she is appreciated.

Exercise 2: Draw three lines under le� ers that should be capitalized.

1. Even though we paid for the damage, uncle Fred refused to be placated.

2. My dad did his best to placate our angry neighbor. 

3. Apologizing sincerely really helped to placate mother.

4. We went to extensive eff orts to placate grandpa Joe.

5. I've realized that my mother is easily placated because she has a kind heart.

6. I'm amazed how dad can easily placate upset babies.

7. Yesterday, aunt Helen tried to placate her angry employees.

Comma Rules 6 and 7
Study Comma Rules 6 and 7 on page 32 of the Course Companion. 

Then circle the correctly punctuated sentence in each pair of sentences.

A. Heather, please come set the table.
B. Heather please come set the table.

A. However, we are not  nished yet.
B. However we are not  nished yet.

A. For example I do not even speak Spanish.
B. For example, I do not even speak Spanish.

A. Yes, you may have a piece of cake.
B. Yes you may have a piece of cake.

A. I hope Hya�  that you will enjoy this book.
B. I hope, Hya  , that you will enjoy this book.

A. Will you help me wash the dishes, Paisley?
B. Will you help me wash the dishes Paisley?

A. No, we did not see the bird's nest.
B. No we did not see the bird's nest.

A. I hope Richard will enjoy the class.
B. I hope, Richard, will enjoy the class. 

A. Sure, I would love to help you plant the  owers.
B. Sure I would love to help you plant the  owers.

A. Give this to, David, please.
B. Give this to David please. 

Toni the Woodcarver: Chapter 2
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 2 of Toni the 

Woodcarver. 
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Capital/Capitol
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Refer to page 44 in the Course Companion if needed.

1. Proper nouns start with a (capital | capitol) le� er.

2. Have you been to the US (Capital | Capitol) building in Washington D.C.?

3. The (capital | capitol) of Maine is Augusta; it has a river that runs 
through the town.

4. The class booked a tour to the state (capital | capitol) building.

5. Jamar is memorizing the state (capitals | capitols).

Sentence Structures
For each sentence below, underline the type of sentence structure. 

Refer to page 43 in the Course Companion if needed.

1. When the sun rose, I opened the window.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

2. I love to read historical  c� on about early America.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

3. I always say my prayers when I wake up in the morning.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

4. I love the way I feel inside when I help others.

simple     |     compound     |     complex

5. I love being around cheerful people, so I try to be cheerful, too!

simple     |     compound     |     complex

Lose/Loose
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Refer to page 46 in the Course Companion if needed.

1. The tarnished doorknob was (lose | loose).

2. James was quite eager to (lose | loose) his  rst tooth.

3. Tie your shoes so you don’t trip over your (lose | loose) shoelace.

4. You can wear a belt if your pants are too (lose | loose).

5. Janet’s ponytail was too (lose | loose) and began to lazily droop.

6. Whoever gets the most points will (lose | loose) the game.

7. The (lose | loose) screw  nally fell out.

8. I will be happy even if I (lose | loose) the compe� � on.

Th e Importance of Family and Friends
Read and complete:

In earlier lessons, you explored the importance of connec� ng with nature. 
While we greatly bene t from connec� ng with God's crea� ons in nature, 
we deeply need meaningful connec� ons with God's greatest crea� on: 
people. Upcoming chapters of Toni and the Woodcarver show a beau� ful 
rela� onship between a boy and his mother, how serving someone else 
can impact your life, and also what can happen to someone who is cut off  
from meaningful rela� onships with people. 

r Notebook

Set your � mer for 10 minutes. In your notebook (or typing on a 
computer), explore ideas about a story in which a person receives 
every physical thing he or she could ever desire in exchange 
for being permanently cut off  from people. Brainstorm possible 
characters, se�  ngs, events, conclusions, and story � tles. You may 
alternately choose your own  c� onal story idea with a message 
about the importance of meaningful human rela� onships.
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r Notebook: Using the ideas you brainstormed in the last 
lesson, outline a  c� onal story in which a person receives every 
physical thing he or she could ever desire in exchange for being 
permanently cut off  from people (or your own story idea).

Linking Verbs
Linking verbs do not express ac� on; they express a state of being. They 
are called “linking verbs” because they link the subject of the sentence to 
a word or phrase that renames or describes the subject. (e.g., David is nice.)

Fill in the blank. Linking verbs do not express ac� on; they express a

 ///////////////////////////////
All forms of the verb “be” are always linking verbs: am, is, are, was, were, 
has been, are being, might have been, etc.

Write four linking verbs that are a form of the verb “be”:

 ///////////////////////////////
Other verbs can be linking verbs or ac� on verbs. If you can replace the 
verb with a form of “be,” and the sentence makes sense, it is a linking 
verb. For example, “Amy SEEMS happy” could be “Amy IS happy.”

Is the underlined word in each sentence an ac� on verb or a linking 
verb? Underline the correct choice.

1. The lemon tastes extremely sour.     ACTION | LINKING

2. I want to taste some of these cheeses. ACTION | LINKING

3. The air feels very moist here.  ACTION | LINKING

4. The doctor carefully feels my hurt arm.   ACTION | LINKING

5. The baby grew � red.      ACTION | LINKING

6. The  ower grew an inch this month.  ACTION | LINKING

Toni the Woodcarver: Chapter 3
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 3 of Toni the 

Woodcarver. 

Fictional Story
Using a computer (so you can easily make revisions), begin wri� ng 

your  c� onal story. Write for at least 10 minutes. Make sure to 
include dialogue in your story. If you get stuck at any point while 
wri� ng your story, discuss the story with another person to gain 
ideas that can help you move forward.

Fictional Story
 Work on your  c� onal story for at least 30 minutes.

Toni the Woodcarver: Chapter 4
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 4 of Toni the 

Woodcarver. 

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. It is not un  l Toni's mother comes and sings to him that he  nally heals.

TRUE   |   FALSE

2. What helps heal the lady from Geneva? 

A. A rela� onship with Toni's mother
B. Taking an interest in helping someone else
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In your sketch book, draw the illustra� on below.

Capitalization Rule 4: Job Titles/Formal Titles
If the sentence contains an error in the underlined word or words, 

rewrite the underlined word or words correctly. If needed, refer to 
page 24 in your Course Companion (Capitaliza� on Rule 4).

1 The Mayor is in town.  _____________________________________

2 I see Governor Rohner. ____________________________________

3 The bishop is here. _______________________________________

4 Is Bishop Stevens here? ________________________________

5 I heard Mayor Holbrook speak. _____________________________

6 He is the president of the company. _________________________

7 I spoke with the Doctor. ___________________________________

8 I spoke with Doctor Rogers. ________________________________

9 I spoke with dr. Harris. ____________________________________

10 Angela met with Mayor Thomas. ___________________________

11  I asked Professor Rigby a ques� on. _________________________

12 The Pope delivered his message. ____________________________

13 I love books by author Evaleen Stein. ________________________

14  Listen to the mayor’s speech. ____________________________

15 I voted for president Perry. __________________________

Direct and Indirect Objects
Read and complete:

A direct object receives the ac� on performed by the subject. (Amy kicked 
the ball.) An indirect object is the recipient of the direct object (if there is 
a direct object). (John gave Mom the book.)

Exercise 1: Underline direct objects and circle the indirect objects.

1. My offi  cious boss developed stringent rules for our offi  ce.

2. The monarch gave stringent orders to his soldiers.

3. The stringent nurse did not give me any  exibility with the rules.

4. Because I have been honest, my father gave me less stringent rules.

5. Please change the stringent rules for us; they are too restric� ve.

6. The mayor grimly read the new, stringent laws to us.

7. It is be� er to give the prisoners stringent rules.

8. The stringent professor gave us no leniency.

9. The judge gave me a very stringent ruling; I felt he was too harsh.

10. The stringent measures greatly restricted us.

11. With stringent precision, I s� tched the quilt for Mother.

12. The wind brought me the smell of fresh cut hay.

13. Smiling hugely, Miguel showed me his new, shiny tractor.

14. With a twinkle in his eye, Grandpa handed Kate a li� le box.
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Eff ective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Exercise: Rewrite the wordy sentences to be more concise.

TIP: The words JUST and REALLY can o  en be eliminated.

When to Leave Out the Word “That”

The word “that” may o  en be omi  ed from a sentence if doing so 
helps the sentence  ow be  er or make more sense. Reading the 
sentence aloud o  en helps the writer decide if the word "that" is 
helpful or unnecessary.

I just really can't remember what  me that I said to them that I would come. 

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
The book that I just  nished reading was a book that I really enjoyed! 

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
I just think that you would really like the book that Molly gave me.

///////////////////////////
I just really hope that my friend, whose name is Kevin, doesn't think that 
perhaps I have been quite glum lately.

///////////////////////////

///////////////////////////
Drawing Feet

Read and complete:

In your sketch book, draw the illustra  on below by following the steps 
shown.
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I really enjoyed the book I just fi nished reading.

You would really like the book Molly gave me.

I hope my friend Kevin doesn't think I have been glum lately.

I can't remember when I said I would come.
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Introduction to Edgar Guest
Read the biography of poet Edgar Guest that starts on page 70 of 

your Course Companion.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Families were endeared to and entertained by Eddie Guest's 
column mainly because of his

A. humility, humor, and love
B. comedic suspense

C. quick pace and catchy words

2. Edgar Guest was known as a self-made man. His success came 
because of his belief that no one but yourself can help you get 
anywhere.    TRUE  |  FALSE

3. What happened to Eddie and Nellie when they lost their  rst child 
to sickness?

A.  Sorrow spilled into their marriage and tore them apart. 

B.  They decided not to have anymore children.

C.  The trial strengthened their marriage.

4. Eddie’s poetry encouraged others to look beyond stress and to 
dream of and work for a be  er world by 

A.  depic  ng fame and riches earned by hard work.

B.  suppor  ng morals and apprecia  ng family and home.
C.  taking his readers away to magical and mys  cal worlds.

Th e Power of Good Friendships
Read:

In upcoming lessons you are going to complete an essay on the 
importance of good friendships. As you work on this essay, you are going 
to study poems by Edgar Guest about friendship, prac  ce drawing people, 
and examine art that depicts friendships.

As you go about these lessons, keep in mind that in our world today 
it can be very hard to  nd good friends who hold your same values. 
Although good friendships are important, some  mes you may  nd 
yourselves without good friends during certain seasons of your life. If 
that is the case, remember that it is be  er to have no friends than to 
have friends that in uence you nega  vely. Remember that you always 
have a friend in the Savior Jesus Christ. He is aware of you and your need 
for friends. If you press forward in faith and pray for opportuni  es for 
good, righteous friends, God will answer your prayers, according to His 
wisdom and  ming.

Star  ng on page 68 of your Course Companion, read the sec  on 
 tled "The Importance of Good Friendships." Reading this en  re 

sec  on will give you an overview of the subject and prepare you for 
your upcoming wri  ng assignment.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers without rereading 
the material, relying instead on your memory of what you read.

1. The sec  on included quotes about friendships within families.
TRUE   |   FALSE

2. The sec  on included a story about someone who had a bad friend.
TRUE   |   FALSE

3. The sec  on included several quotes about not lending money to 
friends.
TRUE   |   FALSE
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Sentence Diagramming
o Open the Course Companion to page 20 and study Step 14: indirect 

objects. Diagram the sentences below. Then draw the illustrations in 
your sketchbook.

• Remember to put AJ for adjectives and AV for 
adverbs. Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, or 
other adverbs.

• Not all sentences have an indirect object.

The old book and the new book look very interesting.

I gave the new girl a big smile and a friendly wave.

The scriptures give me hope and renewed strength. 

Recently, I gave Jill a new stuffed bear.

Karen gave the lovely bird some seeds.

The little bird's song seems cheerful.

I

AJ
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Friendship Essay
Read:

In this lesson you are going to organize and outline your essay on the 
importance of good friendships. The purpose of this essay is to teach and 
mo� vate. A� er reading your essay, your audience should be inspired to 
choose and value good friendships.

There is so much you could write about the topic of friendship. You will 
need to choose speci c suppor� ng points to emphasize; otherwise, your 
paper will be unfocused and diffi  cult to write. Here are some possible 
suppor� ng points:

• You don't need a lot of friends, but you do need good friends.

• Friendship requires eff ort.

Read through the quotes on pages 68-69 of your Course Companion 
(that you read in the last lesson) to generate ideas for more possible 
suppor� ng points. Write at least four possible suppor� ng points below:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Now, choose and circle three suppor� ng points for your essay. You may 

choose from the ones given in purple and the ones you wrote.

Now  ll in the blanks of your outline. This is a very general outline, simply 
sta� ng "opening" and "closing" for your opening and closing paragraphs. 
In the Level 8 course, you will create more detailed outlines. For this 
outline, simply list your suppor� ng points.

I. Opening

II. Suppor� ng Point #1: _____________________________________

_________________________________________________________

III. Suppor� ng Point #2: _____________________________________

_________________________________________________________

IV. Suppor� ng Point #3: __________________________________

_________________________________________________________

V. Closing

Edgar Guest: Friendship Poems
With a parent or teacher, read the poems "A Friend's Gree� ng" and 

"The Kindly Neighbor" on page 74 of your Course Companion. 

It's/Its
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Remember "it's" is a contrac� on of the words IT and IS.

1. (It’s | Its) Judy’s  rst � me leaving the country.

2. See that chameleon! (It’s | Its) color changes.

3. I’m eager for Thursday to arrive; (it’s | its) my brother’s  rst birthday!

4. Gently hold the bunny and feel how tremendously so�  (it’s | its) fur is.

5. Yes, (it’s | its) my  rst � me babysi�  ng.

6. Look at that beau� ful tree; I love (it’s | its) vibrant colors.
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Friendship Essay
Complete:

Write the opening for your essay about friendship. You will type this 
essay so that you can more easily complete revisions and edits. Your style 
may be formal or informal—it's up to you.

To start the opening paragraph, use one of the "Eight Ways to Start an 
Opening Paragraph" that you wrote in your writer's notebook. Then 
transi  on to your thesis statement, which should come at or near the 
end of the opening paragraph(s) and explain the main idea or purpose of 
your essay—the power and importance of friendship.

Use at least three quotes in this essay and cite them using in-text cita  on. 
Refer to page 28 in your Course Companion for guidelines on in-text 
cita  ons. You may use any of the quotes on pages 68-69 of your Course 
Companion for this essay. 

Drawing Hair
In your sketchbook, prac  ce drawing hair, copying at least three of 

the illustra  ons below. 

Can/May
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Refer to page 44 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. You (can | may) have another slice of cake.

2. I (can | may)  nish reading the book tonight.

3. (Can | May) I ask you a few ques  ons?

4. You  (can | may) use my camera today.

5. I (can | may) recite the en  re poem from memory.

6. The ki  ens (can | may) sleep in my room tonight.

Friendship Essay: Part 3
Read and complete:

You are now going to write about your  rst suppor  ng point for your 
friendship essay. It may be one or more paragraphs; just make sure that 
you stay focused on the suppor  ng point.

1. First, write your topic sentence. Remember that a topic sentence 
helps a paragraph stay focused on the main idea. 

2. Next, give your evidence that supports the main idea of the 
paragraph. The evidence may be quotes, sta  s  cs, personal 
examples, or facts. You may use any of the quotes on pages 68-69 of 
your Course Companion. Refer to page 28 in your Course Companion 
for guidelines on in-text cita  ons.

3. Finally, write a concluding sentence for the paragraph. The 
concluding sentence is usually a statement that summarizes or 
pulls together the main idea of the paragraph. The closing sentence 
should not introduce another subject or idea that is not covered in 
the paragraph. 
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Friendship Essay
Read and complete:

Write about your second suppor� ng point for your friendship essay. It 
may be one or more paragraphs; just make sure that you stay focused on 
the suppor� ng point. You may use any of the quotes on pages 68-69 of 
your Course Companion. Refer to page 28 in your Course Companion for 
guidelines on in-text cita� ons.

Winslow Homer Paintings
Read and complete:

You recently read poems about friendship by Edgar Guest. Now you are going 
to study pain� ngs about friendship by ar� st Winslow Homer. Homer was an 

American ar� st who was born in Massachuse� s. In which sub-region of the 
United States is Massachuse� s? _________________________.

Homer did not have an opportunity for a lot of training in art, so he was 
mainly self-taught. His mother tried to save funds for him to study art in 
Europe, but instead, he went to the front lines of the American Civil War 
and sketched camp life and ba� le scenes. A� er the war, Homer chose to 
paint mainly childhood and family subjects, turning to the simple things 
of life. He lived in New York for many years. In which region is New York? 

________________________________. At age 46, Homer and his family 
moved to Maine and lived just seventy- ve feet from the ocean. In which 
region is Maine? _______________________________________

Regions of the United States
As a review, label the diff erent regions and sub-regions of the United 

States. If needed, refer to page 14 of your Course Companion.
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Friendship Essay: Part 4
Read and complete:

Write about your third suppor  ng point for your friendship essay. It may 
be one or more paragraphs; just make sure that you stay focused on 
the suppor  ng point. You may use any of the quotes on pages 68-69 of 
your Course Companion. Refer to page 28 in your Course Companion for 
guidelines on in-text cita  ons. 

Then, write the conclusion for your essay.

Give the essay to your parent or teacher and ask him or her to  ll out the 
Essay Feedback Page (on the next page). You will use this feedback page 
in the next lesson. Don't worry! It won't be as painful as it sounds.

Drawing Feet
Read and complete:

In your sketch book, draw the illustra  on below by following the steps 
shown.

Comma Rules 6 and 7
Study Comma Rules 6 and 7 on page 32 of your Course Companion. 

Then, cross out sentences below that are not punctuated correctly.

1 Yes, I cleaned my room this morning.
2 No I did not know you wanted me to come.
3 Becca would you like another piece of pie?
4 Nevertheless, you may s  ll go with us.
5 David please sit down.
6 For example, I scream loudly whenever I see spiders.
7 When you are done Sam please put your test on my desk.
8 I hope, Alex, sleeps well tonight.
9 What did you say, Mom?
10 OK I will help you.
11 Tyler you look very happy today.

Friendship Essay: Part 5
Follow the instruc  ons:

Using the informa  on on the Essay Feedback Page 
that your parent or teacher  lled out, revise your 
essay. Once the essay is revised, read your essay to 
a group of at least three people. Make sure to speak 
slowly and con dently, to occasionally look up from 
your paper, to vary the volume and speed with which 
you speak to make your voice more interes  ng, and to 
stand with good posture.

Lesson 84 Lesson 85
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Writing a Summary 

1. Give a condensed descrip� on of the wri� ng. A summary is not an 
outline; it may not cover all the details of the text but should express 
all the main points or parts of a plot.

2. As you prepare your summary, ask ques� ons such as the following: 
“Who or what is being discussed?” “What is the author’s main 
message?” “What are the main suppor� ng points?” “What main 
evidence or examples are given?”

3. Present the summary in your own words. Use quotes sparingly and 
only if key ideas or phrases cannot be said as precisely in your own 
words.

4. Present the summary in a neutral fashion; do not include your own 
comments.

5. Include the � tle of the work and the author’s name.

6. Write about the text in present tense. For example, instead of 
wri� ng, “In his essay, Plato discussed jus� ce,” write “In his essay, 
Plato discusses jus� ce.”

7. The following verbs may be useful in wri� ng a summary.

 
Argumentative Neutral Persuasive

argues reports suggests

claims states recommends

contends discusses proposes

maintains observes advises

insists explains encourages

criticizes illustrates pleads

disputes describes urges

asserts informs warns

Argumentative Neutral Persuasive

supports conveys teaches

expresses communicates advocates

upholds recounts/relates counsels

defends imparts shares

Exercise: Choose a word that  ts each hypothe� cal sentence.

1. In his lengthy essay, Baker ___________________ that families should put 
more importance on ea� ng together as a family.

2. Baker _______________his claim that ea� ng together is crucial.

3. The research report _________________ the importance of family 
dinners.

4. The author __________________ the argument in his essay with a 
personal account of his own family.

5. Using recent sta� s� cs, the author __________________ the drop in 
family unity within the past decade.

6. In the convincing conclusion, Baker_________________ others to make 
family dinner � me a priority.

Annotating and Summarizing a Passage from "As a Man 
Th inketh" by James Allen

Read and complete:

In this course, you are going to annotate and summarize passages from 
the book As a Man Thinketh by Bri� sh author and philosopher James 
Allen (1864-1912). This book is based on the Biblical passage of Proverbs 
23:7: "As he thinketh in his heart, so is he."

An offi  cial descrip� on of the book reads

As a Man Thinketh is a classic in the truest sense: few books have 
been so widely read, have stood the test of � me so well, have had 
such an impact on genera� ons of readers, and have carried such a 
simple, profound message: You are what you think.

Ans
wers

 w
ill 

va
ry.
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Using Context Clues
o Read and complete:

Good readers use context clues (clues in the text) to determine the 
meaning of an unknown word. Read the following sentences from 
Chapter 1 of Rudi by Johanna Spyri (which you will read soon), and, 
using context clues, determine the definition of each word.

The clean, well-fed cattle wander about with pleasant musical 
accompaniment; for each cow wears a bell, so that one may tell by 
the sound whether any of them are straying too far out toward the 
edge, where the precipice is hidden by bushes and where a single 
misstep would be fatal.

He had been wild haying, and, seeking to reach home by a short cut, 
had lost his footing and fallen over a precipice.

Precipice:    a very steep or overhanging place; a cliff

The family was too poor to possess even a cow, though there was 
scarcely a farmer in the neighborhood who did not own one, however 
small his piece of land might be. 
 
Poor Grass Joe had got his name from the fact that the spears of grass 
on his land were so scarce that they would not support so much as a cow. 
 
With these small resources the wife had to struggle through the 
summer and provide for the four little ones, and sometimes, when 
work was scarce, for one or two of the older ones also. 
 
This little fellow, known only by the name of "Stupid Rudi," was so lean 
and gaunt looking that one would have taken him to be scarcely eight 
years old. His timid, shrinking manner made it difficult to tell what 

kind of a looking boy he really was, for he never took his eyes from the 
ground when anyone spoke to him. 
 
The few pennies paid by the community for Rudi's support were very 
acceptable to Joe's wife, and the extra space in his bedroom, after 
the father's death, was eagerly seized for two of her own boys, who 
scarcely had sleeping room for some time.

Scarcely:    barely; hardly; almost not

“I will explain it all to you, Mother, just as it happened,” he said quietly, 
as he leaned back against the hay; “but first look at that poor, gaunt, 
little boy down there, who hasn’t a decent garment to his name, 
whom no one thinks worthy of a kind word, and who is known only 
as ‘Stupid Rudi.’” 
 
This little fellow, known only by the name of "Stupid Rudi," was so 
lean and gaunt looking that one would have taken him to be scarcely 
eight years old.

Gaunt:    very thin and angular

Rudi: Chapter 1

o In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 1 of Rudi.

Lesson 87
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o aReading Check

Johanna Spyri masterfully describes the contrasting homes on either 
side of Clear Brook. Read the descriptive words and phrases below and 
indicate whether each describes the home of Frau Vincenze or that of 

“Poor Grass Joe” by putting an "F" or a "P" in front of each description.

_____ three pots of blooming pinks on the gallery that wafted fragrance  
 through the windows all summer long

_____ holes in the windowpanes that had been pasted over with paper  
 to keep out the winter's cold 

_____ a woman who looked so trim and neat in her simple dress that   
 one fancied she had never in her life touched anything unclean

_____ within the room a woman might be seen, still strong and active in  
 spite of the snowy white hair under her neat black cap

_____ the gallery was in such a ruinous state that it seemed as though   
 the many little children crawling and stumbling about on it must  
 surely break their arms or legs 

_____ a woman inside was often at work mending a man's shirt that   
 was stout and coarse in material but was always washed   
 with great care

_____ very dirty children; their faces were covered with grime, and their  
 hair had never been touched by a comb

_____ bright little windows stood open to let in the fresh mountain air

_____ everything looked so clean and tidy 

_____ windows kept tightly closed even through the finest summer days

_____ steps that always looked as though they had just been scrubbed

_____ the steps of the outside stairway were in many places broken   
 away

_____ no fresh air was ever let in except through the broken windowpanes

Sentence Diagramming

o Diagram the following sentences on a separate sheet of paper. If needed, 
refer to page 20 in the Course Companion (Step 14: indirect objects).

1. When you gave me flowers, I pressed them.

2. After I make you a delicious dinner, we will take a walk.

3. Since Dad gave me a second chance, I have been really humble.

4. Whenever Jane gives me a new book, I quickly read it.

Drawing People
o In your sketchbook, draw at least two of the people below.

Lesson 88
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When you gave me flowers, I pressed them.

Lesson 88—Assignment on a Separate Sheet of Paper
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Rudi: Chapter 2

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 2 of Rudi.

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

On page 174 of the chapter you just read (Chapter 2),  nd three similes 
(compare things by using the words AS or LIKE (e.g. "She sings like an 
angel.") and write them here:

1. _________________________________________________________ 

2. _________________________________________________________ 

3. _________________________________________________________

Main characters in a story play diff erent roles: 

• The main character or hero of the story is called the protagonist. 

• The antagonist is the person or forces which oppose the 
protagonist. 

Indicate whether you would consider the following protagonists or 
antagonists by wri� ng a P or an A in front of each of the characters listed.

_____ Rudi    _____ Jopp

_____ Poor Grass Joe’s wife  _____ Franz Mar� n

Synonyms are words that have nearly the same meaning. Three words 
in the following passages from Rudi all have a similar meaning: they all 
refer to a group of people. Read the passages, and then list the three 
synonyms.

Jopp, the oldest one of them all, was leader of the assembly, and 
when all the company had come together, he announced that they 
would now go to the dairy hut in the upper pasture, for this was the 
day for a "cheese party."

Lisi's argument was convincing. The company took her advice, and 
three of the number were sentenced to stay behind, Uli himself 
being one of those upon whom the unhappy lot fell. Mumbling and 

grumbling he turned his back upon the exultant throng and sat down 
upon the ground—the other two beside him—while the rest, with 
shouts and laughter, went scampering up the mountain, wild with 
expecta� on.

1. ________________________    2. __________________________ 

3. ________________________

An antonym is a word that has the exact opposite meaning of another 
word. "Melancholy" and "hopeless" are two words that Spyri uses in 
Chapter 2 of Rudi to describe how Rudi felt. Use an online thesaurus to 
write three synonyms for each word. Write one antonym for each word.

Melancholy

Synonyms: ________________  ________________  ________________

Antonym: __________________________

Hopeless

Synonyms: ________________  ________________  ________________

Antonym: __________________________

A� er spending � me with Franz Mar� n, Rudi does not wish to go home. 
Instead, he lingers in his hiding spot among the  r trees. According to 
the text: “Franz Mar� n was the only person in all the world who had ever 
been kind or sympathe� c toward him. This had so touched the boy that 
he could not go away; he felt he must stay near this good man.” Through 
this storyline, Johanna Spyri is indirectly giving a message about the 
power of friendship.

Would you like to be so kind and sympathe� c that people did not want 
to leave you? Using a thesaurus,  nd and write three synonyms to the 
word "kind," and then strive for the next several days to try to be more 
like those words. 

Kind

Synonyms: ________________  ________________  ________________

like a little stick

like a little spear of grass

shining like a lump of gold

P

P

A

A

assembly

companythrong

Ans
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Rudi: Chapter 3
Read and complete:

It is important to know that words are divided into categories, depending 
on their func� on; these categories are known as the parts of speech. 
Nouns, adjec� ves, verbs, and adverbs are four parts of speech (there are 
others, as well). When learning new vocabulary words, it is helpful to be 
able to iden� fy which category a word belongs to, or what its func� on is 
within a sentence. Review the de ni� ons of these four types of speech:

Noun: a word used to iden� fy a person, place, thing, or idea

Adjec  ve: a word that describe a noun

Verb: a word that indicates an ac� on or being

Adverb: a word that describes a verb

Now, examine the following vocabulary words, de ni� ons, and examples. 
Then determine which part of speech each word is func� oning as within 
the example sentence from Chapter 3 of Rudi.

_____________ obliged: legally or morally bound to do something

It was a long walk to church, but the children were obliged to go to 
Sunday school regularly, for the pastor was stern in insis� ng that the 
children must be properly brought up.

_____________ anxiously: with great distress or unease; full of worry or fear

Rudi ran anxiously around the outside of the hut, up and down, and in 
all direc� ons.

_______________ parched: hot, dry, withered, or thirsty due to excessive 
heat or wind

Oh, how good the juice tasted in his parched mouth! Franz Mar� n 
licked and smacked his lips over the refreshing morsel.

______________ contentment: a state of peace, happiness, and sa� sfac� on

Rudi breathed a sigh of contentment as he looked over the peaceful 
scene. He forgot all about his recent tormentors and was conscious only 
of the one wish—that he might never have to leave this spot again.

_______________ prospect: the possibility that something will happen

The steeper the alp the longer grew his strides, and he spurred himself 
on with the prospect that now there was only an hour, now a half hour, 
and at last only a quarter hour of hot climbing before him; then he 
would be at home and could lie down to rest on the fresh hay.

_______________ languishing: losing strength; experiencing suff ering 

There lay his friend with closed eyes, groaning and languishing in great 
distress.

_______________ invigora  ng:  lling with strength, energy, or health

Then suddenly Clear Brook came running down over his brow, cool and 
invigora� ng, then over his whole face and into his mouth; and Franz 
Mar� n swallowed and swallowed, and awoke to consciousness.

_______________ resolutely:  rm with determina� on and resolve

Never had he found the ascent so diffi  cult. The noonday sun beat upon 
his head, his pulse throbbed, and his feet were so heavy that he could 
scarcely li�  them. But he kept on resolutely.

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 3 of Rudi.

Reading Check

Which of the following are NOT key details from Chapter 3?

A. Rudi was humiliated and embarrassed at church.

B. Rudi liked to hide and watch Franz Mar� n.

C. Franz Mar� n fell ill while returning home from delivering cheese 
to be shipped.

D. Rudi saved Franz Mar  n by feeding him milk and cheese.
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Edgar Guest Poem: Bulb Planting Time
Read and complete with a parent or teacher:

Irony is when something occurs or is spoken that is contrary to or opposite of what is expected. The chapter of Rudi you just read opens with the en  re 
community gathered together at church. A person might expect that church would be one place where Rudi would be welcomed and loved. Ironically, 
Rudi is mocked at church to the point that he "ran away like a hunted rabbit, trying to escape from his noisy tormentors."

Read the poem "Bulb Plan  ng Time" on page 74 of your Course Companion, and then discuss the use of irony in the poem.

Compound-Complex Sentences
Read and complete:

In past courses, simple, compound, and complex sentence structures were taught. There is one other possible type of sentence structure: com-
pound-complex. A compound-complex sentence is made of two independent clauses and one or more dependent clauses. 

Example: When Amy won  rst place in the compe   on, she won a blue ribbon, and the crowd cheered.

When Amy won  rst place in the compe   on dependent clause, she was presented with a blue ribbon independent clause, and the crowd cheered independent clause.

Exercise: For the following sentences, write the name of each phrase or clause in the boxes (some names of phrases and clauses are already given). Then, 
determine the sentence structure of the sentence and circle the right choice. Refer to page 43 in your Course Companion if needed.

Sentence #1

Where the route crossed from the airway to the heading, the space between the pillars had been carefully boarded across, so that the air current should not 

be turned aside; and a door had been placed in the boarding, to be opened whenever the cars approached, and to be shut as soon as they had passed by.

Circle the sentence structure: Simple  |  Compound  |  Complex  |  Compound-Complex

Lesson 91

dependent clause

in nitive phrase

Go to  www.jennyphillips.com/Level7 and watch the video  tled "Compound-Complex Sentences." This video will guide you through 
and provide prac  ce with iden  fying compound-complex sentences. Follow the instruc  ons and complete the exercises within the video.
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Sentence #2

Then she shut the door and came and sat down, resolving in her childish heart that, if God heard and answered her prayer, and she learned to read His 

Word, she would do what she could all her life long to help others as she herself had been helped.

Circle the sentence structure: Simple  |  Compound  |  Complex  |  Compound-Complex

Sentence #3

But as he had never enjoyed a day’s schooling in his life and could hardly read a word correctly, the thought of teaching others seemed, 

to say the least, a rather wild idea.

Circle the sentence structure: Simple  |  Compound  |  Complex  |  Compound-Complex

Sentence #4

This little fellow, known only by the name of “Stupid Rudi,” was so lean and gaunt looking that one would have taken him to be scarcely eight years old.

Circle the sentence structure: Simple  |  Compound  |  Complex  |  Compound-Complex

Sentence #5

Rudi had never known a mother; she had died when he was hardly two years old, and shortly afterward his father had met with an accident when 

returning from the mountain one evening.

Circle the sentence structure: Simple  |  Compound  |  Complex  |  Compound-Complex

participial phrase

independent clause

This is part of the blue clause; it was just interrupted.

participial phrase This is part of the red clause.

independent clause independent clause

independent clause

independent clause

independent clause independent clauseindependent clause

dependent clause

dependent clause

dependent clause

dependent clause

infinitive phrase

infinitive phrase
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Rudi: Chapter 4
Read and complete:

Read the vocabulary words and de ni  ons.

protested: expressed an objec  on to something that was said or done

recurred: occurred again

consumed: used up or destroyed

transformed: changed

beckoned: called for someone by gesturing with the hand, arm, or head

All of these words have the same func  on within a sentence. These 
words are (underline the correct choice)

 a) nouns     b) adjec  ves      c) verbs     d) adverbs

Next, read the following sentences and place the correct vocabulary 
word in each blank. 

1. When he got down he __________________ to Rudi, who had been 
looking in through the door all this  me, to come and sit at the table 
beside him.

2. Again and again the mother had to wipe away her tears. She thought 
to herself, what if her Franz Mar  n had lain out there all alone and 
forsaken in his agony of thirst, and had been quite _______________ 
by the fever, and no one had known anything about him!

3. “Did you think there might be cheese rolls today, and you would be 
here  rst?" "No; truly I did not," __________________ Rudi.

4. In Rudi's face appeared an expression of such radiant joy that 
the herdsman could not take his eyes from him. The boy seemed 

___________________.

5. But the herdsman saw that Rudi was quite terri ed. The visions of 
the night __________________ to him, and with fatherly kindness, 
he pa  ed the boy's shoulder and said encouragingly, "With me you 
need not be afraid, Rudi.”

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 4 of Rudi.

Reading Check

When Frau Vincenze visits the hut of Poor Grass Joe, which of the 
following DID NOT happen?

A. The woman begged Frau Vincemze to take one of her boys 
instead.

B. Frau Vincenze agreed to pay the woman for Rudi.

C. The children pleaded for Frau Vincenze to choose them.

D. Frau Vincenze warned the boys to be kind to Rudi in the future.

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

To visualize is to create a picture in your mind to help imagine or 
remember something. Good writers provide vivid descrip  on to help 
readers visualize. Re-read the  rst paragraph of Chapter 4 and list ways  
Johanna Spyri helps the reader visualize the se   ng of this story.

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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Rudi: Chapter 4 (Continued)
Read and complete:

Remember that irony is when something occurs or is spoken that is 
contrary to or opposite of what is expected. A� er Franz �ar� n realizes 
that Rudi saved his life, he contemplates two great ironies. Find and 
underline them in the paragraph below.

Franz �ar� n had been listening with earnest a� en� on. Now 
everything that he had gone through in the night was plain to 
him—how he thought an angel had come to him with strawberries, 
and how he a� erward enjoyed the water of Clear Brook as the 
real water of life. Franz �ar� n sat and gazed at Rudi in dumb 
amazement, as though he had never seen a boy before. Such a boy 
as this he had certainly never seen. How was it possible, he said 
to himself, that this boy, whom everyone, young and old, never 
called anything else but "Stupid Rudi," had been clever enough to 
save his life, which had certainly been in great danger? For what 
a fever had been consuming him the herdsman knew perfectly 
well. Had Rudi not quieted this fever with his cooling showers, who 
knows what might have developed by morning? And how could 
this boy, whom no one thought worthy of a friendly word, be 
capable of such self-sacrifi ce that he would sit up and care for him 
all night?

An epilogue is the concluding chapter or an addi� onal sec� on at the end 
of a story or play. Generally, it reveals the fates of the main characters or 
� es up loose ends to provide the reader with a sense of closure. 

r Writer's Notebook

 Set your � mer for fi ve minutes and explore ideas for an epilogue to 
Rudi. Use brainstorming, freewri� ng, mapping and clustering, lis� ng, 
or discussion. What do you suppose happened to Rudi in the future? 

Using one or more of your ideas, write an epilogue for the book Rudi.

Sentence Structures
Exercise: For each sentence below from Rudi, cross out the infi ni� ve 

phrases (which do not help determine a sentence structure), write 
the number of dependent and independent clauses that make 
up the sentence, and underline the type of sentence structure. If 
needed, refer to page 43 in your Course Companion.

1. When he got over being afraid of people, it turned out, to the 
surprise of all, that he was a very apt, nimble li� le fellow.

 # of independent clauses: _______ # of dependent clauses: _______ 

simple     |     compound     |     complex   |     compound-complex

2. There is a company of boys, to be sure, to watch the cows, but the 
bells are also necessary, and their � nkling is so pleasant to hear 
that it would be a pity not to have them.

# of independent clauses: _______ # of dependent clauses: _______ 

simple     |     compound     |     complex   |     compound-complex

3. The wife had much to do at home, to be sure, but she seemed to 
take it for granted that so many children could not possibly be kept 
in order, and when the children grew older, things would mend of 
their own accord. 

# of independent clauses: _______ # of dependent clauses: _______ 

simple     |     compound     |     complex   |     compound-complex

4. To Rudi’s amazement, �ranz �ar� n took a bowl, dipped it into the 
pot, and handed Rudi the bowl.

# of independent clauses: _______ # of dependent clauses: _______ 

simple     |     compound     |     complex   |     compound-complex
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Drawing People
Read and complete:

In your 
sketch 
book, 
draw the 
illustra-
� on by 
following 
the steps 
shown.

Participial Phrases and Commas
Exercise: For the following sentences, underline the par� cipial 

phrases and insert commas wherever they are needed. If needed, 
refer to pages 37-38 in your Course Companion.

1. Whistling a happy tune Roger did his work with unusual alacrity. 

2. Feeling a spirit of alacrity I obeyed Mom's new rules willingly.

3. Helen started to the hike with great alacrity enjoying the fresh, 
pine-scented air and cool breeze.

4. "We want to come, too!" cried the children with alacrity dancing 
around the room.

5. Inspired by his brother's cheerful example the young boy cleaned 
his room with unusual alacrity.

6. With sudden alacrity Ben decided to build a tree fort asking us all to 
help.

7. Refusing to be placated Dan sulked in his room all a� ernoon.

8. Trembling with fear we approached the formidable, unfriendly house.

9. Helping with alacrity Dad made the formidable job seem possible.

10. Sighing Amy said, "I never have any respite. Working all day is really 
diffi  cult."

11. Megan took a brief respite needing a chance to think things through.

12. Filled with sudden fear the man ran from the formidable shape.

13. Basked in hugs and kisses from his mom the li� le boy was  nally 
placated.

ALACRITY: cheerful willingness
+ review of formidable, placate, and respite.
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the following sentences on a separate sheet of paper. 

All of the sentences contain indirect objects (Step 14).

1. Whenever it rains, Jake gives me his umbrella.

2. That li  le girl picked these beau  ful  owers for me.

3. Sean kicked the ball to me, and I scored a goal.

Greek Root—AUTO/
Advanced Alphabetical Order

Read and complete:

The Greek root AUTO means SELF. Think of how AUTO is used in these 
words: automa  c, autobiography, autograph, auto-focus. Read the 
following words (which contain the Greek root AUTO) and their de ni  ons.

autocrat: a ruler who has all power

autopilot: a system in which a vehicle controls itself

autonomous: having self-government

automated: operated by a machine itself (with li  le interven  on)  

autoimmune: the state when the immune response a  acks itself

Write the  ve words above with their de ni  ons in alphabe  cal order.

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

WORD: 

DEFINITION:

Fill in the blanks with one of the words containing the root AUTO.

1. He put the plane on _______________________.

2. I'm glad our country is not ruled by an _________________; checks 
and balances are important.

3. When you have an ____________________ disease, your immune 
system a  acks healthy cells in your body by mistake.

4. The federa  on consisted of seven________________________ states.

5. To save money on employees, the company _________________ the 
process of making its product. 
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autocrat

a ruler who has all power

autoimmune

the state when the immune response attacks itself

automated

operated by a machine itself (with little intervention)

autonomous

having self-government

autopilot

a system in which a vehicle controls itself

autonomous

autoimmune

autocrat

autopilot

automated



Jake umbrellagives

Whenever it rains, Jake gives me his umbrella.

Lesson 95—Assignment on a Separate Sheet of Paper
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That little girl picked me these beautiful flowers.
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Sean kicked me the ball, and I scored a goal.
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Prepositional Phrases and Commas
Underline the preposi� onal phrases and enter commas where 

needed. Some sentences have more than one preposi� onal phrase. 
Refer to page 39 of the Course Companion if needed.

1. During the pounding storm we stayed safely inside the house.

2. Under the bridge a family of ducks are  oa� ng.

3. I see a big bear across the river.

4. Inside my desk I keep the le� ers Grandma sends me.

5. Up in that huge tree I see a monkey si�  ng on the highest branch.

6. Behind the bookcase is a secret room.

7. I love to sit by the heater.

8. Inside Uncle Bill's new barn  ve horses have a new home.

9. We walked through the long tunnel.

10. Inside the new hotel a grand party is taking place.

Compound Subjects, Verb Phrases, Direct 
Objects, and Prepositional Phrases

 Read each sentence about the pain� ng on this page by Winslow 
Homer. Then, underline the compound item each sentence contains. 

Tip: "Compound" means more than one.

Tip: "C." stands for "compound."

1. Res� ng and relaxing on the hillside looks so enjoyable.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

2. The young girl will rest for an hour and watch the  uff y clouds.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

3. The shadows fall on the hillside and on the  eld.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi  onal Phrase

4. The ar� st used a pencil and watercolors to create this picture.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

5. In a few minutes, the girl will gather the sheep and start walking home.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

6. The leaves and the grass make a peaceful rustling sound in the wind.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

7. On the hillside and under the trees, the sheep graze peacefully.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi  onal Phrase

8. In the a� ernoon the girl's father will bring sandwiches and pie.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

9. The sun will rise high in the sky and then slowly sink.
C. Subject | C. Verb Phrase | C. Direct Object | C. Preposi� onal Phrase

,
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,
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Avoid Shifts in Verb Tense
Read and complete the exercises:

When wri  ng, you should avoid any unnecessary shi  s in verb tense. For 
example, if you are wri  ng a story that takes place in past tense, you 
should not suddenly change to present tense for no good reason:

Incorrect:

I jumped over the log and sprinted through the forest. Finally, I sit down 
and catch my breath.

Correct:

I jumped over the log and sprinted through the forest. Finally, I sat down 
and caught my breath.

Some  mes it makes sense to change verb tense.

Correct:

I really love helping other people. Next year, I will work at an orphanage 
during the summer.

Exercise 1: Cross out each pair of sentences that does not maintain a 
consistent verb tense.

1. I hiked up the really steep trail. Sweat drips down my forehead. 

2. The rabbit hops across our lawn. Then, it disappears under a fence.

3. David sang a lovely song. His voice sounds like a gurgling stream.

4. Neil waters the lawn thoroughly. Then he weeded the garden. 

5. Eveleen Stein was a great writer. She uses a lot of descrip  on.

Exercise 2: To maintain a consistent verb tense for each pair of sentences, 
write the word that should replace the circled word.

1. I open the window. I heard birds singing. 

 ___________________________

2. I sink my hands into the garden dirt. I loved the feel of fresh soil.

 ___________________________

3. We eat our food by the lake. It tasted delicious.

 ___________________________

4. The wind howled. The rain begins to pour.

 ___________________________

5. I trim the bushes in the front yard. My older brother helped me.

 ___________________________

"Too" and Commas
When “too” means “also,” use a comma before and a  er “too” in the 
middle of a sentence and a comma before “too” at the end of a sentence.

Exercise: Insert missing commas.

1. Wendy, you see, had been forge   ng too.

2. That cost a lot of money too.

3. He felt too that we should help the old lady.

4. The dog is now too old to do his tricks.

5. I know how to knit too.

6. Johnny Chuck jumps over the mossy green log too.

This sentence is in 
past tense.

This sentence is in 
present tense.

This sentence is in 
present tense.

This sentence is in 
future tense.
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Introduction to Author Leo Tolstoy

Read and complete:

Leo Tolstoy is considered by some to be one of the greatest authors of all 
 me. In addi  on to his epic novels, including War and Peace and Anna 

Karenina, Leo Tolstoy had a talent for wri  ng plays, essays, short stories, 
and fables.

In this course, we will study some beau  ful stories by Tolstoy that 
show truthful messages. However, none of the Good & the Beau  ful 
courses recommend or study his famous novels War and Peace and 
Anna Karenina, because they contain profanity and some inappropriate 
content. Although those two books have some powerful messages, 
powerful messages on the same topics can be found in other books that 
are completely clean in language and content. 

Before you read some short stories by Leo Tolstoy, read some informa  on 
about his life:

• Tolstoy was born in Russia in 1828 to Princess Marie Volkonsky and 
Count Nicolas Tolstoy. His mother died when he was 18 months old.

• As a child, Tolstoy showed a gi   for languages. He also loved reading 
literature, including fairy tales, poems, and the Bible. He especially 
loved the Old Testament story of Joseph.

• A  er Tolstoy’s father died when he was nine years old, Tolstoy was 
raised by his aunts. One of those aunts “had the greatest in uence 
on [his] life” because she taught him “the moral joy of love.”

• A  er studying law, Tolstoy became a soldier, during which  me he 
wrote his  rst novel. For many years he lived a sinful and unhappy 
life, but when Tolstoy’s beloved brother Nicolas died, Tolstoy turned 
toward God and good works. Henceforth, his wri  ngs, some  mes 
funny and some  mes sad, would contain moral ideas and themes.

• A  er marrying Sophia Behrs, the youngest daughter of a wealthy 
family that he had known for many years, Tolstoy con  nued to write 
and to prac  ce good works. For example, during a  me of severe 
famine, he and Sophia started over 246 soup kitchens. Tolstoy and 
his wife had ten children.

Reading Check

Underline all the sentences that are true.

A.  Leo Tolstoy loved the Bible as a child.

B.  Leo Tolstoy was born in Finland but moved to Russia later.

C.  Tolstoy's brother and one of the aunts who raised Tolstoy both 
had a posi  ve impact on him.

D.  Tolstoy lived a sinful life for a  me.

E.  Tolstoy's wri  ngs rarely contained moral themes.
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Cross out an incorrect 
word, and write the correct 
word above the crossed out 
word.

Example:

I ate some desert.
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Editing & Editing Symbols
Read:

Edi  ng is an important skill that you will use your en  re life! Turn to the 
page  tled “Edi  ng Symbols” on page 89 of your Course Companion. You will 
use these symbols  to complete your edi  ng exercises. Here are some of the 
most common symbols:

Add a comma

Add a period

Make a word lowercase

Capitalize

Delete a le  er or word

Each set of sentences tells you the number of mistakes that need to be 
found. Try hard to  nd all the mistakes. If you cannot  nd all the mistakes, 
 rst check the "edi  ng explana  ons" numbers. These numbers refer 
to a sec  on in your Course Companion called "Edi  ng Explana  ons," 
which starts on page 90. The edi  ng explana  ons will tell you the kinds 
of mistakes the edi  nt exercise contains. Once you have completed 
your edi  ng, check the answer key and make sure you understand the 
mistakes you missed and why they should be corrected.

Remember, if you are not sure why something is a mistake, read more 
about it in the “Edi  ng Explana  ons” sec  on of your Course Companion. 
This will help you to become an excellent editor!

Edit and Draw

Edit the groups of sentences. Then, draw the pictures in your
sketchbook. If you cannot  nd all the mistakes, refer to the edi  ng 
explana  ons indicated, which start on page 90 of your Course 
Companion.

There are FOUR mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #4, #10, #23, #29

Yes uncle Harry smiled amicably and he 

lifted his hat to the girls. "Welcome to my 

home" he said.

There are FIVE mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #13, #39, #41, #42, #43 

The adroit hairstylist braided Kims hair 

putting in a yellow flower in as the final 

touch. I wanted my hair styled that way too, 

accept I wanted a white flower.

There are FIVE mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #1, #2, #7, #40, #42

As i passed the window candlelight danced 

inside sending an merry glow into the 

gloomy night. Instantly my heart was lifted.
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Short Story: "A Just Judge" by Leo Tolstoy
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read "A Just Judge," star� ng on 

page 197.

 Write a short summary of "A Just Judge" by following these instruc� ons:

• Start your summary by clearly iden� fying the type of work, the � tle, 
and the author.

• Summarize the main points (not all of the details) of the plot in 1-3 
paragraphs.

• Write your summary in the present tense.

EXAMPLE SUMMARY BEGINNING

In the short story “Li� le Girls Wiser Than Men,” author Leo Tolstoy tells the 
story of two young girls who teach a group of adults a lesson about forgiving 
easily. The story begins with two li� le girls playing in a stream of water. 
Malasha, the younger girl, purposely spa� ers Akulka’s clothes with mud  . . .

"Too" and Commas
When “too” means “also,” use a comma before and a� er “too” in the 
middle of a sentence and a comma before “too” at the end of a sentence.

Exercise 1: Insert missing commas.
1. Then too old Granny Fox and Reddy Fox had moved away.

2. Sammy Jay heard it too. 

3. Raccoon was too busy to come play too.

4. She is too � red to visit you too.

5. She's smart and pre� y, and loving too which is be� er than all the rest.

6. I love to read biographies too.

Short Story: "Th ree Questions" by Leo Tolstoy
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read "Three Ques� ons," star� ng on 

page 201.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.
1. The king had a desire to never fail at anything he did. 

TRUE   |   FALSE

2. All of the learned men gave the king the same answer to his 
ques  ons.

TRUE   |   FALSE

3. The hermit taught the king by telling him a mys  cal fable.
TRUE   |   FALSE

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

The king had sought answers to his ques� ons from diff erent people: from 
many who were rich and learned and one was humble and frail. When 
you have important ques� ons, where do you go, or whom do you ask for 
answers? Why do you choose those sources? Answer in full sentences.

///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
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The full moon hung in the sky like a huge lamp.

The gentle breeze brushed against my cheek.

Everyone came to the church when the bell resounded in the valley.
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. 

Edit and Draw

Edit the groups of sentences. Then, draw the pictures in your sketchbook. 
If you cannot  nd all the mistakes, refer to the edi  ng explana  ons 
indicated, which start on page 90 of your Course Companion.

There are FIVE mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #3, #7, #16, #18 

When I spotted the bear by the Colorado 

river last Spring my face grew pallid my 

hands trembled and my heart raced.

There are FOUR mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #6, #7, #40, #44

Owls have very large eyes, and 

extraordinary night vision. However 

because they are far-sighted they can't see 

objects up close. To protect their eyes owls 

are equipped with three eyelids.

There are SIX mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons #7, #16, #29, #38, #43, #45

As we were taking a brief respite during our 

hike up Mount ellen something white came 

hopping from behind a bush. "Look at the 

bunny"! I cried. "I see it too" said Bethany.
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Th e Geography of Russia
As you study the stories of Leo Tolstoy, a Russian author, you will also study 
Russian geography. 

 Read the ar  cle on this page  tled "The Geography of Russia."

Reading Check

Underline all the sentences that are true.

A. Russia is the largest country in the world.

B. Siberia is the largest region in Russia.

C. Most people in Russia live in Siberia.

D. Russia used to be a part of the Soviet Union.

Lake Baikal
Lake Baikal is a ri   lake (a deep lake formed by a fault zone that is 
slowly pulling the earth’s crust apart) in Siberia, Russia. It is the largest 
freshwater lake in the world and contains a   h of the world’s unfrozen, 

above-ground fresh water. 
It’s both the clearest lake 
and the oldest lake in the 
world—about 25 million 
years old, it is thought. 
There are thousands of 
unique plants and animals 
that exist only there, and it 
is home to the Buryat tribes 
who rear sheep, ca  le, goats, 
and camels.

St. Petersburg
Founded by seafarer Tsar Peter the Great in 1703, St. Petersburg is the 
second largest city in Russia. It is an important Russian port on the Bal  c 
Sea. Over the years, it has also been called Petrograd and Leningrad, but 
it reverted back to St. Petersburg in 1991. It is the most Westernized city 
and the cultural capital of Russia. An art museum called The Hermitage 
is one of the largest art museums in the world. Foreign consulates and 
interna  onal banks, corpora  ons and businesses call St. Petersburg 
home.
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The Geography of Russia

Russia is the largest country in the world; it is nearly twice the size 

of the United States. Its poli  cal boundaries have changed over 

 me. Before you were born, there was a  huge country called the 

Soviet Union. In the 1980s, the people in some of the areas in the 

Soviet Union began to rebel. Eventually, the Soviet Union split into 

15 countries, with Russia being the largest. The following countries 

broke from Russia:

The Russian landscape includes mountains, plains, plateaus, vast 

deserts, frozen coastlines, and giant marshes. Much of Russia  

consists of treeless, rolling plains called "steppes." The largest 

region of Russia is Siberia, which is composed of tundra, forests, 

and mountain ranges. Much of the land in Siberia has such a harsh 

climate that only 28% of Russians live in this region, even though it 

occupies three-quarters of the country.

Russia expands across two con  nents: Europe and Asia. Some 

people categorize it as being part of Asia, and some part of Europe.

Armenia         Azerbaijan

Belarus         Estonia

Georgia         Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan       Latvia

Lithuania         Moldova

Tajikistan        Turkmenistan

Ukraine        Uzbekistan
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Th an/Th en
Open your Course Companion to page 47 and read about the 

commonly confused word pair THAN and THEN. Then underline the 
correct word choice for each sentence.

1. Having charity is greater (than | then) being popular.

2. If you like chocolate, (than | then) you will love this cake!

3. Turn le�  and (than | then) turn right.

4. Eric has been home longer (than | then) Robert.

5. The weather is much nicer (than | then) it was yesterday.

6. The rain began to pour, and (than | then) I heard a crash of thunder.

7. Russia is larger (than | then) the United States.

8. I am much happier (than | then) I was back (than | then).

Gerund Phrases
Exercise 1: Underline all the gerund phrases. Not all sentences 

contain a gerund phrase. Remember gerunds func� on as nouns.

1. I have always enjoyed jogging in the morning.

2. Fishing with Dad is something I always love.

3. I am staying with my grandmother for a week.

4. Praying before ea  ng is something we always do in my home.

5. Ever since I was a li� le girl, I have loved prac  cing the piano.

6. The wind has been moaning through the trees.

Regions of the United States
As a review, label the diff erent regions and sub-regions of the United 

States. If needed, refer to page 14 of your Course Companion.

///////////South

////////////New England

////////////Northeast//////////////Midwest
//////////////Mountain

//////////////West

//////////////Pacifi c
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Leo Tolstoy Style Story: Prewriting
 Read:

Tolstoy’s short stories were usually wri  en in a simple, folktale style with an 
underlying moral and a clever or surprising ending. 

Over the next several lessons, you will write a simple, folktale style short 
story, using one of the following quotes by Tolstoy as the underlying message 
of your story. Use one of the plot ideas listed, your own varia  on of the plot 
idea, or your own idea. The story can be as long or short as needed to fully 
develop your story.

“If you want to be happy, be.”
Plot Idea: A young man goes on a journey to fi nd the Land of Happiness. 
He follows a map given to him by a wise man. For years, the young man 
journeys through mountains and swamps and deserts. He suff ers hunger, 
heat, and fatigue and faces dangers that leave him weary, worn out, and 
old. In the end, the map leads him back to his humble cottage, which he 
never realized was right in the middle of the Land of Happiness.

“It is amazing how complete is the delusion that beauty is goodness.”
Plot Idea: A prince searches for the best choice of a wife by setting up 
a secret challenge. He invites a few eligible princesses to his house for a 
dinner banquet but tells them they must walk by themselves the mile 
from the castle gates to the castle. Th e prince places tests along the way, 
such as a little boy stuck in the mud that would make the princesses risk 
getting dirty, sweaty, and so on. Which princess will care more about 
helping others and choosing the right than arriving with perfect beauty? 
(You may want to keep the prince’s challenge a secret until the end of the 
story when he reveals it.)

“Wrong does not cease to be wrong because the majority share in it.”
Plot Idea: A king holds a contest for the farmers in his kingdom. He 
gives every farmer a pumpkin seed and asks them to grow a pumpkin 
from that seed. Th e farmer who grows the largest pumpkin wins a great 

reward. Th e farmers do not know that they were actually given seeds of 
a mini pumpkin that does not grow larger than an apple. All the farmers 
fret that their pumpkins are so small, and all but one farmer secretly 
select pumpkins from their fi elds not grown from the seed given them. 
Th e one farmer who does bring the mini pumpkin wins the contest 
because the king knows all the other farmers cheated.

 Circle the plot idea on this page you are going to use to write your story 
or write your own plot idea on another sheet of paper.

 Prewrite for your story. Use brainstorming or lis  ng to explore details 
for characters, se   ng, and plot. You will use these notes to start wri  ng 
your story in the next lesson.

Can/May
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Refer to page 44 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. You (can | may) sit in the front seat today.

2. I (can | may) type thirty words in a minute.

3. (Can | May) I go with you to the park?

4. You  (can | may) use the laundry machine now.

5. I (can | may) play the violin and the piano.

6. You (can | may) have the rest of the pie.

Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the following sentences on a separate sheet of paper. 

1. The baby lamb is so so  , and the baby horse is absolutely adorable.

2. Put the napkins on the table.

3. If the weather is clear, we will have a picnic by the lake.

4. Behind the old barn, the cows are grazing peacefully.
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Lesson 101—Assignment on a Separate Sheet of Paper

islamb
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and

The baby lamb is so so  , and the baby horse is absolutely adorable.

adorable

soft will havewe

isweather

if

If the weather is clear, we will have a picnic by the lake.

clear

picnic

are grazingcows

Behind the old barn, the cows are grazing peacefully.
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Avoiding Shifts in Person, Voice, and Number
 Study page 23 in your Course Companion. Then, for each set of sentences below, 

underline the correct sentence. Watch for shi  s in person, voice, or number. More 
than one correct answer is possible.

1. a. Everyone has the chance to enter the compe   on if you want to.

b. Everyone has the chance to enter the compe   on if he or she wants to.

c. Everyone has the chance to enter the compe   on if they want to.

2. a. I enjoy exercising because you feel so good when you are  nished.

b. I enjoy exercising because I feel so good when I am  nished.

3. a. I like living in Utah because you get four dis  nct seasons every year.

b. I like living in Utah because there are four dis  nct seasons every year.

c. I like living in Utah because I experience four dis  nct seasons every year.

4. a. A student can receive tutoring if he or she needs it.

b. The students can receive tutoring if he or she needs it.

c. A student can receive tutoring if you need it.

5. a. A person can improve their math skills a lot if you are willing to work hard.

b. A person can improve their math skills a lot if they are willing to work hard.

c. A person can improve his or her math skills through a willingness to work hard.

6. a. If you want to succeed in life, one must learn how to control their temper.

b. If you want to succeed in life, one must learn how to control his or her temper.

c. If you want to succeed in life, you must learn how to control your temper.

7. a. I was in the car for eight hours, and you get really bored driving that long.

b. When you are in the car for eight hours, you get really bored driving that long.

Lesson 102 c.  I was in the car for eight hours, and I got really 
bored driving that long. 

8. a. I like living in Florida because you have good 
weather all year.

b. I like living in Floria because it is nice weather all 
year.

9. a. All those who intend to have no trials in life should 
prepare themselves for a surprise. 

b. All those who intend to have no trials in life should 
prepare yourself for a surprise.

c. All those who intend to have no trials in life should 
prepare herself for a surprise.

10. a. One of my classmates is a skilled gymnast; they are 
actually training for the Olympics.

b. One of my classmates is a skilled gymnast; she is 
actually training for the Olympics.

Leo Tolstoy Style Story
 Read:

Work on your Leo Tolstoy style story for at least 20 minutes. 
Include dialogue and sensory descrip  on.

Leo Tolstoy Style Story
 Read:

Finish your Leo Tolstoy style story.
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Avoiding Shifts in Person, Voice, and Number
Exercise: Rewrite each sentence to  x the shi�  in person, voice, or number. 

Refer to page 23 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. Whenever people came over to our house, my li� le sister becomes shy.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

2. Jacob arrived late to class, and it was discovered that his class had already le�  
for a  eld trip.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

3. If a student does not learn to write well, they will have a diffi  cult � me in college.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

4. Those who prac� ce the rou� ne every day are more likely to be a winning 
dancer.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

5. A police offi  cer has a diffi  cult job; they have to work in unsafe situa� ons 
some� mes. 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Leo Tolstoy Style Story: Revisions
Complete:

In the Leo Tolstoy style story you just wrote, complete the following:

 Add at least two carefully chosen adjec� ves to your descrip� on.

 Add at least two carefully chosen adverbs to your descrip� on.

 Change at least two verbs to verbs that are stronger. 

For example, instead of RAN, you could use FLEW, SKIPPED, SPRINTED. 

 Change at least two sentences to SHOW instead of TELL.

 Add at least one simile.

 Add at least one use of personi ca� on.

Capitalization: Family Relationships
  Exercise: For each sentence, underline the correct word 

choice. Refer to page 25 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. My Grandfather | grandfather is a writer.

2. Does your Grandfather | grandfather like to garden?

3. Yesterday, Grandfather | grandfather took me home.

4. I really love Grandfather’s| grandfather’s advice.

5. When I was ill, Grandfather | grandfather visited me.

6. Dan’s Grandfather | grandfather is par� cularly kind.

7. I love how Grandfather | grandfather is always happy.

8. My Grandfather | grandfather always gives me good books.

Lesson 104 Lesson 105

Whenever people come over to our house, my little sister becomes shy.

Jacob arrived late to class and discovered that his class had already left 

Th ose who practice the routine every day are more likely to be winning

A police offi  cer has a diffi  cult job; he or she has to work in unsafe

If a student does not learn to write well, he or she will have a diffi  cult

for a fi eld trip.

time in college.

dancers.

situations sometimes.

Note: The answers given are possible examples. There is more than one 
way to  x each sentence.
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Short Story: "How Much Land Does a 
Man Need?" by Leo Tolstoy (Part 2)

In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader,  nish reading "How Much Land 
Does a Man Need?" with a parent or teacher. Parent or teacher should 
read every other page. It is important that you read this story with your 
parent or teacher as it will aff ect a later lesson.

Writing Eff ective Discussion Questions

Read:

There are simple ques� ons with yes or no answers, and then there are 
discussion ques� ons. Discussion ques� ons make you think; they make 
you want to discover and explore deeper meanings, or to connect 
what you’ve read to something else you’ve read, or to just talk about 
something you’ve read in depth with someone else.

Good discussion ques� ons have these things in common:

• They’re simple and clearly stated to avoid confusion about what is 
being asked.

• They require careful and though� ul reading of the text.

• They invite responses that may not necessarily have just one correct 
answer.

• They make meaningful connec� ons between the text and a person's 
own life.

Here are some words and phrases you might use to start a good 
discussion ques� on:

 “Why…”

 “What is the importance of…”

 “What is the meaning of…”

 “How would you explain…”

 “What is the diff erence between…”

 “What is the similarity between…”

 “What are the causes and results of…”

 “What connec� on is there between…”

 “What is meant by…”

Write three eff ec� ve discussion ques� ons for the story "How Much 
Land Does a Man Need?" Then, discuss the ques� ons with the parent or 
teacher who read the story with you.

Accept/Except
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Refer to page 45 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. Please (accept | except) our invita� on to a� end the award ceremony.

2. All the students (accept | except) Amy and Allen were late for school.

3. All the trees have a nest in them (accept | except) this one.

4. My brother hopes to be (accepted | excepted) as a missionary.

5. (Accept | Except) for Tuesday, I am free every day to help babysit. 

6. Some� mes it is hard for me to (accept | except) my weaknesses.

7. We should (accept | except) the weaknesses of others.

8. All of the mountain guides are working today (accept | except) Jim.

9. Even though it is late, I will s� ll (accept | except) the assignment.

10. Ling and Cho realized they needed to (accept | except) each other’s 
diff erences.
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Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Cross out any unnecessary or redundant words in the following 

sentences.

1. He liked the small goat the very best.

2. Police inspectors are in the process of currently inves� ga� ng the case.

3. This medicine helps you to feel be� er when you are sick.

4. The book I want to read the very most is the one that is si�  ng on the 
coff ee table.

5. She wants a seat that is in the front so that she can see the board 
be� er.

6. The very best chair in the house is the one that is over there by the 
desk. 

7. We want a house that is in Sacramento so that we can be closer to 
my work.

Editing: Russian Geography Passages
Edit the following passages. If needed, refer to the edi� ng symbols 

on page 89 of your Course Companion.

 The Volga River

The Volga river runs through central Russia to the Caspian sea. Not only 

is it the longest river in Europe, but it is also considered the na� onal 

river of Russia. They call it “Mother Volga." Eleven (over half) of the 

largest ci� es in Russia lie along the Volga river. One of those is the capitol 

city of moscow. Many reservoirs help the residents tap into the river's 

abundance. One unusual thing about the Volga River is that it is the 

largest river to  ow into a closed basin.

 Ural Mountains

The Ural Mountains run north to south through Russia from the arc� c 

ocean to northwestern Kazakhstan. It is the natural boundary between 

Europe and Asia, and its name may mean “Stone Belt” or “Mee� ng of the 

Mountains”. For centuries not much was known about these mountains. 

The russians did most of the exploring and inhabi� ng of the area in the 

1800s. The Urals contain rich resources of metal ore precious stones and 

coal. There is fur trapping and � mber harves� ng as well. These are an 

important part of the Russian economy.

Prepositional Phrases and Commas
Underline all the preposi� onal phrases in the following sentences 

and insert commas where needed. Some sentences have more 
than one preposi� onal phrase. Refer to page 35 of your Course 
Companion if needed.

1. During the pounding storm we stayed safely inside the house.

2. Under the bridge a family of ducks are  oa� ng.

3. I see a big bear across the river.

4. Inside my desk I keep the le� ers Grandma sends me.

5. Up in that huge tree I see a monkey si�  ng.

6. Behind the bookcase is a secret room.

7. I love to sit by the heater.

8. Inside Uncle Bill's new barn  ve horses have a new home.

9. We walked through the long tunnel.

10. Inside the new hotel a grand party is taking place.
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. 

Diagram the following sentences. Only some of the lines are given; 
you must draw the other lines.

The ar  st has skillfully painted the lovely, peaceful scene.

Because we love nature, we hike in the mountains o  en.

Willingly, Max and Tanner accepted my sincere apology.

My truly sweet li  le brother looks quite handsome in his new suit!

The so   music in the room is so peaceful.

I love fresh strawberries, but I especially enjoy strawberry cake.
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Effective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
o Exercise: Rewrite the wordy sentences to be more concise.

#1: We had a pleasant trip due to the fact that weather was really nice 
on our trip.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
#2: My friend, whose name is Molly, went with me.

///////////////////////////
#3: She wanted to come with us to the library, but she was not able to 
come because she was sick.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
#4: In a situation in which the fire alarm rings, go outside.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
#5: The purpose of this exercise is to give you experience to learn how to 
reduce wordiness.

////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

Editing: Russian Geography Passages
o Edit the following passages. If needed, refer to the editing symbols 

on page 89 of your Course Companion.

 Moscow

Moscow is the capital city and the largest city in both russia and 

europe. It has over 12 million inhabitants within the city limits, 

and almost 17 million in the surrounding urban areas. A very 

powerful city, it is a major influence for political, economic, and 

scientific reasons. It is the cultural center of Russia and it is home 

to many artists scientists and sports figures. The Moscow Kremlin, 

a medieval city-fortress is the seat of power where the Russian 

government works. Because of it's many historic and modern 

buildings and sites, it is a thriving city and tourist attraction as well.

Kremlin

The name Kremlin means “fortress inside a city,” though most 

people today think of it as referring to the government of Russia. 

The Moscow Kremlin is the heart of the russian empire, a fortified 

complex in the center of Moscow. It runs along the Moscow 

River and contains many famous buildings, such as Saint Basil’s 

cathedral Red square and Alexander garden. It includes the 

Kremlin Wall, Kremlin Towers five palaces, four cathedrals, and 

the offices for the Russian president and the Russian Federation.

Lesson 109

The nice weather made our trip pleasant.

My friend Molly went with me.

She wanted to come with us to the library, but she was sick.

When the fire alarm rings, go outside.

This exercise helps you learn to reduce wordiness.
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Note: The answers given are possible examples. There is more than one 
way to fix each sentence.
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Interjections

Read about interjec  ons on page 36 of your Course Companion. 
Then, complete the exercises:

Exercise 1: Write a    ng interjec  on, punctuated with an exclama  on 
point, before each sentence or group of sentences.

1. ____________ I absolutely abhor snakes!

2. ____________ That is such a magni cent sunrise.

3. ____________ My leg really hurts.

4. ____________ I'm so sorry.

5. ____________ That song is beau  ful.

6. ____________ My arm is stuck in the door.

7. ____________ Wait for me.

Exercise 2: Underline the correct sentence or sentences in each set.

1. Wow! This lasagna is delicious.
Wow, this lasagna is delicious.
Wow. This lasagna is delicious.

2. Hooray, Gabriel  nished the race.
Hooray Gabriel  nished the race.

Hooray! Gabriel  nished the race.

3. Oh! It's star  ng to rain.
Oh, it's star  ng to rain.
Oh, It's star  ng to rain.

4. Whoops, The cookies have burned.

Whoops! The cookies have burned.
Whoops, the cookies have burned.

Gerund Phrases & Participial Phrases
Underline all the gerund phrases. Circle all the par  cipial phrases. 

Refer to pages 34 and 37 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. Listening to peaceful music completely changes my mood.

2. Praying for help, David began to look for his lost puppy.

3. Bracken made his mom a card, hoping to cheer her up.

4. I really love plan  ng a  ower garden each summer.

5. Si   ng for long periods of  me is not good for your health.

6. Keeping secrets from your parents is not a good idea.

Who/Whom
Fill in the blanks of the following sentences with either WHO or 

WHOM. If needed, refer to page 48 in the answer key.

1. Benjamin is the boy __________ was so kind to me at the park.

2. I believe there is someone __________ would be willing to be help us 
with our service project.

3. Those girls are __________ I would like to get to know.

4. Zachary and Caleb are the brothers __________ invited me to play 
basketball with them.

5. What was the name of the woman __________ sewed the  rst 
American  ag?

6. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson were the lovely couple __________ I met while 
volunteering at the hospital.

7. Lily is always so cheerful; she is the one __________ I was telling you 
always has a smile.

8. I would like to write a thank you card to Tyler and his dad; they are 
the ones __________ I called for help when the basement  ooded.

Ans
wers

 w
ill 
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ry.

who

who

who

who

whom

whom

whom

whom
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Desert/Dessert
Underline the correct word choice for each sentence. Refer to page 

45 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. Grandma makes the best (desert | dessert)!

2. Utah is classi ed as a (desert | dessert).

3. The (desert | dessert) is a tremendously dry place to reside.

4. My favorite type of (desert | dessert) is ice cream.

5. I found an arrowhead in the (desert | dessert).

Traditional Russian Architecture
Read and complete:

Colorfully painted onion domes  rst appeared during the 1500s when 
Ivan the Terrible reigned in Russia. These onion domes usually appear in 
groups of three, represen  ng the Holy Trinity. In your sketch book, create 
a black and white line drawing (using hatching and cross-hatching to 
shade) of the top of a cathedral in Russia as shown in this photograph:

Stipple Drawing
Read and complete:

S  ppling is a common art technique used to create shading and texture 
in line drawings. The dots are denser where darker shading is desired. For 
example, this illustra  on of a cathedral in Russia is created with s  ppling:

In your sketchbook, draw two of the squares or circles below, using the 
technique of s  ppling.
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Dialogue: Usage and Punctuation
Read and complete:

When using dialogue, start a new paragraph each  me the speaker 
changes. Also, separate quoted material from non-quoted material with 
a comma. 

CORRECT:  "Mom loves me," I said.

INCORRECT:  "Mom loves me" I said.

Exercise 1: Edit the passage below by using the edi  ng symbol for "Start 
a New Paragraph"        when needed.

Moni the Goat Boy: Chapter 1
Read and complete:

Moni the Goat Boy is the last book by Johanna Spyri that you will read in 
The Good & the Beau  ful courses. Before reading the  rst chapter of this 
short book, complete the following vocabulary ac  vity.

Exercise 1: Examine the following vocabulary words, de ni  ons, 
and examples. Then, determine which part of speech each word is 
func  oning as within the example sentence from Chapter 1 of Moni the 
Goat Boy. Is it a noun, adjec  ve, or adverb? 

_____________ ascent: a climb or walk to the summit of a mountain or hill

A  er a long ascent, you come  rst to the village of Fideris.

_____________ resounded: echoed or rang with sound

Here he took out his li  le horn and blew so vigorously into it that it 
resounded far down into the valley.

______________ nimbly: quick and light in movement

Then he sounded a frigh  ul yodel and immediately with his  ock stood 
right before the ladies, for with his bare feet, he leaped as nimbly and 
lightly as his li  le goats.

Exercise 2: Complete the instruc  ons.

An antonym is a word opposite in meaning to another word.

 Write a word that is an antonym for ASCENT.

///////////////////
Write the vocabulary word on this page which is an antonym to these 
words: clumsily, gracelessly.

///////////////////
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“Wait a minute,” said Paula. “Are you the goat boy of Fideris? 

Do the goats belong to the village below?” “Yes, to be sure!” 

was the reply.

“Do you go up there with them every day?” “Yes, surely.”

“Is that so? And what is your name?” “Moni is my name—”

“Will you sing me the song once more that you have just 

sung? We heard only one verse.” “It is too long,” explained 

Moni. “It would be too late for the goats. They must go 

home."

“You will sing to me some other  me, Moni, won’t you?” 

called Paula a  er him. “Surely I will, and good night!” he 

called back. 

noun

verb

adjective

descent

nimbly
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Comma Rule 7
Read and complete:

When a name is directly addressed in a sentence, use commas to set off  
the name.

Examples:    Daniel, are you coming with us?

   Did you know, Daniel, that a storm is coming?

Exercise 1: Insert commas where needed. Tip: Use a comma to set off  a 
name if the person is being talked TO (not about).

BALMY: warm and soothing

1. I sat on the beach with Jane on a warm, balmy afternoon.

1. "Jane it's such a warm, balmy evening; let's sit out on the porch."

2. "Phil let's take a walk in the balmy sunshine."

3. "Let's take a walk in the the balmy sunshine Phil."

4. "Let's take a walk Phil in the balmy sunshine."

5. "It's such a beautiful day Mom; I'm just drinking in the pure balmy 
air of spring."

6. Kevin finally stepped out and felt the balmy breath of spring after 
being shut up in the house for so long.

7. "Fritz the air here is almost as balmy and fragrant as that of Hawaii."

8. "This balmy wind is kissing a li� le color into your pallid cheeks Bethany."

9. Dan enjoyed the balmy wind that blew up from the hay elds.

10. "Dan are you enjoying the balmy wind blowing up from the hay elds?"

Moni the Goat Boy: Chapter 3
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 3 of Moni the 

Goat Boy.

Eff ective Writing: Avoiding Wordiness and Redundancy
Exercise 1: Rewrite the wordy sentences to be more concise. 

#1: There are many things in which you can learn from books; things that 
are really important and interes� ng.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
#2: People should not disobey traffi  c rules that are designed to make 
driving on the roads safe; those rules protect everyone.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
Exercise 2: Cross out unnecessary or redundant words in the 

following sentences. 

1. The very best horse is the one that David is riding.

2. I received your le� er that your wrote about the party that is on Friday.

3. The raindrops that are falling on the roof are making a sound that is 
like a drum.

4. The new pillows Dad bought are cute and adorable and very large in 
size.

5. Any par� cular type of restaurant is just  ne with me.

6. The workers are currently in the process of closing the part of the zoo 
where the loose lions could possibly be in.
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EXAMPLE: You can learn many important and interesting things 

from books.

EXAMPLE: We should obey traffi  c rules; they are designed to protect

us.
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Edit and Draw

Edit the groups of sentences. Then draw the picture in your sketchbook, 
using s� ppling. If you cannot  nd all the mistakes, refer to the edi� ng 
explana� ons indicated (star� ng on page 90 of your Course Companion).

There are SEVEN mistakes. 
See edi� ng explana� ons  #1, #34, #38, #39, #43, #45 (twice)

The apples hung on the tree like shining red jewels. "Oh"! declared 

Jim. "i wish I could have just one of those apples they look delicious. 

I want one more then anything in the world". "I want an apple too," 

Eliza said longingly.

There are NINE mistakes. 
See edi� ng explana� ons  #11, #13, #18, #23, #29, #30, #38, #39, #45

"Come with us Jane" beckoned Daniel. "we are going to pick apples 

at grandfathers farm on saturday". "I would love too!" replied Jane. 

"Thank you for inviting me." 

Moni the Goat Boy: Chapter 4
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 4 of Moni the 

Goat Boy. As you read, take notes on speci c ways that Moni's 
dishonest ac� ons aff ect his life.

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

Write a well-formed paragraph that explains how dishonesty aff ected and 
changed Moni, and give your own thoughts on the subject.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Ans
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Moni the Goat Boy: Chapter 5
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Chapter 5 of Moni the 

Goat Boy.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. What was a long-las  ng consequence of Jörgli's dishonesty?
A.  He was chased out of town by the angry townspeople who did 

not want a thief living in their village.

B.  People no longer trusted him and accused him of stealing 
whenever anything went missing.

2. What messages are in the book? Underline all that apply:
A. honesty
B. the joy nature can bring us
C. the joy animals can bring us
D. repentance
B. faith and trust in the Lord

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

Write a well-formed review of Moni the Goat Boy 
that gives two (or more) reasons you liked the 
book. Your review does not need to be long; it 
can be as short as one paragraph, but it should 
include the following:

1. The  tle and author

2. A catchy and crea  ve  rst line 

3. A brief, general idea of what the story is 
about without giving away the ending

4. At least two reasons you enjoyed the book 

(messages, descrip  on, characters, plot, learning about the se   ng and 
 me period, etc.)

5. Speci c examples from the book

First, decide the two reasons you enjoyed the book and write them here:

1. _________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Then, type your review. 

Transi  onal words help text  ow smoothly from idea to idea. Use at least 
four transi  onal words from the chart below.

Transitional Words and Phrases

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION and, also, moreover, furthermore, in addition, likewise, similarly, equally 
as important, additionally, besides, indeed

EXPLAINING OR EMPHASIZING in fact, in other words, actually, namely, even, indeed, more importantly

CONTRASTING INFORMATION but, however, nevertheless, in spite of, on the other hand, nonetheless, 
notwithstanding, in contrast, still, yet, instead, although, even though, 
despite the fact

ORDER/SEQUENCE fi rst, second, next, fi nally, meanwhile, aft er, then

GIVING EXAMPLES in fact, in other words, actually, namely, for example, for instance, spe-
cifi cally, in particular

CAUSE AND EFFECT consequently, so, therefore, as a result, as a consequence

CONCLUSION OR SUMMARY fi nally, in summary, on the whole, in conclusion
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Diagramming Gerund Phrases
Study Step 15: Gerund Phrases on page 21 of your Course Companion, 

and then diagram the sentences on this page.

Diagram the following sentences. Only the  rst line is given; you 
must draw the other lines.

Swimming is my favorite sport.

Lately, I have really been enjoying playing tennis.

Making the wedding cake was diffi  cult.

I enjoy prac� cing the piano daily.
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Folding clean laundry can be relaxing.

Serving others brings me much joy.

I always enjoy learning new things.
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Vocabulary
Read and complete:

In prepara  on for studying poems by Edgar Guest, you will study 
vocabulary words used within the poems.

Read the vocabulary words and de ni  ons.

adora  on: the act of paying honor; fervent devoted love

roguish: playfully mischievous

dismal: gloomy and depressing

lo  y: overly grand and arrogant; high in the air

pomp: display with lots of splendor

sham: trick or fraud

contentment: a state of happiness and sa  sfac  on

Exercise 1: Examine the following vocabulary words and example 
sentences. Then determine which part of speech each word is func  oning 
as within the example sentence. Is it a noun, adjec  ve, or adverb?

______________ dismal

Trees there were, but without leaves;  elds there were, but no grass 
grew on them. There was one river, but it never  owed and no  sh 
lived in it. No  owers blossomed, and no birds sang. All was dismal and 
desolate.

_____________ adora  on

She was a very lovely and superior girl, and I looked up to her with 
wonder as well as adora  on. 

_____________ roguish

A gang of roguish boys let their snowballs  y right at the carriage.

_____________ lo  y

Upstairs and downstairs he wandered, through lo  y halls, splendid 
rooms.

_____________ pomp

Thereupon the wedding was celebrated with great pomp.

______________ sham

That is not real gold they are selling; that business is just a sham.

_____________ contentment

Sylvia came back to her with all the joy and contentment that one feels 
at being once more beside a dear friend. 

Exercise 2: Read the following sentences and place the vocabulary word 
that best  ts in each blank.

1. He look at his hero with rapt _________________________.

2. The ______________, splendor, fes  vi  es, and  ne clothes dazzled 
him.

3. She had three great crowns on her head and stood in a great display 
of ______________ and power.

4. The _______________li  le trick elephant, with his inquisi  ve trunk 
swinging from side to side, went slowly by with a load of squealing 
children on his back.

5. But the a   c was ___________beyond words. There were no longer 
sunsets or sunrises to look at and scarcely ever any stars. The clouds 
hung low over the skylight and were either gray or mud-color or 
dropping heavy rain. 
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6. When Mrs. Ash rented three rooms in a round tower, with a balcony 
overhanging the water, and a side window, from which a  ight 
of steps led down into a li  le walled garden, nestled in among 
the masonry, where lemon trees grew, and orange and brown 
wall owers made the air sweet. Her ____________________ knew 
no bounds.

7. Out in the dark yard, the heavy iron gate groaned with a 
____________ sound as it was slowly opened.

8. Becky stared at her admiringly, and, as before, did not understand 
her in the least. She watched her with a sort of _________________.

9. Suppose it were li  le Molly asleep there, all alone in the dirty, 
______________house, with no supper and nobody to put her to bed.

10. The _______________ceiling was all a golden vine.

11. Davy's eyes were as _______________ and dancing as an elf's.

12. Accompanied by Jack, he proceeded toward the shore, receiving, as 
he went, the ________________of the people. The route was strewn 
with fruit, cocoa-nuts, and pigs.

13. The Mole waggled his toes from sheer happiness, spread his chest 
with a sigh of full _________________________.

14. A certain schoolteacher was doing a wonderful work, shaping the 
des  nies of future leaders, and inspiring youthful minds and hearts 
with high and ______________ambi  ons.

15. The arrogant girl sailed out of the room with her nose in the air in a 
________________ manner.

16. The investment turned out to be a ___________________, and we 
lost all of our money.

Exercise 3: Draw a line from the vocabulary words to an appropriate 
SYNONYM for the word.

adora  on   dreary

roguish   admira  on

dismal   mischievous

lo  y    false

pomp    sa  sfac  on

sham    splendor

contentment   proud

Edgar Guest's Poems About Children and Family

Read and complete:

Many of Edgar Guest’s poems were about family and children. Read the 
poems about family, star  ng on page 77 of your Course Companion.

"A Boy and His Dad"

"Daddies"

"The Path to Home"

Digging Deeper: Read and complete:

1. Write the  tles of the poems you read in the order of how much you 
enjoyed them, with #1 being your favorite. Remember to capitalize 
the  rst and last words in a  tle and all words other than short words 
such as THE, OF, and AND.

#1: ___________________________________________________

#2: ___________________________________________________

#3: ___________________________________________________

contentment

dismal

adoration

dismal

loft y

roguish

adoration

contentment

loft y

loft y

sham
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What do these three poems tell us about Guest’s a   tude about family? 

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Why do you think Guest’s poems about family were so popular in his day 
but are not as widely read today?

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Th at/Which
Fill in the blanks of the following sentences with either THAT or WHICH. 

Refer to page 48 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. This is the song __________ always makes me cry; it is so moving.

2. My old sweater, __________ was a gi   from grandmother, is my favorite 
thing to wear.

3. I chose the ripest fruit I could  nd, __________ turned out to be so juicy 
and  avorful!

4. We surprised dad by cleaning the garage, __________ was not an easy task!

5. This is the exercise __________ I enjoy most.

6. He made the delicious dinner __________ I was telling you about.

7. They helped me complete my chores, __________ was so kind of them!

8. How did you know strawberry shortcake is the dessert __________ I have 
been craving? 

Drawing Practice
In your sketch book, draw the illustra  on below by following the 

steps shown.
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Exercise 1: For each sentence in the chart, underline the subject, and then write DOING if the subject is doing the ac  on or HAPPENING TO if the ac  on is 
happening to the subject. In the last column, write PASSIVE if the sentence is in passive voice and ACTIVE if the sentence is in ac  ve voice.

Sentence Write “doing” or “happening to” Is the sentence passive or ac  ve?
1 The report was wri  en by me.
2 I spilled the milk.
3 Brandon was hit by the car.
4 The dog has been loved by our family.
5 The trees were uprooted by the storm.
6 All of the mistakes were made by me.
7 I hit a home run.
8 The trees were planted in the spring.

Exercise 2: The following sentences are in passive voice. Rewrite each sentence to be in ac  ve voice.

Sentence

1 The grass was mowed by Tanner.

2 The game had been won by my high school.

3 The mystery was solved by my teacher.

4 The le  er was wri  en by Mr. Stevens.

5 The cookies were eaten by my brothers 
before I came home.

6 The house was cleaned every day by my 
mother.

7 The snake was killed by the park ranger.

9 The award was presented to Amy by the 
mayor.

happening to
doing
happening to
happening to
happening to
happening to
doing
happening to

passive
active
passive
passive
passive
passive
active
passive

Tanner mowed the grass.

My high school won the game.

My teacher solved the mystery.

Mr. Stevens wrote the letter.

My brothers at the cookies before I came home.

My mother cleaned the house everyday.

Th e park ranger killed the snake.

Th e mayor presented the award to Amy.
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Edgar Guest's Poems: "No Children!" and "Picture Books"

Read the poem "No Children!" on page 81 of your Course Companion. 
Then complete the ac� vi� es below.

1. In your own words, describe the message of this poem:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2. Iden� fy bookends and repe� � on in this poem.

_______________________________________________________

3. Underline all words that have to do with sound. What is the eff ect of 
Guest using sensory language so heavily in this poem to describe sound?

4. Anaphora, a very old literary device used in the Biblical Psalms, is the 
repe� � on of a word or phrase at the beginning of verses. Is anaphora 
used in this poem? Circle the correct answer:   YES  |  NO

5. In the following boxes, write a summary of the things that Guest says 
would be missed with no children. Do they get increasingly deep, 
important, and serious as the poem goes on?

Stanza 1

Stanza 2

Stanza 3

Stanza 4

6. A stanza is a group of lines within a poem. Stanzas in poetry are 
similar to paragraphs in prose. Usually poems have a consistent 
meter and number of lines in each stanza, but some� mes they do 
not. Stanzas are usually four or more lines and usually not longer 
than twelve lines. 

How many stanzas are in the poem "No Children"? ____________

Do all the stanzas have the same number of lines? _____________

Read the poem "Picture Books" on page 81 of your Course Companion. 
Then complete the ac� vi� es below.

1. In your own words, describe the message of this poem:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2. Analyze the rhyme scheme of the poem (the ordered pa� ern of 
rhymes at the ends of the lines of a poem or verse). Does the poem 
have a consistent rhyme scheme? _______________

3. A couplet is two lines of verse, usually joined by rhyme, that form a 
unit. Read the poem again, and write your favorite couplet here:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

4. Guest o� en replaced endings of words with an apostrophe. For 
example   Are woods an’ fields an’ runnin’ brooks;

(For ease of reading, the endings of the words were included for this 
poem instead of the apostrophes Guest originally used.) 

Dropping the endings of words was something that unschooled country 
folk did. Why do you think Guest, who was schooled, o� en deliberately 
chose to write in an uneducated style?
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Passive Voice: When to Use It and When to Avoid It

Read and complete:

Using ac  ve voice in place of passive voice o  en makes wri  ng more 
clear and concise, but using passive voice is not a gramma  cal error. In 
fact, using passive voice is acceptable and even preferable at  mes.

Reason#1:
When You Want to Put Emphasis on the Object of the Action

Example: “The Mona Lisa was painted by Leonardo Da Vinci.”

(If you are wri  ng an ar  cle on the Mona Lisa, wri  ng the above 
sentence with passive voice gives more emphasis to the pain  ng than 
its ar  st.)

Reason#2:
When You are Talking about a General Truth

Example: Winter wheat is planted in the autumn.

Reason#3:
When “Who” Did the Action is Unknown or Irrelevant

Example: The hieroglyphics were discovered in 1807. 

(We do not know or we are not going to specify who discovered the 
pain  ngs because it is unknown or not important.)

Example: New headquarters will be built outside the city. 

(We do not know or we are not going to specify who is going to build 
the headquarters.)

Example: The  rst color TV sets were sold to the general public in 1953.

(We do not know or we are not going to specify who  rst sold the TVs.)

Exercise: The following sentences are wri  en in passive voice. 
Decide if they should be rewri  en in ac  ve voice or not. If not, write 
the reason listed above (reason #1, reason #2, or reason #3). If so, 
rewrite the sentence in ac  ve voice.

1. Three cats were rescued by the  re ghters.

_______________________________________________________

2. Black pearls are found in black lipped oysters.

_______________________________________________________

3. Volleyball was played by Dan and Robert for three hours.

_______________________________________________________

4. Washing machines were created many years ago.

_______________________________________________________

5. This cave was discovered by Grant Parker in 1904.

_______________________________________________________

6. Dinner was eaten by John and the governor.

_______________________________________________________

7. The rules were designed for everyone’s safety.

_______________________________________________________

8. Our cat was fed every day by my younger brother.

_______________________________________________________

9. The new planet was discovered in 1998.

_______________________________________________________

10. The party is being thrown by my best friend, Jill.

_______________________________________________________

Th e fi refi ghters rescued the three cats.

Reason #2

Dan and Robert played volleyball for three hours.

Reason #3

Reason #1

John and the governor ate dinner.

Reason #3.

My younger brother fed the cat everyday.

Reason #3.

My best friend, Jill, is throwing the party.
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the following sentences on a separate sheet of paper. Have your 

parent or teacher check the answers in your Course Companion. 

1. Helping Dad gives me a good feeling.

2. Caroline and I both love swimming.

3. Inside the deep forest, a beaver is building its home.

Subject-Verb Agreement
Read and complete:

Within a sentence, singular subjects must match singular verbs and plural 
subjects must match plural verbs. Subject-verb agreement is a simple 
idea; it sounds wrong to say something like, “My brother are younger 
than me.” However, some cases are tricky, and you need to pay a  en  on 
if the verb is far away from the subject in the sentence. 

Subject-Verb Agreement Rule 1

When the subject of a sentence includes two or more singular subjects 
connected by “and,” use a plural verb; when connected by “or” or “nor,” 
use a singular verb.

Examples:    Incorrect: My brother and his friend who lives    
  next door wants to come with us.

  Correct: My brother and his friend who lives next door   
  want to come with us. 

  Incorrect: Neither the cat nor the dog are small enough   
  to  t through that hole.

  Correct: Neither the cat nor the dog is small enough to  t  
  through that hole.

Exercise 1: For each set, underline the sentence that uses correct 
subject-verb agreement. 

1. a. Neither my hamster nor my cat likes water.

b. Neither my hamster nor my cat like water.

2. a. Neither my phone nor my watch works.

b. Neither my phone nor my watch work.

3. a. Either your aunt or uncle know the password.

b. Either your aunt or uncle knows the password.

4. a. Al who is three and Andrew who is seven live next door.

b. Al who is three and Andrew who is seven lives next door.

5. a. Neither the teacher nor the student were mad.

b. Neither the teacher nor the student was mad.

6. a. The fence and the barn need to be painted.

b. The fence and the barn needs to be painted.

7. a. The wind or the rain is a reason to cancel the game.

b. The wind or the rain are a reason to cancel the game.

8. a. Jane and Kate, my two best friends, read for an hour every night.

b. Jane and Kate, my two best friends, reads for an hour every night.

9. a. Sunrises and sunsets always make me happy.

b. Sunrises and sunsets always makes me happy.

10. a. Spain and Italy, wonderful places to visit, have delicious food.

b. Spain and Italy, wonderful places to visit, has delicious food.
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Helping Dad gives me a good feeling.
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Taking long walks is very relaxing.
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Inside the deep forest, a beaver is building its home.
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Exercise 2: Underline the correct word choice for each sentence. If 
needed, cross out the extra words between the subject and the verb 
to make the choice clearer.

1. The school and the hospital where Dr. Foster works (are | is) working 
together to raise money.

2. The girl who loves bugs (are | is) working in the garden this morning.

3. The mother and her son, who like the outdoors, (are | is) going 
camping this weekend.

4. The bird and the bu  er y that I see in my front yard right now (are | 
is) so beau  ful!

5. Donald and Elise, because of the rain, (are | is) not going on the hike.

6. The doctors and the nurses who work the night shi  , (are | is) going 
to hold a mee  ng about the new safety rules.

Who/Whom
Exercise: Follow the instruc  ons.

In your own words, explain the rule for deciding whether WHO or WHOM 
should be used in a sentence:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Write a sentence that uses WHO and a sentence that uses WHOM.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Edgar Guest's Poems: "Th e Apple Tree" and "Lemon Pie"

Read the poems "The Apple Tree" and "Lemon Pie" on page 82 of your 
Course Companion. Then complete the ac  vi  es below.

Strong poems usually have a focused message rather than a broad 
message. Addi  onally, strong poems explore that focused message 
in a unique way, a beau  ful way, or in a way that makes us think. For 
example, the poem "Picture Books," which you read in the last lesson, 
explores the grandeur of nature, but if you narrow the poem down to 
the exact message, it is saying something focused about the grandeur 
of nature: man cannot come close to duplica  ng or capturing the 
grandeur of nature, which is God’s crea  on. 

In the poem "Apple Tree," what is the focused message Guest gives 
about apple trees?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

In the poem "Lemon Pie," what is the focused message Guest gives?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

r Writer's Notebook

 Set a  mer for seven minutes. In your writer's notebook, make a 
list of people, places, or items in your home or in nature that mean 
something special to you. Then, list focused messages about each 
of those items. (For example, for the item "Grandma's House" you 
could write speci cally about the wonderful smells.) Then, write a 
poem centered around one of the messages.
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Subject-Verb Agreement
Read and complete:

Subject-Verb Agreement Rule 2

When a singular and a plural subject are connected by “or” or “nor,” put 
the plural subject last and use a plural verb.

Examples:    Incorrect: Neither my brother nor his friends likes   
  swimming.

  Correct: Neither my brother nor his friends like    
  swimming.

 Exercise 1: For each set, underline the sentence that uses correct 
subject-verb agreement. 

1. a. Neither my hamster nor my cats likes water.
b. Neither my hamster nor my cats like water.

2. a. Neither my phone nor my watches works.
b. Neither my phone nor my watches work.

3. a. Either your aunt or uncles know the password.
b. Either your aunt or uncles knows the password.

4. a. Al who is three and the twins who are four lives next door.
b. Al who is three and the twins who are four live next door.

5. a. Neither the teacher nor the students were mad.
b. Neither the teacher nor the students was mad.

6. a. The fence and the barns need to be painted.
b. The fence and the barns needs to be painted.

7. a. Upli  ing music and good books always make me happy.

b. Upli  ing music and good books always makes me happy.

Exercise 2: Underline the correct word choice for each sentence. If 
needed, cross out the extra words between the subject and the verb 
to make the choice clearer.

1. The window in my bedroom (is | are) open. 

2. The father and his sons, who like the outdoors, (are | is) going 
camping this weekend.

3. The bird and the bu  er ies that I see in my front yard right now (are 
| is) so beau  ful!

4. Because of the rain, Donald and my two brothers (are | is) not going 
on the hike.

5. The head doctor and the nurses who work the night shi  , (are | is) 
going to hold a mee  ng about the new safety rules.

Which/Th at
 Write the correct word, WHICH or THAT, on each blank line. Refer to 

page 48 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. I wrote in my new journal, ____________ has a nice blue cover.

2. This cat, _________ I really love, has such so   fur.

3. The desk ___________ is in my room has a broken leg.

4. Edi  ng, ___________ is an important skill to gain, is something I 
really enjoy.

5. There are many op  ons _________ would work well.

6. The bear ________ we spo  ed yesterday is nowhere to be found.

7. Li  le Men, ________ was published in 1871, is my favorite book.
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. 

Eff ective Writing: Using Strong Verbs
Read and complete:

The sentences below are from the book Carry On, Mr. Bowditch, but 
weak verbs have been subs  tuted for strong verbs. Select strong verbs 
from the box to replace the weak verbs.

muttered crushed pounded thickened
glared hoisted snatched scuttled
gulped stewing tramped scrambled
stirred chuckled clutched roared

1. He hurried downstairs. He ___________________ downstairs.

2. He woke and spoke. He ___________________ 
and___________________.

3. Master Watson’s eyes looked down at him. Master Watson’s eyes 
___________________ down at him.

4. He held the shilling in his pocket. He ___________________ the 
shilling in his pocket.

5. Nate swallowed. Nate ___________________.

6. Stop worrying. Stop____________________.

7. Father walked up the stairs. Father ___________________ up the 
stairs.

8. They had raised the  ag. They had _________________ the  ag.

9. The sailor spoke loudly. The sailor ___________________.

10. The crowd got bigger. The crowd ___________________.

11. He got out of bed. He ___________________ out of bed.

12. Father laughed. Father ___________________.

13. Master Watson took the slate. Master Watson ___________________
the slate.

Silently, an owl  ew past the yellow moon.

The wet ground smelled pleasantly fresh.

The sun shone warmly, and we found shade under the large oak tree.
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Edgar Guest's Poems: 

"Where Children Play" and "A Baby's Feet"

o Read the poems "Where Children Play" and "A Baby's Feet" on pages 83 
of your Course Companion. Then complete the activities below.

What is the message of "Where Children Play"?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

What is the message of "A Baby's Feet"?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

1. Analyze the rhyme scheme of the poems (the ordered pattern of 
rhymes at the ends of the lines of a poem or verse). Do both of the 
poems have a consistent rhyme scheme? 

_______________

2. A couplet is two lines of verse, usually joined by rhyme, that form a 
unit. Write your favorite couplet from one of the two poems:

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

It's/Its
o Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. 

1. (It’s | Its) time to get ready for our camping trip.

2. I'll take vanilla; (it’s | its) my favorite flavor of ice cream.

3. My mom fancies this store because (it’s  | its) prices are so low.

4. That bedraggled dog looks like it hurt (it’s  | its) leg.

5.  (It’s | Its) too wet and cold to go outside; you will get drenched. 

6.  Look at the tree; (it’s  | its) leaves are such a captivating color!

7. I love watching a sunset in all of (it’s  | its) exquisite colors.

8. (It’s | Its) time to give the book back to (it’s  | its) owner.

Avoid Shifts in Verb Tense
Exercise 1: Cross out each sentence that does not maintain a consistent 
verb tense.

1. I cuddled up in the soft blanket, and I look at a good book.

2. The duck dove into the water, but she does not catch the fish.

3. I think the swans are beautiful; I love their graceful necks.

4. The bear looks at us from across the river, but he did not move.

Exercise 2: To maintain a consistent verb tense for each pair of sentences, 
write the word(s) that should replace the circled word.

1. I go on a morning walk. I saw a group of deer in the bushes.

 ___________________________

2. I will help my mother clean. Then I practice the piano.

 ___________________________
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Sentence Diagramming
Diagram the sentences below. 

Diagram the following sentences. Only the  rst line is given; you 
must draw the other lines.

The fresh, warm rolls smell heavenly.

I love storms because the air smells so clean.

Melissa and Mandy made a fort in the really old tree.

The rather cold fall seems dreary.

The wet ground in my backyard smelled pleasantly fresh.

The bell rang loudly, and the brave knight has  ly le  .
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Have your parent or teacher quiz you with the following ques  ons. If 
needed, reread parts of the ar  cle above to  nd the answer.

1. Into how many major plates is the earth divided? [7-8]

2. What is Pangaea? [Once, all of the land above the water may have 
formed one super con  nent called Pangaea.]

3. What are the three ways plates can move? [normal faults, reverse 
faults, and strike-slip faults]

Noun or Verb?
Some words can be a noun or a verb depending on how they are 

used in the sentence. Is the underlined word used as a verb or 
noun? Underline the correct answers.

1. I match the socks.    NOUN  |  VERB
2. I found a match.   NOUN  |  VERB
3. I pushed fear out of my mind. NOUN  |  VERB
4. I will not fear the future.  NOUN  |  VERB

Comma Rule 9
Study Comma Rule 9 on page 32 of your Course Companion. Then, 

underline the coordinate adjec  ves in each sentence and insert 
commas where needed.

1. It was a diffi  cult  nal exam.

2. I took a bite of the sweet juicy apple.

3. The bird's long blue feathers are beau  ful.

4. It is a sunny warm day.

5. It was a wonderful  rst date.

6. I really love his dark red hair.

7. We stayed in a li� le stone inn.

8. I sketched the long dirt road.

9. We helped  x the leaky thatched roof.

10. The gentle old man taught me many great lessons.

11. The dangerous winter storm changed our plans.

12. Her bright cheerful smile is always welcome.

Lose/Loose
Read the sentences below and underline the correct word choice for 

each sentence. Refer to page 46 in your Course Companion if needed.

1. The tarnished doorknob was (lose | loose).
2. James was quite eager to (lose | loose) his  rst tooth.
3. Tie your shoes so you don’t trip over your (lose | loose) shoelace.
4. You can wear a belt if your pants are too (lose | loose).
5. Janet’s ponytail was too (lose | loose) and began to lazily droop.
6. Whoever gets the most points will (lose | loose) the game.

Comma Rule 9
Underline the coordinate adjec  ves in each sentence and insert 

commas where needed.

1. The blithe beau� ful girl sang a sweet song.

2. The quiet respec� ul child listened to the teacher.

3. The smooth paved road was lined with towering trees.

4. The warm dense fog enshrouded the mountain.

5. Daniel is a smart kind boy.

6. My dad helped build the large brick house on the corner.

7. Sweet tender Jane helped the new girl feel welcome.

8. The older Irish couple brought me dinner when I was sick.

9. Generous kind people helped my family in our  me of need.

10. The lush green meadow was full of white  owers.
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Geography: Demographics
Read and complete:

Demography is the study of human popula  ons. Popula  on is the total 
number of people who live in a par  cular place. Demographers collect 
informa  on for certain areas or groups of people such as the following:

Birth Rate: The number of babies born per year

Average Family Size: The average number of children in a family

Life Expectancy: The average number of years people live

Use the chart below to answer the following ques  ons. The chart shows 
by what percentage the popula  on is increasing (or decreasing) in one 
year in each country. Note: "<" means "less than."

1. What is the average popula  on increase in the United States?

////////%
2. Which con  nent has the highest popula  on growth? 

/////////////////////////
3. Which country in South America has the highest popula  on growth?

/////////////////////////

%Percentage

0.5-1

Africa

Guyana

Guyana

Bolivia
Uruguay

Paraguay
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Literary Analysis Essay
By following the steps below,  nish your literary essay about 

"Silence" by Edgar Guest. 

1. Write the second (and  nal) body sec� on, which should be about the 
literary devices Edgar Guest uses to make his poem "Silence" more 
eff ec� ve: personi ca� on, assonance (which help it  ow smoothly 
and sound pleasant), and a consistent rhyme scheme (which makes 
the poem easy to read, gives the audience a feeling of sa� sfac� on, 
and makes the poem sound musical). Make sure to start with a topic 
sentence and give speci c examples from the poem.

2. Write a concluding paragraph that summarizes your essay in a 
crea� ve way. It can be very short.

An Introduction to Dick Whittington
The story of Dick Whi�  ngton is based on a true person: Richard 
Whi�  ngton was born in 1358, over 650 years ago, and was the mayor 
of London four � mes. However, the story of Dick and his cat is not 
necessarily true. It is believed to be an English folk-tale that  rst passed 
down through the genera� ons orally. This story has been very popular 
over the years and has been wri� en about by many diff erent authors in 
many diff erent languages. In this course, you will study a play about Dick 
Whi�  ngon and his cat that was wri� en by Mary Rea Lewis.

Before you start reading the play in the next lesson, you will learn about 
the genre of drama.

r Writer's Notebook

 In your writer's notebook, � tle a page "Characteris� cs of Drama." 
Then, write the list below:

• is wri� en so it can be put on as a play

• tells a story with se�  ngs, characters, and a plot

• lists a cast of characters at the beginning

• is divided into acts, which separate � mes and places 

• is subdivided into scenes, which are con� nuous plots in one se�  ng

• o� en includes descrip� ons of how the stage and costumes should 
look

• is wri� en as dialogue between characters and may include 
monologues (a long speech by one actor) and a narrator

• includes stage direc� ons, which give instruc� ons to actors and 
directors

Quotation Punctuation
Study quota� on punctua� on on page 40 of your Course Companion. 

Then write each incorrectly punctuated sentence below correctly. 

1. "The sun is already se�  ng" Ellen sighed. "we should head home".

___________________________________________________________

2. "When spring comes" I declared "I will plant a garden."

____________________________________________________________

3. "If you trust God" Kim said, "You will follow him".

____________________________________________________________

Lesson 132
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Th e sun is already setting," Ellen sighed. "We should head home."

"When spring comes," I declared, "I will plant a garden."

"If you trust God," Kim said, "you will follow him."
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Dialogue Writing
Complete the instruc  ons:

Set your  mer for 60 seconds and enjoy observing the pain  ng on the 
next page  tled "First Steps."

r Writer's Notebook

Set your  mer for  ve minutes and write imaginary dialogue between the 
people in the picture. Be crea  ve and use correct quota  on punctua  on 
and capitaliza  on.

Dick Whittington: Act 1
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Act 1 of Dick Whi   ngton, 

which starts on page 254.

 Write a short summary of Act 1 by following these instruc  ons:

• Start your summary by clearly iden  fying the type of work,  tle, and 
author.

• Summarize the main points (not all of the details) of the plot in 1-3 
paragraphs.

• Write your summary in the present tense.

Comma Rule 9
Underline the coordinate adjec  ves in each sentence and insert 

commas where needed.

1. We drove slowly on the narrow slippery road.

2. We hiked carefully on the steep dirt trail.

3. It has been a long hot summer.

4. We stayed inside during the cold winter storm.

5. The protec  ve adult bear defended its cub.

6. It was uncomfortable to drive on the bumpy cobblestone street.

7. Dad was kind to the cranky unkind man.

8. I bought a new leather journal.

9. It felt nice to put my dirty  red feet into the cool stream.

10. The cute baby birds were noisy.

11. When I opened the windows, fresh cool air  owed in.

Parts of Speech
Open your Course Companion to page 16  tled “Terms to Know.” Refer to 
the page when needed for this lesson and any future lessons.

Exercise: For each sentence, indicate the part of speech for the 
underlined word by underlining the correct choice.

1.  I le   my hat inside the capacious cave.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

2.  The new barn was very capacious; it held 20 horses.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

3.  The new barn was very capacious; it held 20 horses.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

4.   She put it in her capacious bag.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

5.  We walked leisurely through the peaceful, capacious gardens.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

6.  The capacious room held over three hundred people.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

7.  The mansion has a capacious entryway.
 noun   verb   preposition   adverb   adjective   pronoun   article

Lesson 134
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Dick Whittington: Act 2
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Act 2 of Dick Whi   ngton, 

which starts on page 260.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Why was Dick so  red all the  me?
A.  He never got enough to eat.

B.  Cook made him work so hard.

C.  Mice in his room kept him awake at night.

2. Which items do the servants give to the master to trade?
A.  a green feather, a linen cloth, a cat

B.  a pearl necklace, a gold ring, a silver bowl

C.  a leather-bound book, a silver pitcher, a hat

Eff ective Writing: 
Avoiding Wordiness/Writing in Active Voice

Exercise 1: Rewrite the passive, wordy sentences so that they are 
in ac� ve voice and are more concise. 

#1: The horse was brushed by David who brushed the horse gently.

///////////////////////////
#2:  Puppies were born to my dog last night. You should come see them 
due to the fact that they are so cute and adorable.

///////////////////////////

///////////////////////////
#3: The fact that such a perfect, beau� ful nest was made by the bird in just 
one day is quite astonishing.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////
#4: A� er the window was broken by me, I said that I off ered to pay for the 
window that I broke.

///////////////////////////
///////////////////////////

Who/Whom
Fill in the blanks of the following sentences with either WHO or 

WHOM.

1. Ma� hew and Lindsay are my friends _________ I trust completely.

2. There is the sweet baby __________ I got to hold last week.

3. He is the boy with the wi� y sense of humor _________ always makes 
me laugh.

4. Our servicemen and women are the ones ___________ we owe a 
great deal of gra� tude for the freedoms we enjoy.

5. ___________ is the young man you were telling me about who 
shovels everyone’s sidewalks a� er the last snowstorm?

6. Grandma or Aunt Melissa is ________ I would call if I needed help.

7. Do you know ___________ sent me these lovely  owers?

8. I am hoping to thank the people ___________ helped plan the event.

Lesson 135

David brushed the horse gently. 

You should come see the cute puppies my dog had last night.

It is astonishing that the bird could make such a perfect, beautiful nest

in just one day.

Aft er I broke the window, I off ered to pay for it. 

Note: The answers given 
are just examples. There is 
more than one way to  x 
each sentence. whom

who

Who

whom

who

who

who

whom
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Dick Whittington: Act 3
In the Level 7 Favorite Classics Reader, read Act 3 of Dick Whi   ngton, 

which starts on page 270.

Reading Check: Underline the correct answers.

1. Why did the queen want Dick's cat?
A.  There were no cats in her land, and she thought it would make 

an exo� c pet.

B.  She used to have a cat that looked similar when she was a child.

C.  She had a problem with mice.

2. What is the  rst thing Dick wanted to do with his good fortune?
A.  share it with others
B.  buy another cat

C.  buy a set of books

Commas with Nonessential Phrases
Read the following

Nonessen� al words, phrases, or clauses in a sentence that interrupt the 
sentence are set off  with commas. This means you place commas before 
and a� er the nonessen� al words, phrases, or clauses. How do you know 
if a word, phrase, or clause is essen� al or nonessen� al? If an essen  al 
element is removed, it changes the meaning of the sentence or makes it 
unclear. If a nonessen  al element is removed, the meaning of the sentence 
does not change and is not unclear. Nonessen� al informa� on might add 
interes� ng and helpful informa� on, but it is not essen� al.

Exercise: For the following sentences, underline gerund phrases and 
place commas before and a� er nonessen� al phrases. 

 TIP: Remember that nonessen� al phrases may add HELPFUL 
informa� on, but not ESSENTIAL informa� on.

1. Reading books one of my favorite ac� vi� es helps improve vocabulary.

2. Reading books that teach about historical places helps you gain 
knowledge.

3. Abby Jenkins who is always so though� ul enjoys wri  ng thank you 
notes.

4. Learning to to play the piano I believe strengthens focus and memory.

5. Janet indeed loves serving others.

6. Hiking on the trail which was lined with wild owers was wonderful.

7. Janet however does not like swimming in the pond.

Capitalization in Titles
Open your Course Companion to page 25, and read Rule 6: Titles. 
Then, complete the exercise below. 

r Writer's Notebook

Set your � mer for four minutes. Brainstorm a list of possible � tles for a 
play, using correct capitaliza� on.

Circle one of the � tles. Create a list of characters for an imaginary play 
with that � tle. Write a descrip� on of how the stage would look for the 
opening scene. Write the  rst scene, including stage direc� ons. You may 
write it or type it.

Note: This is just an exercise. You do not need to write the rest of the 
play, but you may if you would like.

Lesson 136
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Edit and Draw

Edit the groups of sentences. If you cannot  nd all the mistakes, refer 
to the edi  ng explana  ons indicated, which start on page 90 of your 
Course Companion.

 Then draw the picture in your sketchbook. This picture helps you 
review principles learned in this course: vanishing point, hatching and 
cross-hatching, perspec  ve.

There are SEVEN mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #4, #7, #11, #16, #37, #47 (twice)

When I turned the corner I discovered a quaint quiet street named 

Old street. The lovely well-maintained houses were white and 

yellow and the windows were aglow with candlelight. Oh how lovely 

it was Sarah! 

There are NINE mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons  #4, #8, #10, #11 (twice), #16, #29, #38, #39

"My journal said we visited Old Street on Friday January 1st but I do 

not remember going their. Do you remember going Anne"? Frank 

asked. "Yes I remember that Frank. We ate at a restaurant called 

Gabe's grill." 

There are SEVEN mistakes. 
See edi  ng explana  ons #4, #13, #42 (twice), #29, #47 (twice),

Whispering a happy tune I strolled down the silent empty street. 

Echoing off the tall buildings the merry pleasing melody caught the 

ears of the streets residents and windows began opening.

"Hello! Thank you for your tune" said an older man.
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Diagramming Gerund Phrases
Diagram the sentences on this page. If needed, study Step 15: Gerund 

Phrases on page 21 of your Course Companion.

Diagram the following sentences. Only the  rst line is given; you 
must draw the other lines.

Growing  owers brings me joy.

Recently, I have enjoyed watching summer storms.

Making the sweet rolls was diffi  cult.

I enjoy prac� cing the viola daily.

Doing yoga can be relaxing.

Pain� ng landscape brings me much joy.

I always enjoy wri� ng short stories.

brings joy

can be relaxing

I enjoy

brings joy

I have enjoyed

diffi  cultwas

I enjoy

grow ing  owers

x
me

watch ing storms
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Prepositional Phrases
Open the Course Companion to page 39  tled “Preposi  ons and 

Preposi  onal Phrases.” Study the page.

For each sentence, underline preposi  onal phrases.

1. My dog is hiding in the barn.

2. The snake slithered up the tree.

3. The car behind us slid off  the road.

4. The cupboard above the fridge is broken.

5. You can  t several items into that big box.

6. He was headed toward the school.

7. All the eggs broke except two of them.

8. He was talking on his phone during the mee� ng.

9. We played along with the orchestra.

10. The cat ran around the  eld.

11. I found the le  er inside your book.

12. There was a big lion at the zoo.

13. I found these  owers beside the garden box.

14. The beau  ful lake is near the cabin.

15. When did you go to the library?

16. My friend lives around the corner.

Infi nitive Phrases
Read and complete:

An in ni  ve phrase begins with “to” and a verb, such as “to bake the 
perfect cake,” “to win the game,” and “to be honest.” 

Exercise: For each sentence, underline in ni  ve phrases and circle 
preposi  onal phrases.

TIP: The word TO can be the start of a preposi  onal phrase or an in ni  ve 
phrase. It is an in ni  ve if TO is followed directly by a verb.

1. To keep the clay malleable, store it in a plastic bag.

2. The young girl's heart, to be sure, was malleable enough to 
learn better manners while at the table.

3. That taffy, to be perfectly honest, needs to be warmed, or it 

will never be malleable enough to shape.

4. This precious metal is to make jewelry for our shop because it 
is quite precious and malleable.

5. To be honest, Elise's personality is very malleable; when she 
goes to church, she starts to become more gentle.

6. We have to heat the metal with  re to make it malleable 
enough to shape.

7. My character, to be perfectly clear, is not malleable; I 
won't give in to a bribe.

Lesson 139

MALLEABLE: capable of being easily changed or shaped

Paint

Do

Mak

Grow

Re
ce

nt
ly

Painting landscapes brings me much joy.
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